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Thesis Abstract 

There are five integral proteins and two mobile redox carriers involved in elec

tron transport. The former are the light-harvesting complexes, photosystem II, 

cytochrome bf, photosystem I and the ATP-synthase, whereas the mobile carri

ers are plastoquinone and plastocyanin. Only the concerted action of all of these 

components leads to an optimal light usage. A variety of structural data on the 

integral proteins and thylakoid structure is available. However, although a great 

deal is known about the single steps of electron transfer and the proteins involved 

in photosynthesis only little is known about the interplay of the single components. 

Classical theoretical approaches to whole chain electron transport are reduction

istic models that attempt to understand reaction chains by quantifying the single 

components. These models typically do not take into account how the single com

ponents are spatially organised. Recently, however, evidence has arisen that or

ganisational aspects ruay have a high impact on linear electron flow in thylakoids 

[26, 111, 93, 109, 92, 96]. Lavergne, Joliot and co-workers [111, 93, 109, 92] and 

Kirchhoff and co-workers [96] suggest that the high protein density in thyalkoids 

may restrict the migration of plastoquinone. Further evidence that a plastoquinone 

pool shared by all photosystem II may be an over-simplification is presented in the 

present work. Perhaps for whole chain electron transport it holds that, as Aristotle 

put it: ((The whole is more than the sum its parts.". 

In this work a Monte Carlo simulation is developed and the diffusion coefficient 

of plastoquinone diffusion between the integral proteins acting as obstacles is exam

ined. Using obstacles exhibiting a realistic shape, derived from structural analysis of 

the integral photosynthetic proteins, it is found that plastoquinone diffusion in thy

lakoids is severely restricted. The area occupied by integral proteuis is close to the 

percolation threshold beyond which the obstacles form closed domains within which 

plastoquinone can diffuse freely but cannot leave. Slight changes in the protein ar

rangement lead to pronounced changes in diffusion behaviour under such conditions. 

Therefore, factors are investigated that may influence the protein arrangement and, 
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hence, plastoquinone diffusion. It was found that boundary lipids and the mobility 

of the integral proteins may play an important role in plastoquinone migration. 

Further, the role of protein- protein interactions on the organisation of proteins 

within thylakoids is examined. It is found that diffusion limitation can be pro

moted by interaction energies. On the other hand by reducing the excluded volume 

clustering of some particles increases the available free space for non- interacting 

particles. This may prevent the obstruction of binding sites that may occur when 

purely random distribution of proteins is assumed. 

Finally, whole chain electron transport is simulated with the Monte Carlo sim

ulation. Two different binding mechanisms for plastoquinone at the oxidising site 

of cytochrome bf, which is the rate limiting step, are investigated: a collisional 

mechanism and a tight binding mechanism. The former assumes immediate elec

tron transfer at a successful encounter while the latter assumes irreversible binding 

at cytochrome bf befo:r;e the slow reaction takes place. The two mechanisms cannot 

be distinguished in vitro since diffusion limitation does not occur. It is found that 

in thylakoids, however, the two mechanisms result in different electron transport 

characteristics. Rate constants used in the simulation are varied to match experi

mental data on P700 re-reduction kinetics. From the results it is concluded that the 

measured data can best be matched when severely restricted plastoquinone diffusion 

and a tight binding mechanism are assumed. 
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? 
• 

Plant Leaf Cells Thylakoids 

The present work examines photosynthetic electron transport with particular 
reference to the organisation of thylakoid membranes. Thylakoid membranes are 
the site of photosynthesis where light energy is converted into chemical energy. The 
thylakoid membranes of higher plants are highly structured. Stacked membrane 
regions, called grana thylakoids, can be distinguished from unstacked membranes, 
called stroma thylakoids. The differentiation between stacked .and unstacked mem
branes also occurs at the protein level. The protein composition of grana and stroma 
thylakoids is different _ and it has been suggested that this spatial differentiation re
flects different biochemical functions (for more detail see Section 1.2). In the course 
of photosynthesis electrons are transported between the photosynthetic proteins. 
Two different types of electron flow can be distiguished: cyclic electron flow and 
linear electron flow. Cyclic electron flow leads to chemically stored energy in the 
form of ATP whereas linear flow leads to the formation of ATP and NADPH. ATP 
and NADPH are both needed for carbon fixation. Cyclic electron flow is suggested 
to be located in the stroma thylakoids whereas the grana are the site of the linear 
electron transport. 

In addition to large more or less immobile proteins, small diffusible electron car
riers are involved in photosynthetic electron transport. One of them is the lipophilic 
plastoquinone that moves between the larger proteins within the thylakoid mem
brane. It has been argued that the abundant integral proteins may act as obstacles 
for plastoquinone diffusion. However, little is known about the arrangement of the 
photosynthetic proteins in the membrane and how this may influence plastoquinone 
diffusion and consequently electron t ransport. In order to get a better understanding 
of the photosynthetic electron flow, we need to understand more about the organisa
tion of the involved complexes. Accordingly, the work presented here focusses on the 
role of the thylakoid architecture in photosynthetic electron transport. The inves
tigations concentrate particularly on grana thylakoids and plastoquinone diffusion 
between photosynthetic proteins within the grana core. 
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1.1 Photosynthetic electron transport in higher 

plants 

Photosynthetic electron transport leads to two important products: ATP and 

NADPH (reducing equivalent). In the course of electron transport from water to 

NADP+ a pH-gradient across the thylakoid membrane is built up. The proton 

electrochemical potential gradient between the stroma and the lumen is used to 

conserve energy. Energy set free by protons leaving the lumenal space along the 

gradient is converted to chemical energy, ATP, via the ATP-synthase according to 

the chemiosmotic theory of Mitchell [123, 78]. Between the initial donor, H20, and 

the final electron acceptor, NADP+, is a potential difference of more than 1.2 V. 

This energy is provided by the absorption of light. 

· After absorption of a photon by the light-harvesting antenna, energy is trans

ferred to the reaction centre of a photosystem (PS) as an exciton. The excitation of 

the reaction centres leads to a charge separation. Electrons are then transferred to 

acceptors with a higher (i.e. less negative) redox potential. Electron flow in higher 

plants involves several electron transfer steps (for a schematic diagram of inter

molecular electron transfer see Figure 1.1, for intramolecular transfer see Figure 1.2, 

Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4). 

With the exception of the lipid-like plastoquinone all of the components involved 

in electron transport are embedded in proteins. Light capturing proteins are the pho

tosystems PS I (ca. 20 subunits) [165] and PS II ( 600 kDa, consisting of more than 

25 subunits) [143]. They are associated with light-harvesting complexes (LHC) I 

and LHC II, respectively. On the other hand, there are components only trans

ferring electrons and/or protons. Amongst them is the large membrane spanning 

cytochrome (cyt) bf complex (242 kDa), consisting of 11 different subunits [184] as 

well as smaller mobile monomeric proteins such as plastocyanin on the lumen side 

(10 kDa) [67] and ferredoxin on the stroma side (11 kDa) [99]. 

The reduced form of plastoquinone (PQ) is plastoquinol (PQH2). In contexts 

equally relevant for PQ and PQH2 ( e.g. diffusion properties) the term plastoquinone 

is used for both. 
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ATP 
-synthase 

RiOr~t 2'--H_+ _ _ --'-2_H_+ _______ ______ ~ 
1/2 02 

PS II cytbf PS I 

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of intermolecular electron transport in higher 

plants. Abbreviations: OEC: oxygen evolving complex, QB: secondary electron 

quinone- acceptor of PS II, PQ: plastoquinone, PQH2 : plastoquinol {i.e. reduced 

plastoquinone), Q0 and Qr: oxidising and reducing binding site on cyt bf, respec

tively, PC: plastocyanin, Fd: ferredoxin, FNR: ferredoxin - NADP- reductase. 

1.1.1 Light absorption and exciton transfer 

The absorption of light initiates the electron transport processes. To increase the 
cross- section for absorption about 200- 300 chlorophylls are associated with one 

reaction centre in higher plants [118]. Some 50- 80% of the chlorophylls are localized 
in the LHC. 

Light absorbed by a chlorophyll molecule leads to an excited state. According to 
the energy of the absorbed light quantum, different excited states can be occupied. 
States higher than the first excited singlet state S1 are very unstable and relax 
quickly to the 81 state. Thus, the energy of this transition cannot be used for the 

much slower photosynthetic processes. Only the energy difference between the first 
excited singlet state S1 and the ground stat e 80 can be used for photosynthesis. 
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Once a chlorophyll molecule has absorbed a light quantum the excitation can 

be transferred to other molecules as an exciton. Only if the exciton reaches the 

reaction centre in the core complex can the energy be used for photochemistry. 

To avoid competing reactions leading to an energy loss, two conditions have to be 

accounted for: 

• fast transfer times of the excitons 

• high rate of primary charge separation 

These conditions are provided in the photosystems. The transfer time for an 

exciton between adjacent chlorophy 11 molecules is one of the fastest processes in 

nature occuring within some 100 fs [175]. The time between the absorption of a 

light quantum and stabilized charge separation ( trapping time) is 60-90 ps for PS I 

[173] and some 100 ps for PS II [175]. This is faster than the rate constants for 

competing reactions leading to an energy loss. 

There are two models describing exciton transfer in a pigment system associated 

with a photosystem (see [175, 148] as a review). The delocalized exciton coupling 

is restricted to systems with highly overlapping orbitals. Above a threshold of 

about 2 nm distance between the molecules, exciton transfer can be described with 

the Forster theory [148]. The Forster theory describes exciton transfer for weakly 

coupled systems i.e. the electron orbitals of molecules involved are only slightly 

overlapping. In both cases the rate of exciton transfer is correlated with the distance 

between adjacent pigments. Therefore, it is important that pigments involved in 

exciton transfer are close enough in the protein to ensure high rates of transfer. 

Similarly, energetically coupled proteins need to be located close to each other in 

the membrane to allow exciton transfer between them. 

1.1.2 Photosystem II 

Transfer of an exciton to the reaction centre of PS II leads to electron transfer 

from the primary donor, P680, to the primary acceptor pheophytin (Pheo) (see 

Figure 1.2). The so called radical pair is formed: P680+ /Pheo-. From pheophytin 

the electron is then transferred to QA, a tightly bound quinone. From QA the 

electron is transferred to the terminal acceptor of PS II, the plastoquinone (PQ) 

located in the QB pocket. QB is a two electron gate. After receiving a second electron 
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Figure 1 .2: Schematic diagram of intramolecular electron transport in PS II. Ab

breviations: OEC: oxygen evolving complex, Tyr 161: tyrosine 161, P680: Chl a

dimer, reaction centre of PS II, Pheo: pheophytin, QA and QB primary and sec

ondary quinone- acceptor, respectively. Values are from Diner et al. {42}, values 

denoted with a* are from Britt {32}. 

the reduced PQ picks up two protons from the stroma side and leaves the QB binding 
site as the neutral diol form (PQH2). The dissociation constant (PQ- PS II ~ PQ + 
PS II) of this diol form as well as that of the neutral ketoform is high (1- 2 mM [43]). 

In comparison the dissociation constant of the intermediate semiquinol is thought 
to be 2000 fold lower [43]. This matches with the experimental finding that the 
QB state is very stable [39]. This is interpreted as coulomb forces stabilizing the 
semiquinone form in the Q B pocket. Only the neutral forms of plastoquinone (PQ) 

and plastoquinol (PQH2) can leave the QB pocket easily. 

On the donor side the oxidised form of the primary donor, P6so+, is reduced by 

an electron from the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) mediated by the tyrosine 161 a 

located on the D1 subunit of the PS II [42]. The active centre of the OEC is formed 
by four manganese ions, in the ground state coordinated with one (maybe two) 
water molecules. The concerted action of the OEC synchronizes the one electron 

step to P680 with the four electron steps leading to the evolution of one molecule 
oxygen ( 02) out of two water molecules. This synchronizat ion may help avoiding the 
development of highly reactive oxygen radicals. The OEC is st abilized by extrinsic 
subunits protruding into the lumen [190, .45] . 

~osine 161 is sometimes called tyrosine Z. 
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The PS II complexes are heterogeneous. Around 35% of PS II (termed PS II,a) 

appear to have a two- fold smaller antenna size than PS Ila and are organised in 

isolated units i.e. they are not energetically connected to each other [13, 11, 172, 110]. 

In contrast PS Ila are energetically connected via their large antennae. PS Ila 

usually appear as dimers. 

In addition to the photochemical heterogeneity there is also a spatial hetero

geneity [14, 11, 164, 20, 1, 2]. About 85-90% of the PS II are located in the grana 

whereas only 10- 15% of the PS II are located in the stroma. The PS II situated 

in the stroma is considered to belong to the PS II,a type. From these numbers it 

can be concluded that there might be a significant part of PS II,a in the grana too 

(see Section 1.2.1). It was suggested by Albertson and co- workers that the PS Ila 

are localized in the centre of the grana whereas PS II,a are situated in the grana 

margins [4, 110]. 

1.1.3 Cytochrome bf complex 

Electrons are transferred from PS II to the membrane-bound cytochrome bf complex 

by the small, lipophilic plastoquinol diffusing within the membrane (see Figs. 1.1 

and 1.3). 

There is a strong structural and functional similarity between the cytochrome bf 

of higher plants and the cytochrome be of mitochondria and bacteria. Cytochrome be 

complexes in crystals exist as a closely interacting dimer, suggesting that the dimer is 

a functional unit [187]. It is unclear whether this holds also for the cyt bf complexes. 

There is some evidence that cyt bf exists as a dimer (see e.g. [80, 85, 38]). However, 

it is still not clear whether the two cyt bf monomers in a dimer interact with each 

other, and if they do, in which way they interact [66, 129, 133, 146, 65, 162] . 

Electron transfer at cytochrome bf: The Q-cycle 

The electron transfer in the cyt bf complex is assumed to follow a Q- cycle. The 

Q-cycle was postulated first for the cyt be complex in mitochondria by Mitchell 

(1976) [123]. According to the Q-cycle one electron from the PQH2 is transferred 

to the oxidised Rieske FeS centre after binding at the Q O binding siteh. From there 

bThe nomenclature of the binding sites on the cyt bf complex is not uniform. Here the desig

nation Qo for oxidising is used for the binding site at which PQ is oxidised. Other names found in 
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Figure 1. 3: Schematic diagram of intramolecular electron transport in cyt bf. Ab

breviations: Q0 and Qr: plastoquinol and plastoquinone binding sites, respectively, 

FeS: Rieske iron sulfur cluster, cyt f: cytochrome f, PC: plastocyanin, cyt b6 lp: cy

tochrome b6 (low potential', cyt b6 hp: cytochrome b6 (high potential'. Sources for 

transfer rates: a) Hope et al. {81}, b) Link {112}, c) Cramer et al. {38}, d) Hauska 

et al. {18}, and e) Haehnel et al. {12}. 

the electron flows very quickly to the oxidised cytochrome f [81] and leaves the 

cyt bf via a plastocyanin bound at the lumen side leaving a semiquinol at the Q 0 

pocket. The formation of a semiquinol at the Q 0 site establishes the conditions for 

electron transfer to the low potential cyt b ( cyt bz or cyt b6 lp) [112]. From cyt bz the 

electron flows quickly to the high potential cyt b ( cyt bh or cyt b6 hp) [81]. During 

the electron transfer two protons are released on the lumen side. The sequenc_e is 

repeated when another PQH2 binds at the Q 0 binding site. From cyt bh the electron 

is transferred to PQ at the Qr binding site. After the second cycle two electrons 

are transferred to PQ eventually leading to the formation of PQH2 by the uptake 

of two protons from the stroma side. The PQH2 can leave the Qr binding site and 

enter the plastoquinol pool. 

Altogether the binding of two PQH2 at the Q 0 binding site leads to two electrons 

flowing to plastocyanin via the Rieske FeS centre and two electrons reducing a PQ 

at the Qr pocket mediated by cytochrome b. This PQH2 can now be oxidised at the 

Qo binding site. As a consequence there are two additional protons shuttled to the 

lumen. The ratio of shuttled protons to transferred electrons is thereby increased 

from 8 H+ /4 e- to 12 H+ /4 e- [36]. 

the literature are Qp for positive or Q 0 for outside. Correspondingly the site of PQH2 reduction 

is here called Qr for reducing. Other names used in the literature being Qn for negative or Qi for 

inside 
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The Q- cycle seems to be permanently operative in cytochrome be complexes [78] 

but data for the cytochrome bf complex are contradictory. For example stoichiome

tries of protons per transported electron differing from 3:1 are found in uncoupled 

thylakoids for some pH values [142] or for varied light intensities in coupled thy

lakoids [21]. However, there seems to be general agreement in the literature that the 

Q- cycle is obligatory also for the cyt bf complex [112, 21]. Stoichiometries different 

from 3: 1 might be explained by additional proton channels [21]. Such channels are 

also proposed by Joliot and Joliot, based on measurements of the electrochromic 

shift of the membrane proteins [90]. 

1.1.4 Photosystem I 

Photosystem (PS) I resembles PS II in many ways. Apart from a remarkable struc

tural similarity [144, 143] analogies in functional aspects can be found. In particular 

the first steps of electron flow from the reaction centre show similarities. 

The primary donor of PS I is P700, a Chl a-dimer. After trapping of an exciton it 

donates an electron to a chlorophyll from which it is transferred to phylloquinone [75] 

(compare electron transfer in PS II 1.1.2). The terminal acceptor is ferredoxin that 

is located at the stroma side. Ferredoxin is a mobile electron carrier and carries its 

electron to the ferredoxin-NADP+ reductasec. On the donor side the oxidised form 

of the primary donor P7oo+ is reduced by the small diffusible, protein plastocyanin, 

shuttling electrons within the lumen space from cyt bf to PS I. 

As with PS II, PS I is heterogeneous [170]: PS Ia is located in the grana margins 

whereas PS I,a is found in the stroma thylakoids (see Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2) . 

Similar to PS Ila, the PS Ia type centres have larger antenna (about 30- 40% larger) 

[1]. The additional antenna of grana PS Ia form a special pool of LHC II that is 

attached to PS I and functionally coupled to it [16]. 

The reactions in the PS I and PS II can be considered as fast in relation to the 

plastoquinol oxidation at the cyt bf complex, which is considered to be the slowest 

step in the electron transport chain [71]. 

cThe ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase was recently suggested to be part of the cytochrome bf com

plex [189] 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of intramolecular electron transport in PS I. Abbre

viations: PC: plastocyanin, P700: Chl a- dimer, reaction centre of PS I, A 0 : chloro

phyll a, A 1 : phylloquinone, Fx, FA, and FE: iron sulfur cluster, Fd: ferredoxin, 
FNR: ferredoxin-NADP oxidoreductase. Sources for transfer rates: a) Haehnel et 

al. {73}, b) Malkin {113}, and c) Haehnel {71}. 

1.1.5 lntramolecular electron transport 

In the case of PS I, PS II, and cyt bf intrarnolecular electron transport has to be 
considered. Intramolecular electron transport is characterized by fixed positions of 
the redox active components. Thus, the path of the electron is strongly determined. 
The rate of electron transfer at a redox centre site is described by the Marcus theory 
of electron transfer [115] (see [53] for a review). According to this theory, the rate 
constant depends on the thermodynamic driving force (~Go), the reorganisation 
energy (A), and the overlap of the orbitals of the electron donor and acceptor species 
involved. The thermodynamic driving force (~G0 ) is expressed as the difference 
between the mid- point potentials of the redox components. The reorganisation 
energy (,~) consists of two components: (1) the outer reorganisation energy; and (2) 
the inner reorganisation energy. The former is connected with changing orientation 
of solvent molecules whereas the latter is determined by changes of binding distances 
and angles of the reactants themselves. From the Marcus theory, the activation 
energy of a reaction will equal zero, and hence the reaction will occur without any 
loss, if ~Go equals A. This leads to extremly high transfer rates. For increasing 
~ G0 the rate constant decreases again and transfer reactions get less efficient and 
slower for very high ~Go. 
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Figure 1. 5: Model of the thylakoid membrane. From Staehelin and van der 

Staay {165}. 

1.2 Architecture of the thylakoids 

While CO2 fixation takes place in the chloroplast stroma, the thylakoid membranes 

are the site of electron transport. The structure of the thylakoid membrane was 

mainly resolved with the help of electron microscopy (for a review see [165]) and is 

shown in Figure 1.5. The thylakoid membrane network consists of a single membrane 

enclosing the lumen space. It is divided into stacked regions (granal thylakoids) and 

unstacked regions (stroma thylakoids) [1, 2]. 

A typical grana stack is composed of two to about twenty grana discs depending 

on the growth conditions. In each grana disc two to twelve stroma thylakoids are 

inserted. The stroma membrane is connected to the different grana discs in one 

grana stack in junctions that form a right handed helix [165, 17]. 

A granum consists of a central core with appressed membranes forming the grana 

stack, and a peripheral domain that consists of the margins, and · two end mem

branes [1]. In contrast to the appressed grana core membranes, the margins, the 

end membranes, and the stroma lamellae are stroma-exposed. These regions are dis

tinguished from each other by their biochemical composition and thus their function 

(see Figure 1.6, Table 1.1). 
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Figure 1. 6 : Schematic diagram illustrating the different domains of the thy

lakoid membrane according to Wollenberger et al. {182}. LHC and ATP- synthase 
not shown. 
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1.2.1 The grana thylakoids 

Despite the complexity and plasticity of the thylakoid membrane, there is a certain 

regularity in the structure of the thylakoid systems of plants grown under normal 

conditions. Viewed from above, the grana stacks are circular in shape with a di

ameter that is generally between 400-500 nm. Garab and Mustardy [63] suggest 

that the diameter of the grana disks, the multilayer arrangement of the thylakoids, 

and the internal organisation of stacked membranes 'homogenize' the light absorp

tion in the granum. According to their hypothesis the granum would behave as an 

optical unit or a resonator involving complex interference pattern and multiple in

ternal reflections [63]. The number of stacked membranes per granum is about 5- 20 

and the chlorophyll a/b is 3.0±0.5. A high consistency is found in different plants. 

The relative amount of granal membranes (ca. 75-85%), and stroma membranes 

( ca. 15- 25%) is highly conserved among different plants. This may be of functional 

significance [1]. 

The grana core 

The grana core membranes are enriched in PS Ila type centres [13] and contain the 

highest concentration of cyt bf complexes compared to the other thylakoid domains 

[1]. Both plastoquinone and plastocyanin occur in the grana core [124] whereas PS I 

cannot be found [110] (see Figure 1.6). 

The abundance of light- harvesting complexes (LHC) II in the grana suggests that 

these antenna complexes also play a structural role. The fact that in all LHC II

containing plants the two photosystems are segregated between the granal and stro-

-- mal membranes suggests that the LHC II may be involved not only in stacking but 

also in the lateral separation of PS II and PS I [63]. Further, it has been shown 

that LHC II complexes, when embedded in lipids, spontaneously form large stacked 

lamellae with dimensions commensurate with the grana [157]. 

The grana margins 

The margins cover about 40% of the circular grana [1] (i.e. a 60 nm annulus for a 

granal membrane that is 500 nm in diameter). They contain PS II.a, cyt bf com

plexes, PS Ia, and ATP- synthase [1] (see Figure 1.6). The concentration of cyt bf in 

the margins is the lowest of all thylakoid regions [182]. Probably the circular border 
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component grana stroma reference 

PS II 85% 15% [165] 

PS I 68% 32% [3] 
cyt bf 85% 15% [3] 

plastocyanin 

darkness 40% 60% [73] 
illuminated 55% 45% [73] 

plastoquinone 77% 22% [34] 

Table 1 .1: Distribution of photosynthetic components in the different regions of 
the thylakoids. 

between the PS Ila-containing and the PS Ia-containing domain is not sharp and 
there might be some intermixing [1]. 

Albertson proposed that linear electron transport is carried out between the 
PS Ila centres in the grana and the PS Ia centres in the margins. Thus, long
range electron t ransport by the diffusible electron carriers (plastoquinone and plas
tocyanin) over more than 250 nm ( the diameter of a granum) is not necessary [1]. 

1.2.2 The stroma thylakoids 

The stroma thylakoids, which might be the site of cyclic electron flow [1], contain 
PS II,a, cytochrome bf, PS I,a, and ATP synthase [1] (see Figure 1.6). There may be 
a heterogeneity between the cyt bf complexes found in the stroma and those found 
in the grana, similar to the situation for -ps II and PS I [1]. 

The organisation of PS II and PS I in different domains could avoid wasteful 
'spill over ' between the two photosystems [10]. 
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Interestingly only the ATP-synthase and PS I, which are both absent from 

the grana centres, possess protein subunits projecting from the membrane into the 

stroma [181]. As a consequence these complexes cannot penetrate the stacked mem

brane region because of steric obstruction. The same holds for the LHC I that binds 

to PS I. 

Recently it was suggested by Ford and co-workers [61] that further segrega

tion exists within the grana itself. They studied the structure of isolated granal 

membranes by cryo-electron microscopy on native crystals. From their data they 

conclude that LHC II and PS II are located in seperate lipid bilayers in the grana

stack. Participation of the isolated LH C II in photosynthesis would require efficient 

exciton transfer between adjacent grana stacks. However, the distance between the 

membranes is in the order of a few A and this will probably decrease the efficiency of 

exciton transfer. Furthermore the model does not account for cytochrome bf One 

possible interpretation of the model would be that cyt bf cannot be found in the 

inner grana membranes. This is in contradiction to the findings of Wollenberger and 

co-workers [182] and Albertson [1]. Further this would require extremely fast long

range diffusion of plastoquinone; this in turn is in contradiction to investigations of 

plastoquinone diffusion (see e.g. [111, 93, 109, 92]). Another possible interpretation 

of the model is that the native crystals that were investigated might not be repre

sentative for the thylakoids. Nevertheless, the existence of native crystals is very 

interesting and their investigation may lead to important findings. 

1.2.3 Lipids 

Interestingly the thylakoid membrane shows an unusual lipid composition (see Table 

1.2): The galactolipids listed in Table 1.2, and SQDG are found solely in thylakoid 

membranes, whereas phosphatidylglycerol (PG) - typical for many membranes -

is rare in thylakoids. Sterols are not found at all [178]. 

Due to the content of sulfolipids and phosphatidylglycerol, the lipid matrix of 

the thylakoids has a negative surface charge at physiological pH. The functional im

portance of the lipid composition for photosynthetic electron transport and ATP

formation is not yet clear [178]. Caused by its wedge shape monogalactosyldiacyl

glycerol might play a role in the filling of gaps between the lipid matrix and the 

integral proteins. This is of importance for the development of a proton gradient 

over the thylakoid membrane that is necessary for ATP formation. The role of 
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lipid type relative amount 

monogalactosy ldiacy lglycerol 
50% 

(MGDG) 

digalactosyldiacylglycerol 
30% 

(DGDG) 

phosphatidy lglycerol 
10- 20% 

(PG) 

sulfoquinoldiacylglycerol 
5- 10% 

(SQDG) 

Table 1.2: Lipid composition of the thylakoid membrane. The given numbers are 
typical values. The actual composition may vary in different species depending on 
the growth conditions {178}. 

digalactosyldiacylglycerol could be in grana stacking by the formation of specific 
lipid- ion complexes [179, 119, 169]. Additionally it was shown that lipids play an 
important role in the aggregation of LHC II [158] and there is evidence that PG 
stabilizes the t rimeric form of the LHC II [178] and promotes the formation of PS II 
dimers [103]. Boundary lipids can exert a strong influence on the functionality and 
mobility of integral proteins [156]. Hence, it appears that lipids ensure a well ordered 
array of the complexes, yet allowing significant structural flexibility [63]. 

A large variety of different lipid types is obtained by diverse fatty acid residues 
that can be of different length with a variable number of double bonds (zero to 
three) [178]. This variety is specific for a species but can be influenced by the 
growth conditions as well . The growth temperature plays an especially important 
role for the lipid composition of membranes [178]. 

1.2.4 Models for thylakoid stacking 

In all higher plants and many green algae thy lakoid membranes form stacked regions 
(grana) that can be distiguished from unst acked regions (stroma) [11, 169]. In iso
lated thylakoids stacking of grana lamellae is induced by addition of cations whereas 
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the absence of cations leads to destacking. Destacking in turn causes mixing of the 

photosystems and quenching of PS II fluorescence [125]. Thus, stacking seems to be 

of functional importance [11 ]. 

In this Section the two most important hypotheses explaining grana stacking are 

introduced. 

The surface-charge theory 

According to the surface charge theory developed by Barber [19], two membrane 

lamellae are attracted by van der Waal's type forces and repelled by electrostatic 

forces. The latter are screened by counterions, thus resulting in the prevalence of the 

attractive forces. This theory is essentially an application of the DLVO (Deryagin 

and Landau [41], and Verwey and Overbeek [177]) theory of colloid aggregation. 

Following this theory, phosphorylation of membrane proteins increases the nega

tive charge on their surface, and phosphoproteins migrate out of the stacked regions 

or, in other words, create additional unstacked regions. 

However this theory can not explain the observation that stacking of thylakoids 

and segregation of photosystems are two independent phenomena caused by two 

different ion--<lependent mechanisms [183, 169]. 

The surf ace-charge theory was extended by the idea of entropy-assisted grana 

formation by Chow [35]. Chow suggested that the overall entropy of the system 

might be increased by membrane stacking. Entropy as a source of ordering is some

what counter- intuitive but the loss of entropy associated with orientational ordering 

might be more than compens~ted by the gain in free volume where smaller particles 

can diffuse [132, 44, 35]. 

The molecular recognition theory 
\ 

Allen [5] proposed an alternative hypothesis based mainly on molecular recognition 

between proteins. Stacking of grana is achieved by specific interaction between 

proteins. The molecular recognition theory does not specify the proteins responsible 

for stacking, but quite generally phosphorylation of proteins will alter their structure 

and consequently change the binding specificity and thus cause destacking. 

This theory does not attempt to explain the ion- dependent events in stacking and 

photosystem segregation. Thus, only the surface charge theory and the molecular 
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recognition theory together are able to explain known properties of the thylakoid 
membrane [169]. 

1.2.5 Diffusion processes 

AB discussed above (Section 1.1) there are two mobile carriers involved in linear 
electron t ransport: plastocyanin and plastoquinone. They have to travel distances 
of up to 200- 250 nm from the PS II in the centre of the grana stack to PS I in the 
grana margins. Both diffusible carriers are found throughout the thylakoids (see 
Table 1. 1). Thus, it is not clear which is responsible for long range transport. 

Plastoquinol is a small lipid- soluble molecule that transports electrons on its 
surface. It has a high diffusion coefficient. Because of this it has been the favorite 
candidate for the long range mobile carrier [1]. However, one has to take into account 
that the membrane in which it is diffusing is crowded with proteins that may act as 
obstacles (see e.g. [151, 111, 96]). First evidence for this arose from estimations of the 
diffusion coefficient for PQ in phosphatidylcholine lipid vesicles [26]. The diffusion 
coefficient is about a factor of ten lower if 20% of the membrane are occupied by 
proteins. More recent measurements in thylakoids using fluorescence quenching of 
pyrene yielded a coefficient between 0.1- 3 -10- 9 cm2 /s which is 100 times slower 
than the coefficient in artificial lipid vesicles without proteins [24]. 

Functional investigations of plastoquinol diffusion revealed that the photo- re
duction of plastoquinone by photosystem II is biphasic [93]. Furthermore, cyt bh 
reduction is also heterogeneous [92]. Both results can be interpreted in terms of 
a restricted P Q diffusion and that there are two pools of PQ and cyt bf . One 
pool can be assigned to the stroma region the other can be assigned to the grana 
region [93, 92]. 

According to Joliot, Lavergne and Beal [93] restricted diffusion of PQ also ap
pears on a finer scale. Evidence for this arises from measurements of the apparent 
equilibrium constant between QA and P9. Values of 1- 5 [93] are obtained which is 
much lower than that expected by considering the midpoint potential (> 70). This 
can be explained by a further compartment ation of quinone diffusion domains within 
the grana. Thus, the accumulation of QA does not express a global equilibrium, 
but rather indicates total reduction in micro-domains where the PQ/ QA ratio is 
small [93]. 
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Following these findings Joliot, Lavergne and coworkers developed the micro

domain theory. According to this theory the crowding of the membrane by integral 

proteins results in a network of barriers to diffusion [93, 109, 92]. This theory 

is based on a percolation effect (see also Section 1.2.6). In this case the lateral 

diffusion coefficient (D) may be distance dependent (D(r)) [151]. Furthermore, 

the diffusion coefficient is dependent on the concentration of obstacles (c), thus 

leading to D(r, c). Under the assumption of a random walk of a point tracer in the 

presence of immobile point obstaclesd on a triangular lattice, Saxton [151] found a 

threshold of 50% ( c == 0.5) occupation of lattice sites. Above this threshold D(r, 0.5) 

approaches zero at some finite r. The physical or biological meaning of this is, if 

there are too many obstacles in the diffusion space, the tracer will get 'caught' 

between the obstacles so that it can not leave a certain area, thus leading to a 

diffusion coefficient of zero outside this area (D(routside, c;,) == 0) but much higher 

within the area D(rinside, cP) > 0. Thus, micro-domains are regions in the thylakoids 

within which PQ can diffuse freely but which it can not leave on a short time scalee. 

The micro- domains are bounded by membrane proteins acting as obstacles to PQ 

diffusion. It follows that only PS II and cyt bf complexes localized in the same 

micro-domain are connected on a fast time scale. 

The concentration of proteins in the grana is indeed very high. It is thought 

to be well above 60% (stroma: ca. 40%) [159, 163, 126], and thus might meet the 

threshold conditions that allow the formation of diffusion domains. However the 

exact value of the percolation threshold depends strongly on many factors e.g. the 

shape of the obstacles. Furthermore for the estimation of the percolation threshold 

of 0.5 Saxton used a homogeneous distribution of the obstacles and no obstacle

obstacle interaction. This probably does not hold for the proteins in the thy lakoid 

membrane. The interplay of the percolation threshold with factors influencing the 

thylakoid architecture is one aspect investigated in the present study. In contrast to 

dpoint obstacle are assumed to occupy exactly one site on the lattice. 

elt has to be taken into account that the obstacles are not completely immobile as assumed for 

the determination of the percolation threshold. The membrane proteins are undergoing Brownian 

motion and thus moving albeit very slowly compared to the small PQ. 
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PQ, plastocyanin is a small water-soluble protein that carries its redox group well 
protected within the protein matrix. Fast electron transfer ( < 10 µs) proceeds as 
intramolecular transfer after tight binding to specific docking sites on either cyt bf 
or PS I. Thus dissipative and short circuit reactions during long range electron 
transport could be minimal. 

The possibility of free plastocyanin diffusion is controversal in the literature. The 
lumenal space is quite narrow and the two inner opposing membranes come even 
closer together during illumination caused by protonation of carboxylate groups on 
protein surfaces. Protruding hydrophilic loops of the membrane proteins further 
narrow the diffusion space [1]. Furthermore from older measurments of the reaction 
kinetics of P700 and cytochrome f following partial inhibition of PC by potassium 
cyanide (KCN), it was concluded that the mobility of PC in the lumenal space is 
severely rest ricted (see [71] as a review). However more recent investigations lead to 
different results that ·are compatible with a fast and freely diffusible PC. The earlier 
results are attributed to artifacts in the measurements that were eliminated in the 
recent experiments [47]. 

1.2.6 Percolation theory 

As described in Section 1.2.5 PQ diffusion in thylakoids may be severely restricted 
due to the integral proteins acting as obstacles. Restricted diffusion between obsta
cles can be described by percolation theory. 

Percolation deals with the arrangement of randomly distributed particles in an 
(infinite) lattice. Particles in the lattice may occupy neighbouring sites and thus 
form clusters, where 'clusters' are defined as groups of neighbouring occup~ed sites. 
All sites within one cluster are thus connected to each other by an unbroken chain 
of neighbour- links from one occupied site to the next. Percolation theory now deals 
with the number and properties of these clusters [166]. 

The formation of clusters is dependent on the fraction of occupied lattice sites, p. 
Above a certain threshold (percolation threshold, Pc, with 'c' standing for 'critical') 
one cluster extends through the whole lattice like water percolates through a coffee 
machine. Here it has to be noted that the term 'cluster' as it is often used in the 
percolation theory corresponds to the free space in the work presented heref. For 

fDepending on the usage of the term 'cluster ' for free space or for the obstacle-clusters the 
threshold may be Pc or (1-pc)-
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Figure 1. 7: Schematic diagram depicting 'site percolation' versus 'bond percola

tion'. According to the 'site percolation' the size of the cluster (grey) is four whereas 

it contains three bonds. 

p < Pc there is no percolating cluster and for p > Pc there is ( at least) one percolating 

cluster. Thus at p == Pc, and only there, something peculiar happens: for the first 

time a path of neighbouring occupied sites on the lattice expands through the whole 

lattice. Thus the percolation threshold (also referred to as 'critical point') marks 

a phase transition where the system changes its behaviour qualitatively for one 

particular value of a continuously varying parameter, p. 

The descriptions above are related to 'site percolation'. Its counterpart is called 

'bond percolation' and is defined as follows. If lines are drawn between neighbouring 

lattice sites then each line can be an open bond with probability p, or a closed bond 

with probability (1 - p). A cluster is a group of sites connected by open bonds (see 

also Figure 1. 7). 

However, despite both its success and its mathematical ground, percolation the

ory has resisted exact calculations. Most known data are numerical estimates, from 

both Monte Carlo simulations and series expansions [62, 166]. In particular, ana

lytic calculation of percolation thresholds has proven to be a rather difficult task. 

For instance, twenty years or so were necessary to prove the numerical estimate of 

Pc == 1 /2 for the square bond percolation threshold [171]. The bond threshold is 

also known exactly for the two-dimensional honeycomb and triangular lattices [171]. 

The situation is even worse in the case of site percolation. Indeed, thresholds are 

known exactly only in the cases of two-dimensional triangular and Kagome lattices 

[171]. At a dimension higher than two, no thresholds were determined exactly. From 

simulations, percolation thresholds are found to depend on both the space dimension 

d and the coordination number q ( describing the number of nearest neighbours) . 

Historically, percolation theory goes back to Flory [60] and to Stockmayer [168] 

who used it to describe how small branching molecules form larger and larger 

macromolecules if more and more chemical bonds are formed between the orici-
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nal molecules. However, usually, the start of percolation theory is associated with 
a 1957 publication of Broadbent and Hammersley which introduced the name and 
dealt with it in a more mathematical way [33]. Today there is a large variety of appli
cations of percolation theory as for example animal migration, bush fires, evaluating 
the distribution of oil or gas inside porous rocks in oil reservoirs, diffusion processes 
etc. For an overview on diffusion in membranes see Almeida and Vaz [9]. 

1.2.7 Monte Carlo Algorithm M(RT) 2 

One focal point of the present work is a Monte Carlo simulation that is developed 
to study the organisation of proteins within the thylakoid membrane. 

The Monte Carlo algorithm was developed in the present form by Metropolis, 
Ulam, and Neumann during their work on the Manhatten project (study of neutron 
diffusion). The name 'Monte Carlo' was first used by Metropolis and Ulam [121]. 
Instead of calculating many dimensional integrals to calculate the properties of the 
system, the Monte Carlo method consists of simply integrating over a sample of 
random states. 

Considering a canonical ensemble (i.e. a system in which the number of particles, 
system volume, and temperature are constraints) the probability for the system to 
be in state s with the energy Es is: 

(1.1) 

The factor f is a normalisation factor to ensure that the sum over all probabilities 
1s one: 

LPeq(s) = 1 {? / = Lexp(~~'). (1.2) 
s 8 

For large systems the distribution of the probabilities Peq(E) is concentrated 
around a mean energy (E). Even for states with energy differing only slightly from 
(E) the probability is close to zero. 

The expected value V of a state s is 

V == L v(s). Peq(s). (1.3) 
s 
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According to the classical Monte Carlo algorithm one would sum over a random 

sampling of states instead of summing over the whole space. However, for large 

systems one would hereby waste a lot of time by calculating coefficients equal to 

zero, due to the concentration of probabilities around the mean energy. There

fore Metropolis and co-workers [120] suggested a modified approach, the M(RT) 2
-

algorithm. Instead of first randomly choosing a configuration and then weighting 

the configuration with its probability, they chose configurations with the probability 

exp (-E /kT) and then weighted them evenly. 

The ·procedure is as follows: 

1. A random configuration is chosen. 

2. An arbitrary step is suggested (each step is only dependent on the former 

configuration: Markov-process). 

3. a) The suggested step is accepted when ~E < 0, 

b) If ~E > 0 the step is only accepted with the probability e-~E/kT_ 

4. Starting the loop again with 2). 

Thus the probability of choosing a probable configuration (high exp( - E / kT)) is 

increased and the system will move to equilibrium. 

Today the name 'Monte Carlo' stands for numerical algorithms using random 

numbers to find an approximate solution of a complex system. It is often used for 

stochastic problems that are too complex to be solved analytically. The Monte Carlo 

method has been extended to a broad range of physical and biological systems. It has 

also been applied to diffusion in biomembranes (as examples see [150, 151, 124, 48]). 

Most published simulations of diffusion between obstacles are restricted to spheri

cal obstacles and of more general nature. The Monte Carlo approach carried out in 

the present ·work, uses different shapes of obstacles, representing integral membrane 

proteins, to simulate domain formation for plastoquinone diffusion in grana. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

In the present work different mathematical and experimental approaches are pre

sented to elucidate whole chain electron flux and factors that may influence it. 
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Although a variety of structural data of the photosynthetic proteins and their aggre
gation in thylakoids is available, little is known about the functional consequences. 
Most models of linear electron transport do not take into account any informa
tion about the structural organisation of thylakoid membranes. Therefore in the 
present work the following steps are taken to get a better understanding of linear 
electron fl.ow: 

• a mathematical model of electron flow is developed, based on differential equa
tions and assuming a shared plastoquinone pool. 

• the limits of models that do not take into account spatial aspects are 
pointed out. 

• a model of thylakoids is developed that incorporates spatial information to get 
insight into the functional consequences of the membrane organisation. 

• structural factors are examined that may influence electron transport and 
those factors that need to be investigated (experimentally) in more depth 
for a better understanding of electron transport are pointed out. 

• using available information about thylakoid structure linear electron transport 
is modelled. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The photosynthetic electron transport chain of the thylakoid membrane from higher 

plants and green algae consists of three integral protein complexes: photosystem 

(PS) II, the cytochrome ( cyt) bf complex, and PS I. Between these complexes elec

trons are transferred by two mobile carriers: plastoquinone (PQ), which connects 

PS II with cyt bf, and plastocyanin (PC) connecting cyt bf with PS I (see also 

Section 1.1 and Figure 1.1). 

As a first approach to gaining a better understanding of whole chain electron 

transport from PS II to PS I a simple mathematical model, based on differential 

equations, is developed a. In experiments the proton- gradient, which is built up 

during electron transport, is often uncoupled by chemicals like nigericin, leading to 

a degradation of the pH gradient. The advantage of uncoupling the pH gradient is to 

get better defined, albeit artificial, conditions. Thus, the model simulates electron 

transport under saturating light and uncoupled conditions for a given stoichiometry 

of the components involved. 

The model enables the calculation of the rates of electron transport and the 

concentration of electrons stored in the different redox centres. The pH of the 

surrounding medium is varied to compare the predictions of the model with experi

mental data. 

The considerations are started with the description of the general concept fol

lowed by the listing of the general assumptions. Next, a minimal model is presented. 

This model only considers the PQ reduction at the QB binding site on PS II and 

oxidation of PQH2 at the Q0 binding site on cyt bf. With the minimal model data 

from the literature are fitted. · The minimal model is then extended to account for 

the reactions at the Qr site on cyt bf. As with the minimal model, data from the · 

literature are fitted and the obtained time constants discussed. 

2.2 Background and general concepts 

The model includes the Q-cycle of electrons associated with the ·cytochrome bf 

complex (see Section 1.1.3). It permits a quantitative description of the character-

alt has to be noted that shortly after this model was developed Berry and Rum.berg published 

a much more exhaustive model of whole chain flux that incorporates proton translocation [22]. 
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istic dependencies of the electron flow to PS I ( Je) on the pH inside and outside 
the thylakoids. 

The slowest step during the transport of an electron from water to NADPH is 
the oxidation of plastoquinol at the Q 0 - site of the cytochrome bf complex. Thus, 
to describe the operation of the whole electron transport chain (ETC), one should 
characterize the steps having rates comparable to that of plastoquinol oxidation. 

Transport steps that are relatively fast are grouped together in this approach ( see 
Figures 2.1 and 2.5). This is in analogy to the model proposed by Dubinskii [50]. 
Carriers between which the electron transport is relatively fast ( <1 ms) constitute an 
electron storing 'pool'. As an example electron transport between the Rieske cluster 
and cyt f up to P700 can be considered to be relatively fast [81, 72], and thus 
the components involved in that flux are grouped into to the same pool. Whereas 
transport of electrons within a pool is fast, transport between carriers belonging to 
different pools is relatively slow. Hence plastoquinone and the Rieske centre between 
which electron transport is relatively slow (3- 5 ms [38, 78]) belong to different pools. 

2.3 General assumptions applied in the model 

1. Fast electron transfer within electron storing pools, slow interconversion be
tween the pools. 

2. Within each pool electrons are immediately and completely transferred to the 
redox components with the highest redox potential. That means a consecutive 
filling of the pools. 

3. Unlimited capacity of the electron source (water) and the terminal acceptor 
(e.g. methyl viologen). 

4. Light saturation corresponds to 10 quanta/ms (per PS II). 

5. Obligatory Q-cycle (see also Section 1.1.3). 

6. No diffusion limitation for PQ and PQH2 and no dissociation before the re
action takes place. That means if_there is a molecule available for binding at 
the reaction site it will bind. 
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2.4 A minimal model assuming very fast PQ re

duction at the Qr site of cyt bf complex 

2.4.1 Electron storing pools 

The steps considered to be slow in this model are the excitation of the reaction 

centres of both photosystems ( at least in low light when the time interval between 

the arrival of successive light quanta is long), the protonation of quinones at the 

QB- site of PS II and the plastoquinol oxidation at the Q0 -site of the cyt bf comlex. 

Accordingly the following pools can be identified (see also Figure 2.1): 

• The plastoquinol pool (Vpq). Once the quinones are reduced, electrons are 

carried from the PS II to the cyt bf quite quickly i.e. no diffusion limitation is 

assumed. The electron storage capacity of the pool is two times the concen ... 

tration of plastoquinones in the pool since each PQ can carry two electrons. 

• The high potential pool (Vhp). This pool includes the high potential chain, 

i.e. the Rieske centre (FeS), cytochrome f, plastocyanin (PC), and the P700 

reaction centre of the PS I. 

• The acceptor pool (VA). To this pool belong carriers connected with the PS I as 

well as the terminal acceptor, ferredoxin (Fd). In most experiments artificial 

acceptors are used and in this case the pool can be considered as an ideal 

acceptor with unlimited capacity. 

• The donor pool (VD). This pool includes water as the electron source for the 

ETC, carriers of the water splitting complex, and P680, the reaction centre 

of PS II. The water filling the thylakoid lumen makes this pool a practically 

inexhaustible electron donor. 

Strictly speaking another pool should be considered that is located between the 

potentially slow arrival of light quanta at P680 (light intensity dependent) and the 

quinone protonation at the QB pocket of the PS II (pH-dependent) ~ However, the 

model assumes that the state of the PS II does not influence the proton and electron 

fluxes and therefore will not be specifically identified. 

Slow transport reactions between the different pools are the reactions at the 

QB and Qo- binding site. How many electrons can be stored in each pool depends 

!I(; 
.·-'<":::-:::~ - -~ii: • ~ j 

~~ 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram showing the two electron storing pools in the pho
tosynthetic electron transport chain. Light grey: the plastoquinol pool VPQ, medium 
grey: the high potential pool Vhp, grey: the acceptor pool VA and the donor pool Vn. 
Abbreviations: OEC: oxygen evolving complex, P680: Chl a dimer, reaction centre 
of PS II, QB: binding site for PQ reduction, PQ: plastoquinone, PQH2 : plasto
quinol, Qo and Qr: oxidising and reducing binding site on cyt bf, respectively, FeS: 
Rieske iron sulfur cluster, cyt f: cytochrome f, PC: plastocyanin, P700: Chl a dimer, 
reaction centre of PS I, Fd: ferredoxin. 

on the stoichiometry between the different electron carriers {PS II} : {PQH2 } : 

{ cyt bf} : {PC} : {PS I}. As the electron transport through cytochrome bf is rate 
limiting, the amount of cyt bf is taken as the basis for the stoichiometry i.e. the 
concentrations of the components per cyt bf is considered. 

2.4.2 The differential equations 

The following set of differential equations describes the electron transfer from one 
pool to another (see Figure 2.2). Thus it contains the relatively slow steps 
in the ETC. 

d{VPQ} 
dt 

d{Vhp} 
dt 

2-Jn-J o, (2.1) 

(2.2) 

where the braces {} denote the concentration, relative to that of cyt bf in 
the membrane. {VPQ} is the concentration of electrons stored in plastoquinol 
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PS I 

Figure 2. 2: Schematic diagram showing the fluxes between the two electron storing 

pools in the photosynthetic electron transport chain. Shades as in Figure 2.1. l B 

electron flux into the PQ pool according to equation {2.5), 10 as in equation {2.8), 

and lp700 as in equation {2.9). 

molecules (PQH2) relative to that of cyt bf. E.g. 24 electrons if a stoichiometry 

of {PS II} : {PQ} : { cyt bf} == 2 : 12 : 1 is assumed. {Vhp} is the concentration 

of electrons bound at carriers belonging to the high potential pool ( e.g. 5 electrons 

for a stoichiometry of { cyt bf} : {PC} : {PS I} == 1 : 2 : 1, because 1 e- can be 

stored in each of the components within this pool: FeS, cyt f, PC, and P700) . The 

system does not contain equations for the donor pool and the acceptor pool as they 

are idealised not to limit the overall flux le. 

l B and 10 are the rates of PQ reduction at the Qn- binding site of the PS II and 

the oxidation of PQH2 at the Q0 -binding site of the cyt bf complex, respectively. 

lp700 is the rate of electron transfer from P700 to the terminal acceptor. The factor 

of 2 times l B takes into account that the redox conversion of one PQ molecule is 

associated with the transfer of two electrons, whereas the outflux of the pool is only 

associated with the transfer of one electron because the second electron is recycled 

via the Q- cycle. 

2.4.3 Electron fluxes at the different reaction sites 

Following [51], the rate of redox conversion is calculated using: 

l == {R} 
' T 

(2.3) 
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where { R} is the concentration of molecules ready for conversion and T is the 
necessary time for the reaction, and is the sum of times for the single steps involved. 

For JB this reaction involves several time consuming steps: 

(2.4) 

At the QB- site a two electron transfer is involved in the formation of PQH2 . The 
first term (2 · T£2 ) describes the time needed for two light quanta to arrive at P680 
to initialize the transport of two electrons. The second term ( Tps n) denotes the 
time for the charges to travel from water over the PS II carriers to the QB- binding 
site ( Tps n ~ 0.5 ms per electron [50]). The last term ( TQB) is the time for Qt
protonation. This reaction does not take long in the pH range studied, so that it is 
possible to neglect this term [50]. 

The flux at the _ QB- binding site JB is proportional to the concentration of 
quinones bound to the QB- binding site divided by the time necessary for 
the reaction: 

(2.5) 

with {QB} ·- the concentration of QB sites with bound plasto-

quinone (PQ) relative to that of cyt bf. 

To determine the time needed for the reactions at the Q0 site one has to take into 
account that the reactions show a strong pH- dependency. A bell shaped relationship 
between the rate coefficient kQF for the oxidation of decyl PQH2 at the Q O site and 
the pH was found by Hope and co- workers [83]. The bell-shape can be interpreted 
as meaning that two states have to be in favourable conditions for the reaction to 
t ake place e.g. one reaction partner has to be protonated whereas the other one has 
to be unprotonated. These two conditions each lead to a pK value (pK0 and pKb) 
thus determining the bell- shape [83]. Correspondingly Hope and co-workers used 
the following equation to fit their data: 

k == kmax ·Kb· [H+] 
QF (1 +Ka· [H+])(l +Kb· [H+]) · (2.6) 

A good fit was obtained by Hope and co-workers for pK values of 6.1 and 8.9 
[83]. The value of pK==6.l was interpreted to reflect quinone radical anion formation 
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for which a pK of 6.0 was determined by Hauska co-workers [77]. The protonation 

of the radical anion at low pH leads to a more positive redox potential of the couple 

QH• / Q than at higher pH thus slowing down the cyt b reduction at the Q0 site. 

Another possible interpretation could be by analogy with the cyt bc1 complex where 

it was found that hydroquinone oxidation requires that a group on the bc1 --complex 

with a pK of 6.5 be deprotonated [30]. The higher pK of 8.9 could be related to the 

pK of the histidine ligands of the oxidised Rieske cluster where the hydroquinone 

binds. This histidine ligand in cyt bc1 has a pK of 9.2 [30]. An interpretation 

proposed by Hope and co-workers is that an irreversibleb alkaline effect on the 

cyt b or the Rieske subunit could lead to a diminution of the quinol oxidation rate-

coefficient [83]. 

The rate constants found by Hope and co-workers for Decyl PQH2 oxidation 

( kQF) were not true second order rate-constants but were given in relative units . 

Following that, instead of using T0 " 1/kQF for the transfer of an electron to cyt f 
and the deprotonation of PQ, the model considered here uses a time constant that 

is proportional to that value ( T0 == T min/ kQF). An additional pH-independent time 

step is introduced considering the time involved in the second electron transfer 

reaction following the binding on the Rieske cluster and the time needed for the 

travelling of the electrons within the cyt bf complex, thus leading to: 

(2 .7) 

with 6.1 

pKb 8.9. 

Thus J0 can be calculated according to: 

{QH2 0} · {FeSox} 
J - ' o- ' 

To 

with { QH2,0} ·- the concentration of Q0 sites with bound plasto-

quinol (PQH2) relative to that of cyt bf ,-

{FeS0x} ·- the concentration of oxidised Rieske clusters ready 

for electron uptake relative to that of cyt bf. 

bMaybe denaturating [83]. 

(2 .8) 
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Finally, Jp700 can be calculated according to: 

J 
_ {P700red} 

P700 - , 
Tps I 

(2.9) 

with {P700red} ·- the concentration of reduced P700 relative to that 

of cyt bf, 

Tps 1 ·- the time needed for an electron transfer from P700 

to the terminal acceptor. 

2.4.4 Redox state of the electron carriers 

To calculate the elec_tron fluxes at the different sites, the concentrations of binding 
sites with bound redox carriers relative to cyt bf have to be determined. As noted 
above each PQ can store 2 electrons; thus the concentration of PQH2 molecules 
relative to that of cyt bf (and consequently to the concentration of Q0 sites) is 
Vpq/2, which is half of the concentration of electrons stored in the pool (Vpq). Now 
assuming that there is no diffusion limitation and all available PQH2 binds at the 
Q0 site (see Section 2.3), it follows that: 

if {Vpq}/2 > 1 

{:}, {PQH2} > { cyt bf} 

• {QH2,o} 1, 

(2.10) 

if {Vpq}/2 < 1 

{=} {PQH2} < { cyt bf}, 

• {QH2,o} {Vpq}/2. 

with {PQH2} ·- the concentration of PQH2 relative to that . 

ofcyt bf. 

For the calculation of the concentrat_ion of PQ per cyt bf, one has to know the 
capacity of the plastoquinone pool ( { CvPQ}) which is twice the concentration of PQ 
per cyt bf. The difference between the maximum concentration of electrons that 
can be stored in the pool ( { CvPQ}) and the concentration of electrons stored in 
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the pool divided by two gives the concentration of unreduced PQ per cyt bf. It 

follows that 

{PQ} = ( { CvPQ} - {Vpq}) /2. (2.11) 

Similar to the above and according to Section 2.3, if enough PQ is available 

(PQ> PS II) all QB binding sites are assumed to be occupied. Otherwise 

(PQ<PS II), the QB binding site will be occupied according to the concentration 

of available PQ. Thus for the portion of PQ bound at the QB site, the following 

conditions hold: 

if {Vpq} < { CvPQ} - 2 · {PS II} 

{::} {PS II} < {PQ} 

=} {QB} {PS II}, 

if {Vpq} > { CvPQ} - 2 · {PS II} 

{::} {PS II} > { PQ} 

=} {QB} {PS II} · ( { CvPQ} - {Vpq}) /2 

with {PS II} ·- the concentration of PS II (thus QB sites) rela-

tive to that of cyt bf, 

{QB} ·- the concentration of QB sites with bound PQ 

relative to that of cyt bf. 

(2.12) 

Because of its negative charge an electron is transferred from redox components 

with a lower redox potential to those with a higher potential. Thus in order to find 

the redox states of the carriers belonging to the high potential pool (Vhp), a consecu

tive reduction of the components belonging to this pool is assumed (see equation 

(2.13)). First P700, the component with the highest redox potential within the pool 

is reduced, followed by PC and cyt f, and finally FeS with the lowest redox potential. 

That is a simplifying assumption and not necessarily true. The simplification be

comes more realistic the greater the difference in the redox potentials of the various 

components - and hence as the equilibrium constant for electron transitions be

comes greater. The following equations are used for the dete_rmination of the redox 

state of FeS and P700: 
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if {Vhp} > 4 • {FeS0 x} 5 - {Vhp}, 
if {Vhp} < 4 • {FeS0 x} 1, 

(2.13) 
if {Vhp} > 1 • {P700red} 1, 

if {Vhp} < 1 • {P700red} {Vhp}-

The first two conditions describe how FeS will only be reduced if all the other 
components in the pools are already reduced - according to the assumptions above. 
The latter two conditions are the formulation of the assumption that as soon as there 
is an electron stored in the PC pool it will immediately be transferred to the P700. 

2.4.5 Summary of the assumptions 

The general assumptions for the model are described in Section 2.3. In addition the 
following assumptions are introduced for the minimal model: 

1. The protonation of PQ at QB is fast and can thus be neglected. 

2. pH-dependency of PQ oxidation is mainly caused by the importance of reac
tion groups being protonated or unprotonated. 

2.4.6 Fitting literature data with the model 

A program was written in the computer language C to fit experimental data of Rum
berg and Siggel [14 7] according to the mathematical formulation described above. In 
this publication the pH- dependency of the re- reduction of P700 after switching off 
the saturating light was measured. In the model presented here, the stoichiometry 
is assumed to be {PS II} : {PQ} : { cyt bf} == 2 : 12 : 1. 

To fit the data the time needed for a photon to arrive at P680 is assumed as 
T£ 2 == 10 ms. As shown in Figure 2.3 a good fit is obtained. The fitted time constants 
for the reactions at the Q0 are: 

T mino 4.1 ms, 

TBF 9.3 ms. 

T min
0 describes the pH- dependent reactions whereas TBF describes the pH- inde

pendent reactions. The sum of the errors squared is 56.8 s-2 . The interpretation of 
the time constants will be discussed in the following Section. 
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Figure 2. 3: pH-dependency of P700 re-reduction. Circles: experimental data of 

Rumberg and Siggel {14 7}, the line shows the best fit to the data according to the 

'minimal model'. Tmino == 4.1 ms, TBF == 9.3 ms, sum of errors squared: 56.8 s-2
• 

}/ ote that the pH-values on the x-axis are in descending order from left to right; this 

is for easier comparison with the original work of Rum berg and Sigg el. 
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between the pH- dependent part of T0 and T mino, according 
to equation (2. 7). 

2.4.7 Discussion of the 'minimal model' 

It can be seen from Figure 2.3 that good fits are obtained by fitting the results of the 
simulation to the experimental data of Rumberg and Siggel [14 7]. To understand 
the meaning of the results obtained one has to insert Tmino into equation (2.7). 
For illustration the relationship between the pH- dependent part of T0 and T mino is 
shown in Figure 2.4. Using equation (2.7) for Tmino == 4.1 it follows, that at optimal 
conditions (pH==7.5) the pH- dependent part of T0 is 4.47 ms. 

However, one has to be careful with the interpretation of the fitted parame
ters because it depends on the interpretation of the reasons for the bell-shaped 
pH-dependency of the PQH2 oxidation. Following the interpretation by Link, de
protonation of the quinol and the binding of the deprotonated quinol to the Rieske 
cluster are the pH-dependent steps described by T0 [112]. In contrast to this TnF 

describes the pH- independent reactions following the binding of the deprotonated 
quinol. According to Hope and co-workers [83] protonation of the quinole radical an
ion causes the decrease of the rate constant for the cyt b reduction at low pH. Hence 
the pH-dependent part of T0 would describe the reactions leading to cyt b reduction, 
whereas TBF would describe pH- independent reactions that could include reactions 
following the binding at the Rieske cluster and preceeding the cyt b reduction. 
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The pH-dependent part of T0 (4.47 ms at pH 7.5) found here is in good agreement 

with the time for electron transfer from PQH2 to the Rieske cluster of 3- 5 ms 

determined by Hauska and co-workers.c [78] thus matching the interpretation by 

Link [112]. 

However, rate constants for cyt bh re-oxidation determined by Hope and co

workers are in the order of 350-407 s-1 [82, 81] which is in the same order of magni

tude as the reactions at the Q0 site as well as the TBF determined here. Accordingly, 

the reactions at the Qr site should be taken into account in the model. It should be 

noted, however, that in their experiments Hope and co-workers applied very short 

light flashes (15 ns) at 0.2 Hz. Due to the very low frequency, relaxation processes 

can take place between the flashes thus reducing the amount of PQH2 avai~able for 

the reactions at the Q0 sites. Recent findings on the crystal structure of the cyt bc1 

complex, however, suggest that the cyt bc1 acts as a functional dimer [187]. The 

reactions on one monomer of the dimer might be driven by the reactions on the 

other dimer [ 65]. Hence a restricted availability of PQH2 could strongly influence 

the rate of the cytochrome bc1 reactions. Because of the strong similarity to the 

cytochrome bf complex the same might hold for the latter and consequently lead to 

an underestimation of the rate for cyt bh re-oxidation when measured in conditions 

where not enough PQH2 is available ( e.g. in oxidizing conditions )d. 

Whereas T mino is related to the pH- dependent part of the time needed for the 

PQH2 oxidation at the Q0 site (T0 ), the pH-independent TBF represents all pH

independent reactions, hence it implicitly may contain times involved in the PQ 

reduction at the Qr site. Because the reactions at the Qr site are not considered 

explicitly in the model, nothing can be said about their influence on TBF· Because 

of that and the reasons discussed above a more complex model is developed in 

order to find what time constants can be estimated when the reactions at Qr are 

introduced explicitly. 

cThe electron transfer between the Rieske cluster and cyt / takes only a fraction of a millisecond 

and can thus be neglected. 

dThe fact that for reducing conditions a good fit of the rate constants involved in the Q-cycle 

was obtained in reference [82] by considering a monomeric operation of the cytochrome whereas in 

oxidizing conditions the predicted maximum of cyt bh disagreed,- might possibly be explained by a 

dimeric operation of the cytochrome complex. 
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2.5 A model explicitly including reactions at the 

Qr site on the cyt bf complex 

2.5.1 Electron storing pools 

In addition to the steps considered in Section 2.4, now the protonation of quinones 
at the Qr-site of the cyt bf comlex is explicitly taken into account. Hence one 
additional pool is introduced (see Figure 2.5). 

According to that the following pools have to be identified: 

• The plastoquinol pool (Vpq). 

• The cytochrome b pool (¼yt b)- Cytochrome bl (cyt bz) and cytochrome bh 
( cyt bh) constitute this pool. Thus its capacity for electron storage equals 
two, since each of the cytochromes b can accept one electron. The electron 
transport from cytochrome bl to cytochrome bh is fast. 

• ·The high potential pool (Vhp). 

• The acceptor pool (VA). 

• The donor pool (VD). 

It should be noted that in these pools components are grouped together accord
ing to the rates of electron flux. The grouping is not necessarily related to the spatial 
organization of the components. The different redox carriers of cytochrome bf com
plex for example belong to different pools: FeS belongs to the high potential pool 
(Vhp) whereas cyt bz belongs to the cytochrome b pool (Veyt b)-

2.5.2 The differential equations 

Now three differential equations are needed to describes the electron transfer from 
one pool to another (see Figure 2.6). 

dVpq 
2 · ( J B + Jr - Jo), (2.14) dt 

dVeyt b 
Jo - 2 · Jr, (2.15) dt 

c£Vhp 
Jo - Jp700- (2.16) dt 
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Figure 2. 5: Schematic diagram showing the three electron storing pools in the pho

tosynthetic electron transport chain. Light grey: the plastoquinol pool VPQ, medium 

grey: the high potential pool Vhp, dark grey: the cyt b pool Vcyt b, and grey: the accep

tor pool 1lA and the donor pool Vn. Abbreviations: OEC: oxygen evolving complex, 

P680: Chl a dimer, reaction centre of PS II, QB: binding site for PQ reduction, PQ: 

plastoquinone, PQH2 : plastoquinol, Qo and Qr: oxidising and reducing binding site 

on cyt bf, respectively, FeS: Rieske iron sulfur cluster, cyt f: cytochrome f, cyt bz: 

cytochrome b 'low potential', cyt bh: cytochrome b 'high potential', PC: plastocyanin, 

P700: Chl a dimer, reaction centre of PS I, Fd: ferredoxin. 

EIIJ VPQ 

~ vhp 
~ Vcytb 

• 
PS II cytbf PS I 

Figure 2. 6: Schematic diagram showing the fluxes between the three electron stor

ing pools in the photosynthetic electron transport chain. Shades as in Figure 2. 5. J B 

electron flux into the PQ pool according to equation {2.5), J 0 _ as in equation {2.17) , 

Jr as in equation { 2. 20), and J p 700 as in equation ( 2. 9). 
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VPQ is the concentration of electrons stored in plastoquinol molecules (PQH2), 
¼yt b is the concentration of electrons stored in the cyt b of the cytochrome b pool, 
and Vhp is the concentration of electrons bound at carriers belonging to the high 
potential pool, each relative to cyt bf. 

Jr is the influx of electrons into the plastoquinone pool (VPQ) caused by the 
formation of PQH2 at the Qr-binding site of the cyt bf complex, JB, J0 , and Jp100 
are as in the model described in the Section 2.4. 

2.5.3 Electron fluxes at the different reaction sites 

The electron fluxes at the QB site and at P700 are the same as in Section 2.4.3. The 
flux at the Q0 site is very similar to that in Section 2.4.3 but now it has to be taken 
into account that for the transfer of the two electrons the FeS as well as the cyt bz 
have to be oxidised, leading to: 

{QH2 0 } • {FeS0 x} · (1 - { cyt b1}) 
J - ' o- . 

To 
(2.17) 

This is in accordance with the experimental findings by Snyder and co-workers 
[161] who investigated spectroscopically the reduction kinetics of cyt c1 and cyt b 
isolated from Yeast. 

To describe the flux at the Qr site, the analysis again starts with the time 
necessary for the reaction. Because the pH-dependency of the reactions involved in 
the PQ reduction is not clear yet, two different pH- dependencies are tested: 

1. Reactions inversely proportional to the proton concentration: 

10-7 

Tr == Tminr · [H+] · (2.18) 

This takes into account that the protonation should slow down when the pH 
is high and hence protons available for the reaction are limited. 

2. Reaction pH- independent: 

(2.19) 

This will be the case if the protonation itself is rather fast and thus not rate 
limiting. This is given e.g. for the reactions at the Q0 site where the pH
dependency is determined by the protonation state of the binding sites in
volved rather than the protonation step itself. A pH-dependency caused by 
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the protonation state would not lead to a bell shaped pH-dependency but to 

a monotonically increasing rate with decreasing pH. 

The number of molecules ready for conversion at the Qr-binding site is the 

product of the concentration of Qr-binding sites with bound quinones ( {Qr}) times 

the concentration of reduced cyt bh, and cyt bz each relative to the concentration of 

cyt bf. The latter term is included to take into account the fact that two electrons 

are transferred. 

Thus Jr can be calculated according to: 

Jr == {Qr} · { cyt bh -} · { cyt bi-}. 

Tr 
(2.20) 

2.5.4 Redox state of the electron carriers 

The value for { Q0 } is determined as described in Section 2.4.4. The concentrations 

of {QB} and {Qr} relative to that of cyt bf are estimated in a manner analogous 

to that described in Section 2.4.4 assuming an equal probabilty for a PQ to bind at 

the QB or the Qr site. 

Thus the calculation of the redox state of the redox components is carried out 

as follows ( compare Section 2.4.4): 

if {Vpq} > 2·({CvPQ}-({PSII}+{cyt})) 

{ } { } 
{CvPQ}-{VPQ} 

=} QB - == PS II · 2·({PSII}+{cyt}) ' 

if {Vpq} 

=} {QB} 
=} {Qr} 

} 
{CvpQ}-{VPQ} 

{ cyt . 2·( {PS II}+{ cyt})' 

< 2 · ( { CvPQ} - {PS II}) 

{PS II}, 

{cyt}, 

with { cyt} ·- concentration of cyt bf (thus Qr sites) per cyt bf 

(equal to 1). 

{Qr} ·- the concentration of Qr sites with bound PQH2 

relative to that of cyt bf. 

(2.21) 
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To find the redox state of the carriers belonging to the newly introduced cyt b 

pool a consecutive reduction first of cyt bh, then of cyt bi is assumed, similar to the 
assumption described in Section 2.4.4. In contrast to the estimation of the redox 

state of the carriers forming the PC pool this assumption is quite reliable in this case 
because the difference in the redox potentials ( and thus the equilibrium constant for 

electron transitions) is quite high (100 m V). It accords with the finding that cyt bz 
did not give any reduction signal in experiments of Nitschke and co- workers [128]. 

The redox states are calculated according to the following equations: 

if {¼yt b} > 1 • { cyt blox} 2 - {¼yt b}, 
if {¼yt b} < 1 • { cyt bzox} 1, 

(2.22) 
if {¼yt b} 1 { cyt bhred} 1, > • 
if {¼yt b} < 1 • { cyt bhred} {Vcyt b}-

The first two conditions describe that cyt bz will only be reduced when cyt bh 
is reduced. The latter two conditions are the formulation of the assumption that 
as soon as there is an electron stored in the cyt b pool it will be transferred to 
cyt bh immediately. 

The calculat ion for the components of the PC pool is the same as in Section 2.4.4. 

2.5.5 Summary of the assumptions 

In addition to the general assumptions described in Section 2.3 the following as

sumptions are introduced for the model described above: 

1. Protonation at QB is fast and can thus be neglected. 

2. pH-dependency of PQ oxidation is mainly caused by the importance of reac

tion groups being protonated or unprotonated. 

3. An average time constant for the first and second reduction step at Qr 
is assumed. 

2.5.6 Fitting literature data -with the model 

The equations in the program are changed according to the mathematical formula

tion described above. The stoichiometry is assumed to be {PS II} : {PQ} : { cyt bf} 
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Figure 2. 7: pH- dependency of P700 re- reduction as in Figure 2.3. The line shows 

the best fit to the data according to the model implicitly taking into account the PQ 

reduction at the Qr site. The reactions at Qr are assumed to be pH-dependent. T mino 

== 4-4 ms, TBF == 8. 8 ms, Tr == 1. 5 · 10-5
, sum of errors squared: 66. 31 s-2

. 

== 2 : 12 : 1. As shown in Figure 2. 7 and Figure 2.8 a reasonable fit is obtained for 

pH-dependent as well as for pH-independent reactions at the Qr site. 

1. pH-dependent reactions at the Qr site 

For the pH-dependent reactions at the Qr site described in equation (2 .18) the 

best fit is obtained with: 

T mino 4.4 ms, 

TBF 8.8 ms, 

T minr 1.5 · 10-5 ms. 

Tmin
0 

is as described in Section 2.4.7. According to the interpretation of the 

bell-shaped pH-dependency by Link [112] TBF stands now for the pH- independent 

reactions following the binding of PQH2 at Q0 but this time without containing 

implicitly the reactions at the Qr site. The sum of the errors squared is 66.31 s-2 • 
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Figure 2.8: pH-dependency of P700 re- reduction as in Figure 2.3. As Figure 2. 7. 

But here, the reactions at Qr are assumed to be pH-independent. T mino == 3. 9 ms, 
Tnp == 8.1 ms, Tr == 1.1 -10-1

, sum of errors squared: 59. 30 s-2 , x == 9. 

2. pH-independent reactions at the Qr site 

For the pH- independent reactions at the Qr site described in equation (2.19) the 

best fit is obtained with: 

T mino 3.9 ms, 

Tnp 8.1 ms, 

Tminr 1.1 · 10-l ms. 

The sum of the errors squared is 59.30 s-2. T minr here describes the pH

independent reactions at the Qr site, T mino, and TBF are as described above. 

2.5.7 The influence of higher binding affinity at the Qr site 

The analysis is extended to take into account a different affinity for PQH2 at Qr 

compared to QB. This is assumed because equal binding properties on the two 

different proteins are quite improbable. Now, a higher binding affinity at the Qn 

site, especially at high light, would accelerate the reduction of the PQ pool while the 
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Q- cycle would be slowed down because of the shortage of unreduced PQ. When the 

Q- cycle is disturbed at the Qr site the cytochrome b pool will be more reduced and 

consequently slow down the PQH2 oxidation at Q0 • Hence, this situation could lead 

to a harmful overreduction of the PQ pool and a 'jam' caused by the highly reduced 

cytochrome b pool. In contrast to this, a lower binding affinity at the QB site would 

slow down the PQ reduction at PS II in favour to an undisturbed Q-cyclee. 

Assuming that the affinity at Qr for PQH2 is x times greater than at QB, the 

calculation of the redox state {QB} and {Qr} changes to. 

if {Vpq} > 2 · ( { CvPQ} - (-{PS II}+ { cyt})) 

if {Vpq} < 

• {QB} 

* {Qr} 

{ } 
{Cvpq}-{VPQ} 

PS II · 2·({PS II}+x{cyt})' 

{ } 
{CvFQ}-{VPQ} 

X. cyt . 2·({PSII}+x•{cyt}) ' 

2 · ( { CvPQ} - {PS II}) 

{PS II}, 

{cyt}, 

For the pH- dependent reaction best fits are ()btained for 

X 

sum of errors squared 

4.2 ms, 

9.2 ms, 

2.1 · 10-4 ms, 

7/3, 

57.65 s-2 . 

Whereas for the pH-independent reaction best fits are obtained for 

X 

sum of errors squared 

4.2 ms, 

9.1 ms, 

1.0 · 10-1 ms; 

9/1, 

57.73 s-2
. 

(2.23) 

eHowever, it has to be mentioned that in crystals PQ could not be found at the Q 0 sit e. This 

suggests that the binding affinity for PQ at that site is <iuite low [187] 
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However, the fits including different binding affinities are not much better than 

those found for equal binding affinity and the time constants obtained are the same 

order of magnitude. Only for the pH-dependent case one of the parameters obtained 

was different: T minr is tenfold higher if a 7 /3 fold higher binding affinity for PQ at Qr 

is assumed than for an equal binding affinity. On the other hand, this time constant 

is very fast and therefore not limiting. 

2.5.8 Discussion of the model 

For both pH-dependencies good fits are obtained. 

1. pH-dependent reactions at the Qr site 

If a pH-dependency of the PQ reduction is introduced, the time constant for this 

reaction is very small (3.6 -10-4 ms). Looking at the measured data, it is obvious that 

the re-reduction time of P700 is not slowing down at high pH (see e.g. Figure 2.3). 

This contrasts with equation (2.18) for the assumed rate for the PQ reduction. The 

latter decreases with increasing pH, reflecting the need for protons for the reaction to 

take place. Hence, if a pH- dependency as given above is introduced, the measured 

data can only be explained by non- limiting reactions at the Qr site. If the reactions 

at this site were slow, this would cause an increase of the re-reduction time ( decrease 

of 1/T) at high pH. Thus it is reasonable that quite short reaction times are obtained 

in the fit. That again would endorse the assumption in the minimal model (see 

Section 2.4) and raises the question of whether it is necessary to explicitly formulate 

the reactions at the Qr site. 

2. pH-independent reactions at the Qr site 

However in the model of Hope and co- workers [81] no pH-dependency of the cyt bh 

re-oxidation could be found. The interpretation of the results when considering pH

independent reactions is more complicated. The best fits resulted in relatively short 

reaction times for the pH- independent reaction at Qr. This would be in agreement 

with the assumptions of the minimal model but in contradiction to the relatively 

slow re-oxidation of cyt bh found by Hope and co- workers. However, the slow 

value found in their experiments might be an artifact of the flash light conditions 

as discussed in Section 2.4.7. 

Now the reactions at the Q0 site are considered. Again the time constant related 

to the pH- dependent step T mino agrees quite well with literature data for electron 

transfer from PQH2 to the Rieske cluster. This would match the interpretation of 

the pH- dependency by Link [112]. According to the interpretation by Hope and 
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co- workers the pH-dependent time constant relates to the reduction of cyt b [83] 

that should be rather fast [112] in contrast to the result obtained here. 

Looking at TBF it has to be noted that in contrast to the 'minimal model' in 

this model TBF does not contain implicitly reactions at the Qr site. It only contains 

pH- independent reactions at the Q0 site. According to Link's interpretation of the 

bell- shaped pH-dependency of the quinone oxidation [112] these are the reactions 

following the binding at the Rieske cluster. That includes (1) the electron transfer 

to cyt bz, (2) travelling times for the electrons within the complex, and (3) the time 

until the oxidised PQ is available to enter the PQ pool. The first step should be 

a rather quick reaction, in the order of 106 
/ s [112]. The second reaction has to be 

considered to be fast too, according to the big difference in the redox potentials of 

cyt bz and cyt bh. PQ could not be found at the Q0 site in crystals. This suggests 

that the binding affinity for PQ at that site is quite low [187] and consequently the 

unbinding should be rather quick. It follows that TBF should be small but a reason

able fit could not be obtained omitting TBF, neither with pH-dependent reactions at 

Qr nor with pH-independent reactions. However, the time required for an electron 

to be transferred from cyt bh certainly depends on the availability of PQ. On the 

other hand following the interpretation of the bell-shaped pH-dependency by Hope 

and co-workers [83] TBF also contains the reactions at the Q 0 site preceding the 

cyt bl reduction. That could be (1) the deprotonation of PQH2 to PQH- which is 

considered to precede the oxidation because the midpoint potential for quinol oxi

dation is much too positive (> +900 m V [136]), (2) the transfer of the first electron 

to FeS, and (3) the second deprotonation step. According to this interpretation the 

time constant obtained for the reactions preceding the cyt b reduction is sensible 

whereas the time constant for the the cyt b reduction and the following reactions 

found here-is too high. 

2.5.9 Comparison between the numerical and the analytical 

solution for the special case of a highly oxidised system 

To evaluate the numerical solution of the differential equations, the analytical so

lution for a special case (highly oxidised system) was determined. Several different 

states of the system arise because of the assumption of a consecutive filling of the 

pools. Some of them can be solved easily while others result in a complex system of 

coupled differential equations. Therefore only one of the simplier cases is chosen as 

an example. 
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The VPQ pool can be in three different states: 

(1) 0 < {VPQ} < 2, 

(2) 2 < {VPQ} < {CvPQ} - ( {PS II}+{ cyt bf}), 

(3) {CvPQ } - ({PS II}+{cyt bf})< {VPQ}-

(1) refers to an oxidised system, where the concentration of {(QH2)z} is limited 
at the Q0 sit e on cyt bf. (2) reflects the situation where enough PQ is available for 
both, the QB site and the Qr site. At the same time enough PQH2 is available for 
the Q 0 site. In contrast (3) describes a reduced system where PQ is limited. 

Similarly, the V cyt b pool can be in two states: 

(1) 0 < {Vcyt b} < 1, 

(2) 1 < {Vcyt b} < 2, 

Assuming a stoichiometry of ( { cyt bf} : {PC} : {PS I}) == (1 : 2 : 1), the Vhp 
pool can be in t hree different states: 

(1) 0 < {Vhp } < 1, 

(2) 1 < {Vhp } < 4, 

(3) 4 < {Vhp } < 5, 

This results in 18 possible different states of the system. The analytical de
scription of some of these states can be solved simply. However, some result in a 
coupled system of non- linear differential equations that cannot easily be solved ana
lytically. The analytical solution presented here is restricted to the simple case of an 
oxidised system. 

The electron fluxes are: 

Jn {Qn}/Tn, (2.24) 

Jr {Qr} . { cyt b-h } . { cyt bz} /Tr' (2.25) 

lo {QH2 0 } • {FeSox} · (1 - { cyt bz} )/To, (2.26) 
' 

]p700 {P700red} / Tp s I, (2.27) 
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From the assumption that all pools are in state 1, it follows that 

{Qn} {PS II}, 

{Qr} 1, 

{(QH2)z} {Vpq}/2, 

{ cyt bz} 0, 

{ cyt bh} {Vcyt b}, 

{FeS0 x} 1, 

{P700red} {Vhp}-

Correspondingly in the oxidised state the fluxes are as follows: 

{PS II} /rn, 
0, 

{Vpq} / (2 · 7 0 ), 

{Vhp} /rps r, 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Thus, from equation (2.14)-(2.16) for the set of differential equations in the 

oxidised state, it follows: 

. 
X 

. 
y 

. 
z 

where X 

y 

z 

with a 

b 

C 

a - 2bx, 

bx, 

bx - cz, 

·- {Vpq}, . 

·- {¼yt b}, . -

·- {Vhp}, . 

·- 2 · {PS II} /rn, 
·- 1/(2 · 7 0 ) . 

·- 1/Tps I . 

For the first equation (2.39), the homogeneous solution is 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 
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Variation of parameters leads to: 

x1 == A(t) · e-2bt. (2.43) 

Insertion of this function into the differential equation (2.39) leads to a differential 

equation in A(t). 
dA 2bt - == ae . 
dt (2.44) 

Inserting the solution of this differential equation into equation (2.43) leads 

to the inhomogeneous solution. The linear combination of the homogeneous and 
the inhomogeneous solution span the space of general solutions of the differential 
equation. 

It follows that 

X == a/2b + ce-2bt. (2.45) 

with C being the integration constant. 

Together with the starting condition ( {Vpq}(t==0) == 0) and inserting a, b, c, and 
x this leads to the solution: 

{
T T } _ 2{PS II}T0 ( -t/T. ) vpq - ----- 1 - e O 

• 

TB 
(2.46) 

Inserting this function into the differential equation (2.40) leads to 

a l 
y == -(t + -e-2bt) + D. 

2 2b 
(2.47) 

with D being the integration constant. 

Using the starting condition ({Vcyt b}(t==0) == 0) and inserting a, b, and c the 
solution of the differential equation (2.40) is 

{PS II} {½yt b} == --(t + T0 (e-t/To - 1)). 
TB 

(2.48) 

Differential equation (2.41) is solved -by insertion of the solution of differential 
equation (2.39). This leads to: 

i + cz == a (l - e-2bt). 
2 

(2.49) 
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The derivative is: 

z + ci == abe-2bt. (2.50) 

This equation is solved with the following approach: 

(2.51) 

Inserting this into equation (2.50) leads to the differential equation 

--\ + (c - 2b)A == ab. (2.52) 

Again, this can be solved by finding the homogeneous solution and variation of 

the constant of the homogeneous solution. The homogeneous solution is: 

(2.53) 

Variation of A in time (A(t)), inserting in equation (2.52) leads to a differen

tial equation in A(t). The solution of this equation is then inserted into the in

homogeneous equation. The linear combinations of this solution and that of the 

homogeneous equation gives all solutions for A: 

A == -ab + Ee(2b-c)t. 
2b- c 

with E being the integration constant. 

(2.54) 

The boundary condition to determine the integration constant is (i(t == 0) == 0). 

This follows from equation (2.41), using x(0) == 0 and z(0) == 0. It leads to 

· ab ( -ct -2bt) 
z == 2b - c e - e . (2.55) 

This can be easily integrated. Using the starting condition ( {Vhp}(t==0) == 0) 

yields: 

z ab ( 1 -2bt 1 c ) a -- -e --et+-
2b - c 2b c 2c 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 
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Figure 2. 9: Comparison of the analytical solution with the numerical sol1dion for 
the VPQ pool. The solid line shows the values obtained from the analytical solution, 
the dashed line ( mostly hidden by the nearly identical solid line) shows the computed 
values. Time constants are those of the best fit for the pH- dependent reactions at 
the Qr site. The dashed vertical line shows the limit of the analytical solution. After 
the indicated time of 0. 615 ms the VPQ pool is larger than 2 for all tested pH values 
{pH == 5, 6, and 7) and thus the assumptions of the analytical solution are n o longer 
valid. Only results f or pH == 7 are shown as the values for pH == 6 and pH== 5 are 
nearly identical. 
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Figure 2.10: Similar to Figure 2. 9 but here the y-axis shows the difference between 

the analytical solution and the numerical solution for the VPQ pool in %. 
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the analytical solution with the numerical solution 

for the Vcyt b pool. Similar to Figure 2. 9. Here, results f (!r all tested pH values 

are shown. 
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the analytical solution with the numerical solution for 

the Vhp pool. As Figure 2.11. 

The solution presented here is compared with the electron concentration in the 
electron storing pools obtained from numerical integration for the pH- dependent 
case. The parameters leading to the best fit are used ( T mino == 4.4 ms, TnF == 
8.8 ms , Tr == 1.5 -10-5

). Solutions are compared for pH==5, pH==6, pH==7 (see 
Figures 2.9- 2.12). 

It can be seen in Figures 2.9- 2.12 that the numerical solution is extremely similar 
to the analyti cal solution. However, the comparison is carried out only for the case 
of very oxidis€d conditions and the pH-dependent reaction at Qr-

2.5.10 Conclusion and Outlook 

In summary of the three models presented here two are best able to explain the 
experimental da ta of Rumberg and Siggel [147). These are the 'minimal model' and 
the model eXJ)licitly taking into account the reactions at the Qr site assuming pH
independent reactions. Reasonable time constants are obtained for the reactions 
considered (see Table 2. 1). However all models result in relatively fast reactions 
at the Qr site: 1.5 · 10- 5 - 2.1 • 10- 4 ms for the pH- dependent reactions, and ca. 
10- 1 ms for the assumption of pH- independent reactions. This is in contradiction 
to the low rate constants for cyt bh re-oxidation (350-407 s- 1) [82, 81]. 
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model binding affi.ni ty rate constants/ms 

Qr/Qn Tmino TBF Tminr 

minimal model equal 4.1 9.3 -

model including Qr 

equal 4.4 8.8 1.5 -10-5 

pH- dependent 
7/3 4.2 9.2 2.1 -10-4 

equal 3.9 8.1 1.1 -10-1 

pH-independent 
9/1 4.2 9.1 1.0 -10-1 

Table 2.1: Rate constants resulting from best fits to the experimental data using 

the diff ernt models. 

All models presented in this Chapter lead to very similar time constants and pH

dependencies of P700 re-reduction. To discriminate between the different models 

more data sets would be required. Since the models show the most difference in the 

values of T minr data sets related to the flux at the Qr would be needed for such a 

discrimination. However, data on the reactions at the Qr site are difficult to obtain 

and most information is based on modelling work as e.g. [81]. 

Outlook 

Now the model (including Qr, pH-independent, equal binding affinity) is used to 

predict the control that PS II exerts on electron flux (see Figure 2.13) . Experi

mentally the control PS II exerts on whole chain electron flux can be analyzed by 

titrating down PS II with DCMU and measuring the resulting electron flow to P700. 

Accordingly, Figure 2.13 shows the electron flux through P700 ( Jp700 ) as a function 

of the percentage of active PS II. 

The predicted curve is shown in Figure 2.13. If only few PS II are inhibited a 

slight increase in Jp700 is found, followed by a steep decrease to zero for all PS II 

being inhibited. Due to the several times faster reactions at the Qn site, Jp700 

does not decrease if only a few PS II are inhibited. Instead, the rise of the curve 

when only few PS II are inhibited reflects the competition between the Qn site 

and the Qr site since equal binding probabilities are assumedf. The steep decline 

fWith increasing binding affinity at the Qr site the increase becomes less pronounced ( data not 

shown). 
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Figure 2.13: Predicted curve of control on electron flux exerted by PS II using the 
pl[- independent model including Qr {equal binding affinity). 100 percent at the x
axis corresponds to the undisturbed system, i.e. no inhibition of PS II by DCMU. 100 
percent on the y- axis correspond to the flux through P700 measured in the absence 
of DCMU. 
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reflects the situation when the overcapacity of PS II is not sufficient to compensate 

PS II inhibition. 

The predicted curve is somewhat unexpected and the question is whether it 

reflects the realistic situation or rather limitations of the model. Therefore the 

predictions will be tested against experimental data in the next Chapter. There 

measurements of the control, that PS II exerts on electron flux are analysed and 

discussed in the context with the predictions arising from the model presented here. 

Possible limitations of the model leading to the resulting curve will be discussed. 
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3.1 Introduction 

As the electron flow through the cyt bf complex is known to be the slowest step 
in the electron transport chain, PS II should exert little control on the whole chain 
flux (H20 • PS I) under saturating light (see also predicted curves (Figure 2.13) in 
Chapter 2). This was indeed what Kirchhoff and co-workers [96] found in destacked 
thylakoids, which exhibit a non- linear control curve: if PS II activity was titrated 
to 50% of its total activity, the whole chain flux, Je, decreased only about 25%. In 
contrast to that, their flux control curve for stacked thylakoids was nearly linear, 
indicating that PS II exerts strong control on the overall electron flux. The data 
were interpreted by assuming that only in destacked membranes do a large number 
of PS II share a pool of diffusing PQ (see Figure 3.lA). Destacking was achieved 
by a decrease in the Mg+ concentration, which leads to an general increase in the 
electrostatic repulsive forces between charged integral protein complexes. In this 
state, despite a high protein density, the rapidly diffusing PQ was suggested to 
weave its way through the complexes. In stacked thylakoids (see Figure 3.lB), 
rapid PQ diffusion to cyt bf was suggested to be restricted to small domains in the 
close vicinity of individual PS II centres [96]. Kirchhoff and co- workers proposed 
a dynamic protein network formed in grana stacks by specific interactions between 
PS II and LHC II. In this arrangement, cyt bf complexes may have access to photo
reduced PQ in the close vicinity of PS II only (see Figure 3.lB). 

To test the model of electron transport presented in Chapter 2 and its limitations, 
PS II titration measurements were carried out for thylakoids from pea, spinach, and 
tobacco. Linear electron flow is then plotted versus PS II activity. It is found 
that the three species investigated show complex, s- shaped control by PS II of 
whole chain transport . This cannot be explained by the model of electron transport 
presented in Chapter 2 that is based on shared pools. Nor can the s- shape be 
explained by the micro-domain concept proposed by Kirchhoff and co-workers [96]. 
This concept would lead to either a linear relationship (small domains) or a simple 
curved relationship (large domains). Instead the complex curves are explained by 
an extended micro-domain concept and are fitted with a stochastical, mathematical 
model incorporating spatial aspects of protein organisation. 
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LHCII-PSII-dimer 

• LHCII-trimer 

cyt.bf dimer 

30nm 

Figure 3.1: Tentative representation of assembly of proteins in the thylakoid 

membrane. Destacked (A), and stacked {B). The light grey shaded area between 

the proteins represents one selected example of a PQ diffusion domain. Arrows 

show the direction of electron flux from the QB site. According to Kirchhoff et 

al. {96}, modified. 
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3.2 Methods and Material 

3.2.1 Plant material 

Spinach 

Leaves of six to eight weeks- old spinach (Spinacea oleracea var. polka) were used 
for the preparations. The plants were grown hydroponically at about 13- 16 °C with 
nutrients according to Randall and Bouma [141]. The illumination period was 10 h 
and light intensity (400-700 nm) was about 200 µmol photons m-2 s-1 ). Care was 
taken that only leaves not shaded by others were used. 

Pea 

Pea (Pisum sativum) -was grown as described for spinach. For the isolation of chloro
plasts from pea, young sprouts (2- 3 weeks old) were harvested. 

Tobacco 

Fully-expanded but still young leaves of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum var. petit ha
vanna) were used. Plants were grown on soil in a glasshouse. The growth tempera
ture was ca. 22 °C but in summer time it may be higher. In the glasshouse plants 
were illuminated for 11 h with artificial light (100-250 µE). However, in summer
time daylight is considerably longer and light intensities might be much higher as 

the sunblinds are controlled by temperature but not by light. 
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3.2.2 Solutions 

. Isolation media spinach 

solution A: 

MgCb lmM 

MnCh lmM 

EDTA 2mM 

KCl 50mM pH 6.1 (KOH) 

KH2PO4 0.5mM 

Sorbitol 330 mM 

MES 25mM 

solution B: 

MgCl2 lmM 

MnCh lmM 

EDTA 2mM 

KCl 10 mM pH 6.7 (KOH) 

KH2PO4 0.5mM 

Sorbitol 330 mM 

HEPES 25mM 

solution C: 

MgCl2 lmM 

MnCb 1 mM 

EDTA 2mM 

KCl 60mM pH 6.7 (KOH) 

KH2PO4 0.5mM 

Sorbitol 330 mM 

HEPES 25mM 
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Isolation media pea 

solution PeaA: 

EDTA 

KCl 

0.04 mM 

0.40 mM 

Sorbitol 330 mM 

HEPES 2 mM 

Isolation media tobacco 

solution 1: 

MgCl2 lmM 

MnCb lmM 

EDTA 2mM 

KCl 40mM 

KH2PO4 0.5mM 

Sorbitol 330 mM 

MES 40mM 
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pH 7.8 (KOH) 

pH 6.1 (KOH) 

BSA (added freshly before preparation): 0.2 % (w /w) 

solution 2 (hypotonic): 

Tricine 20 mM 

KCl 50mM pH 7.8 (KOH) 
MgCb 5 mM 

solution 2 (hypertonic): 

Tricine 20 mM 

KCl 50mM pH 7.8 (KOH) 
MgCb 5 mM 

Sorbitol 660 mM 
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solution 3: 

HEPES 

KCl 

50mM 

l0mM 

MgC12 7 mM 

Sorbitol 330 mM 

Assay media 

solution D, hypotonic: 

MgCb 7mM 

KCl 80 mM 

HEPES 30mM 

solution D, hypertonic: 

MgCb 

KCl 

Sorbitol 

HEPES 

7mM 

80mM 

600 mM 

30mM 

solution 4, isotonic: 

MgCb 

KCl 

7mM 

80mM 

Sorbitol 300 mM 

HEPES 30 mM 

pH 7.5 (KOH) 

pH 7.6 (KOH) 

pH 7.6 (KOH) 

pH 7.6 (KOH) 

3.2.3 Preparation of thylakoids 

Spinach 

67 

Intact chloroplasts were isolated as described in [108]. Leaves of spinach were har

vested at the end of the dark period to minimize their starch content. Thereafter the 

leaves were washed twice in de-ionised water and the middle veins were removed. 

Afterwards the leaf material ( ca. 15 g) was homogenized in a Waring Blendor for 

12 s in 150 ml of solution A. The homogenized material was filtered through 4 layers 

of gauze and 1 layer of ny Ion cloth (pore diameter: 20 µm). The suspension was 

centrifuged in four tubes with 1400 g for 60 s to deposit the chloroplasts. The pellet 
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was washed in 5 ml solution B per tube and another centrifugation step at 630 g 
was carried through for 45 s. The pellet was resuspended and washed a second 
time in 5 ml solution B per tube and centrifuged at 630 g for 35 s. After the last 
centrifugation step, the pellet was suspended in about 1 ml of solution C and stored 
in darkness on ice. All steps were carried out in a cold room ( ca. 4 °C) on ice with 
cooled tubes, pipettes, and buffer. 

It is advantageous to make measurements on thylakoids because they allow 
better access to chemicals than do chloroplasts with an intact envelope. There
fore thy lakoids were freshly prepared from chloroplasts before every series of mea
surements. To obtain thylakoids, chloroplasts were shocked osmotically: chloro
plasts were placed in solution D hypotonic ( typical dilution of thylakoid suspension 
to solution D: 1:75). After 60 s an equal amount of solution D hypertonic was 
added to obtain an isotonic assay medium. Chlorophyll concentration was usually 
10-20 µg/ml, if not indicated differently. This treatment leaves the thylakoid mem
brane system quite intact ( as indicated by an extremely low proton leakage when 
protonmotive force is built up [95]). Typical whole chain electron transport rates 
were 1150 µmole- h-1 mgckl (287 mmole- s-1 molckz)- PS II activity was usually 
around 2300 µmole- h-1 mgckl (573 mmole- s-1 molckz)-

Pea 

After harvesting, the pea sprouts were immediately placed in a bag of two layers 
of gauze and cooled in a beaker with iced de-ionised water. Afterwards the peas 
( ca. 50 g) were homogenized in a Waring Blendor in 200 ml iced solution peaA. 
The homogenized material was filtered as described for spinach, distributed to four 
tubes and centrifuged for one minute at 1400 g. The chloroplast containing pellet 
was then resuspended with 5 ml solution peaA and the suspension was redistributed 
to two tubes. A second centrifugation at 1400 g for 40 s followed by resuspension 
in 5 ml solution peaA was carried out. The thylkaoids were placed in one tube and 
centrifuged a last time at 1400 g for 40 s. The sediment was resuspended in 1 ml 
solution C (same as for spinach) and stored on ice. 

Thylakoids were prepared freshly for each measurement as described for spinach. 
The same media as for spinach were used. Typical whole chain electron transport 
rates were ca. 1280 µmole- h- 1 mgckz (320 mmole- s-1 molckz)- PS II activity was 
usually around 2400 µmole- h- 1 mg0id (600 mmole- s-1 mol0ki). 
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Tobacco 

Whereas young peas or spinach leaves after the dark period hardly contained starch, 

a high-> starch content was a big problem for the isolation of tobacco chloroplasts. 

Therefore instead of chloroplasts, thylakoids were isolated. First preparations only 

yielded a very low whole chain electron transport rate. Values below 

400 µmole- h-1 mgckz (100 mmole- s-1 molakz) were usually obtained. PS II activity 

was between 1400 and 2000 µmole- h-1 mgckz (349-498 mmole- s-1 molakz)- There

fore the procedure was optimized to the form described below. With this procedure 

thylakoids were obtained that usually yielded a whole chain electron transport rate 

between 580 and 780 µmole- h-1 mgchz (144-194 mmole- s-1 molckz) and a PS II 

activity between 1960 and 2400 µmole- h-1 mgckz (488-598 mmole- s-1 molakz), 

The day before thylakoids were isolated, whole plants were stored overnight in 

darkness at room temperature to reduce the starch content at least somewhat. Ca. 

15 g leaf material was used. Major veins were removed thoroughly with a razor 

blade after washing the leaves twice in de-ionised water. Afterwards the material 

was homogenized in a Waring Blendor for ca. 12 s in 150 ml of solution 1 and 

filtered through 4 layers of gauze and 1 layer of nylon cloth (pore diameter: 20 

µm). After homogenization the suspension was placed in two tubes and centrifuged 

at 2000 g for 70 s. The resulting green pellet was surrounded by a white ring of 

starch. The pellet was resuspended in 2.5 ml solution 2 (isotonic, obtained by using 

equal amount of solution 2 hypotonic and solution 2 hypertonic) per tube. Resus

pension was carried out carefully to avoid resuspension of starch together with the 

chloroplasts. After transferring the suspension into two clean tubes, the chloroplasts 

were shocked osmotically in . 10 times the suspension volume ( ca. 25 ml per tube) 

of solution 2 (hypotonic). After 30 s the same volume of solution 2 hypertonic was 

added to get an isotonic medium. The shocked chloroplasts were centrifuged again 

at 160 g for 60 s to suspend larger cell and/ or chloroplast fragments and starch. The 

supernatant was centrifuged at 1400 g for 60 s to concentrate the thylakoids. The 

pellets of both tubes were resuspended in ca. 1 ml solution 3 and stored until used in 

darkness on ice. 

As with spinach all steps were carried out in a cold room ( ca. 4 °C) on ice with 

cooled tubes, pipettes, and buffer. 
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Determination of chlorophyll content 

The chlorophyll content was determined spectrophotometrically. 10 µl of chloroplast 

suspension was added to 5 ml acetone (80 %). The solution was centrifuged with 
2000 g for 5 min to suspend small scattering particles. Absorption was measured 
and chlorophyll content calculated according to Porra and co-workers [137]: 

C hla (µg / ml) 

Chlb(µg/ml) 

501 · (12.25 · A663.6 - 2.55 · A545_5) 

501 · (20.31 · A545_5 - 4.91 · A553_5) 

3.2.4 Electron microscopy with the TEM 

(3.1) 

Isolated thylakoids of spinach and tobacco, embedded in agar, were embedded 
in EPON (EPON 812, Serva, Feinbiochemica Heidelberg), a synthetic epoxide

resin. After embedding the samples were examined with the transmission electron 
. 

microscope. 

Preparation 

Thylakoids from tobacco and chloroplasts from spinach were isolated as descibed in 
Section 3.2.3. After the determination of the chlorophyll content the samples were 
stored in Eppendorf tubes on ice. From each sample a small amount was stored in a 
separate tube to measure the PS II activity and the whole chain electron transport. 

Spinach chloroplasts for the embedding were shocked osmotically as described in 

3.2.3 and centrifuged with 630 g. Afterwards thylakoids were resuspended in ca. 
0.5 ml solution D (hypertonic) mixed with 0.5 ml solution D (hypotonic). Thylakoids 
from both samples were spun down with an Eppendorf centrifuge. The supernatant 

was removed and the pellets embedded in 1.5 % agar. The agar was allowed to cool 
down as much as possible to avoid damage to the thylakoids. 

Fixation of pellets 

The agar blocks containing the pellet were fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde to stabilize 
the cell structure and fix proteinsa. After one hour the agar blocks were washed 

aMany enzymes are fixed at their position during the fixation with glutaraldehyde but do not 
denature [127] 
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four times for 20- 50 minutes in Sorensen buffer. Then the pellets were treated 

for one hour with 2% potassium permanganate (KMn04)to contrast membranes. 

Afterwards, the pellets were washed three times for 20 minutes in buffer. 

Embedding of the samples 

In the presence of water the polymerisation is disturbed. Therefore, prior to the 

embedding in EPON, the samples ( agar blocks with the embedded pellet) have to 

be dehydrated. Dehydration was carried with ethanol in successive steps. 

30% ethanol 15 min, 

50% ethanol 15 min, 

70% ethanol over night, 

80% ethanol 20 min, 

90% ethanol 

abs. ethanol 

propy lenoxide 

20 min, 

2x 20 min, 

2x 20 min, 

During each washing step ethanol was replaced in the middle of the washing 

time. After the dehydration successive addition of EPON started. Ca. 10 drops of 

EPON were added and the samples stored at 4°C. After 2 hours ca. 20 drops of 

EPON were added, and after 21 hours another 20 drops of EPON were added and 

the samples stored at room temperature in the fume hood. Three hours later the 

EPON- propylenoxide ~ixture was removed and pure EPON was added. On the 

next day the samples were filled in forms and allowed to polymerise for 27 hours 

at 70°C. 

Staining of the ultra-thin sections 

The atomic numbers of the most abundant elements in biological objects is rel

atively low. Therefore, due to the low electron deflection, sections often have a 

very poor contrast. To amplify the contrast the sections were treated with uranyl

acetate (U02 (CH3C00)2 • 2 H20, 3%, in aqua <lest.). Uranylacetate binds prefer

ably to carboxyl-groups and phosphate- residues of the nucleic acids. After 40 min

utes the grids were rinsed carefully with aqua <lest. for several minutes followed 

by a treatment with lead-citrate. Lead- citrate reacts with phosphate, carboxyl, 

and sulfur-residues. After 5 minutes the grids were again carefully rinsed with 

distilled water. 
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3.2.5 Titration of the number of active PS II centres using 

DCMU 

DCMU is a highly specific inhibitor of the QB binding site at PS II [46]. The number 
of active centres can be gradually inhibited by addition of subsaturating amounts of 
DCMU. The remaining number of active centres was determined polarographically 
in the presence of DMBQ and nigericin. Under the assumption that DMBQ accepts 
electrons from beyond the DCMU- binding site, the rate of oxygen evolution is taken 
to be proportional to the number of uninhibited PS II. The ratio of the oxygen 
evolution with added DCMU to that without DCMU gives the relative amount of 
blocked centres. 

3.2 .6 Polarographic determination of oxygen evolution -

determination of steady-state electron transport rates 

Oxygen concentration was measured with a Clark type electrode. A schematic 
diagram of the measuring system is shown in Figure 3.2. A Clark type electrode 
consists of a silver and a platinum electrode connected via an electrolyte (1 M KCl) . 
An oxygen- permeable teflon membrane separates the cuvette with the thylakoid 
suspension from the electrodes. Oxygen can diffuse through the membrane. A 
voltage of 700 m V between the two electrodes is sufficient for the reduction of the 
oxygen at the platinum electrode ( cathode) leading to the formation of hydroxide 
(OH-) (see Figure 3.2) . At the anode silver is oxidised and precipitates with the 
chloride of the electrolyte to form AgCl. Together electrons are taken up at the 
silver electrode and released at the platinum electrode. The current is proportional 
to the diffusing oxygen which in tum is proportional to the difference of the oxygen 
partial pressure on each side of the teflon membrane. The samples in the cuvette 
were well stirred to avoid an oxygen gradient. The measured current was converted 
to voltage and amplified. The voltage signal was recorded with an x-t- recorder. The 
cuvette was kept constantly at 20 °C with the help of a water bath. 

For calibration the oxygen content of well stirred de-ionised water was measured. 
The water was saturated with oxygen i.e. 0.284 µmol 0 2/ml (at 20 °C). To gain a 
second well-defined value sodium dit hionite (Na2S20 4 ) was added. This is a very 
strong reducing compound and therefore removes all the oxygen from the solution. 
The voltage difference of both these values represents 0.284 µmol 0 2/ml. 
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Figure 3 .2: Schematic diagram showing the principle of polarographic oxygen mea

surements with a Clarke-type electrode. 

part of the electron donor acceptor other stoichiometry 

transport chain chemicals 02/e-

whole chain H20 MV sodium azide -1 0 2/4 e-

electron transport (natural) (100 µM) (1 mM) 
. . . 

n1genc1ne 

(1 µM) 

electron transport H20 DMBQ 
. . . 

+1 0 2/4 e-n1ger1c1ne 

through PS II (natural) (1.1 mM) (1 µM) 

Table 3.2: Chemicals used for polarographic measurements of the steady-state elec

tron transport. 
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In order to measure stady state electron transport rates of a thylakoid suspen
sion the sample was illuminated with saturating light ( ca. 6000 µmolquanta m- 2 s- 1). 

According to which part of the electron transport chain was investigated artificial 
electron donors and/or acceptors were added (see Table 3.2). The changing oxy
gen concentration caused by the electron transport was recorded and the rate of 
oxygen evolution determined using the units µmole-/ ( mgchr h). Depending on the 
part of the electron transport chain being explored different stoichiometries between 
electron flux and oxygen evolution can occur. This relationship is shown in Table 
3.2. All measurements are carried out in the presence of nigericin, which uncou
ples the pH gradient. Uncoupled conditions are chosen to avoid changes in the pH 
value in the lumen during the course of the experiments, which would influence the 
photosynthetic behaviour ( e.g. by non- photochemical quenching). 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 PS II titration at 20°C 

A large number of PS II titration experiments was carried out with stacked thy
lakoids from different plants. When plotting whole chain electron transport versus 
PS II activity, it turns out that the shape of the resulting curves ( control curves) is 
variable. Apart from more or less linear control curves ( as an example see Figure 
3.3), s- shaped funct ions are found (Figure 3.4 and 3.5). The s-shape can be more or 
less pronounced as can the curvature. Usually, curves of pea and spinach are more 
linear while those from tobacco exhibit more curvature, but some variability is also 
seen for different plants from one species. It may reflect physiological adaptation of 
the thylakoid structure. It should be noted that tobacco is grown in a glass house 
and hence under slight ly varying irradiance and temperature. 

To examine if the unexpected cun1es are caused by rearranged thylakoids due to 
the isolation, samples were embedded in an epoxide--resin and investigated with the 
transmission electron microscope. 

Although the activities of the embedded samples were slightly below the usual 
values, the thylakoids nevertheless appear to be well stacked and intact as shown in 
Figure 3.6 and 3.7. 

Each series is started without DCMU, followed by samples with increasing DCMU 
concentration. Measurements are also carried out in the opposite order (DCMU 
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Figure 3. 3: Nearly linear flux control curve from Pisum sativum. 100 % re

lates to the rates in the absence of DCMU. The solid line shows a fitted curve 

{n = 1.6, r = 0.49}. For explanation see Appendix 3.5. The dotted line represents 

a 1:1 relationship. 
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Figure 3.4: Complex flux control curve from Spinacea oleracea. The solid line 

shows a fitted curve {n = 1.7, r = 0.40). For explanation see Appendix 3.5. The 

dotted line represents a 1: 1 relationship. 
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Figure 3.5: Complex flux control curve from Nicotiana tabacum. As Figure 3.4, 

{n == 2.5, r == 0.17). 

Figure 3. 6: Micrograph from isolated ~ spinach thylakoids. PS II activity of the 

sample was 2319 µmole- h- 1 mg"c~ {578 mmole- s-1 mote~) and the rate of whole 

chain electron transport was 832 µmole- h-1 mg0 kz {207 mmole- s-1 motckz). 
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Figure 3. 7: Micrograph from isolated tobacco thylakoids. PS II activity of the 

sample was 1911 µmole- f,,-l mfckz {476 mmole- s-1 molck1J and the rate of whole 

chain electron transport was 579 µmole- h-1 mgckz {144 mmole- s-1 mol0 k1). 
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A + nonactin 

• - nonactin 
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Figure 3.8: Flux control curve from Nicotiana tabacum in the presence {triangles) 

and absence {circles) of nonactin, respectively. Lines show the best fits. Solid line: 

n == 1.61, r == 0.64; dashed line: n == 1.91, r == 0.53. 

concentration: high • low) to exclude the possibility that aging of the thylakoids 

caused the s-shape of the control curves ( data not shown). 

The light induced transmembrane electrochemical potential may influence the 

kinetics of electron transfer steps at cyt bf where the chemical gradient may mainly 
influence the reactions at the Q0 site and the electrical gradient may influence the 

reactions at the Qr site [59, 18]. In the experiments presented here the proton 
gradient was uncoupled by nigericin but the electrical gradient was notb. This might 

lead to the situation that the poise between the reactions at the Q0 site and the 
Qr site is disturbed thus leading to an unexpected control of whole chain electron 
transport. Therefore the influence of a developing electrical membrane potential on 
the complex control curves was tested. For this purpose, measurements are carried 

out in the presence of nonactin (0.5 µM), which uncouples the electrical potential 
across the membrane. As can be seen in Figure 3.8 the s-shape is found with or 
without addition of nonactin. 

b igericin is a H+ / K+-exchanger [37] and t~erefore uncouples the proton gradient but not the 
electrical gradient. 
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Figure 3. 9: Flux control curves from pea and spinach at different temperatures. 

Left: pea, right: spinach. 

Thus the complex curves cannot be explained simply by artifacts or simply as

suming that PQ diffusion is restricted to small micro- domains, that would rather 

lead to a more or less linear flux control. 

3.3.2 Influence of temperature 

The temperature dependence of the complex shape of the control functions was 

investigated. Therefore, the same type of titration measurements was carried out 

with pea, spinach and tobacco at varied temperatures. 

It can be seen in Figure 3.9 that the characteristics of the control curves for pea 

and spinach are not temperature dependent when the majority of PS II is active. 

The same holds for tobacco (data not shown). As this result is somewhat unexpected 

the Q10 (between 10 and 20°C) of PS II activity and the whole chain transport is 

investigated. Because pea and spinach are very similar in their control curves and 

activities, data of both are taken together to determine the Q10 values (see Figure 

3.10). The Q10 of PS II activity is significantly lower than that for the whole chain 

transport Je. 
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Figure 3.10: PS II and le activity as a function of the temperature. Pea and 

spinach are taken together. The Q10 {between 10 and 2(!1 CJ of the PS II activity is 

around 2 whereas that for Je is around 3. 

3.4 Discussion 

The curves shown here do not show the dependency predicted by the models de
scribed in Chapter 2 which assume a shared plastoquinone pool (see Figure 2.13). 
However, these models do not account for any organisational features. Therefore 
another approach incorporating the arrangement of the integral proteins within the 
membrane was chosen. 

The control curves were fitted with a mathematical model incorporating inter
acting adjacent plastoquinone diffusion domains that are functionally coupled by 
dimeric cytochrome bf complexes (see Appendix 3.5). So far, the control curves 
have been interpreted assuming a linear sequence of reactions within the electron 
transport chain [96]. The complex, s- shaped control behaviour may reflect a non
linear sequence of reactions. It is often discussed that cyt bf activity might be 
controlled by the redox state of PQ. Such a control would lead to a non- linear 
sequence of reactions, as the cyt bf activity would depend on the PS II activity. 

Two parameters were introduced to characterise the domain size ( n) and the 
redox control of cyt bf (r). The parameter n reflects how many PS II share a PQ 
pool with access to cyt bf. It should be stressed, however, that n may not simply 
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Figure 3 .11: Calculated curves according to the model. Two fit- parameters are 

varied: The number, n, of PS II accessing the same diffusion domain over a certain 

time period, and the 'residual activity', r, of cytochrome bf. Some of the theoretically 

possible combinations {e.g. n == l together with r == OJ are not found in experiments. 

be interpreted as a stoichiometric number. Micro-domains should be regarded as 

a temporal structure and each domain will rearrange. Thus a micro- domain only 

reflects the local and temporal stochiometry of proteins functionally connected to 

each other. It can be regarded . as relatively stable if its turnover time exceeds that 

of fast electron transport (10 to 15 ms). As the stability decreases, the relative PQ 

diffusion space increases and a larger number of PS II share a pool with access to 

cyt bf. To some extent lateral PQ exchange may also be influenced by the relative 

density of cyt bf: if cyt bf is located in the close vicinity of PS II centres, photo

reduced PQ is rapidly trapped by cyt bf binding sites and consequently the exchange 

area for PQ decreases. This might smooth out local PQH2 gradients somewhat and 

reduce lateral PQH2/PQ exchange. In this sense n should be taken as a general 

exchange parameter. It reflects the probability for each individual PS II centre to 

share a diffusion domain for rapid access to cyt bf with other PS II centres. For 

n == l there is no lateral PQ exchange. Each PS II has separate access to cyt bf, 

and consequently the control function becomes more linear than for higher n (Figure 

3.11). A linear flux control relates to a strong control by PS II of Je. With increasing 

n the curvature increases and hence flux control by PS II decreases . 

More s-shaped control curves could be obtained by introducing a second fit

parameter, r (with O < r < 1) (Figure 3.11, middle and right). r describes a negative 

co- operativity between domains, as could be mediated by cyt bf. It is now generally 

assumed that cyt bf occurs as a dimer (see e.g. [38]) . The functional significance 
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LHCII-PSII-dimer 

LHCII-trimer 

cytbfdimer 

30nm 

Figure 3 .12: Tentative representation of assembly of proteins in the thylakoid 

membrane according to the micro domain concept. A: a cyt bf dimer associated with 

one micro- domain, according to Kirchhoff et al. {96}, modified. B: Extended micro

domain concept. A cyt bf monomer is associated with one micro- domain while 

the other monomer is associated with the adjacent micro- domain. Compare also 

Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3 .13: A and B: relationship between le and the fitted parameters n and r, 

respectively. 

of the dimer is not yet clear. In a manner similar to that assumed for dimeric 

PS II complexes (compare Figures 3.lB and 3.12), the two monomers of a dimeric 

cyt bf complex could temporarily participate in different PQ diffusion domains, as 

depicted in Figure 3.12B. With partially inhibited PS II, the PQH2 binding sites of 

the cyt bf dimer could then be occupied non-equally. A value of r == I means that 

both monomers of the cyt bf dimer operate independently. In this case inactivation 

of one monomer (PQH2 site not occupied) does not influence PQH2 oxidation on 

the other monomer. In contrast r < I means that the two monomers of a dimer 

operate in a co- operative way (see for example [66, 133, 65]) . Thus inactivation 

of one monomer leads to complete (r == 0) or partial (0 < r < I) inhibition of 

the other monomer ( r == residual activity). This kind of a co-operativity leads 

to a negative curvature of the control function (Figure 3.11, middle). It should 

be pointed out that n and r derived from data fitting represent average values. 

Inhomogeneous distribution of these parameters throughout the memb~ane is likely, 

but is not described by the model. Best fits for data from different experiments are 

shown in Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.8 (see legends). 

In Figure 3.13A and B, the light-saturated, whole chain electron transport rate 

is plotted against the parameters n and r obtained as best fits for individual flux 

control experiments. Only trends . can be detected as there is considerable scatter in 

the data. Interestingly, despite the scatter, there seems to be a negative correlation 

between n and le, indicating that the relative size of domains decreases in plants 
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with high electron transport capacity. If fast lateral PQ migration is restricted to 
the grana, the capacity of Je may be contro1led by cyt bf located in the grana stacks 
( close to PS II) only [96]. Hence, in grana from plants with high photosynthetic 
fluxes (low n), the ratio PS II/cyt bf should be relatively low, i.e. each PS II may 
be located in the close vicinity of a cyt bf complex. This increases the probability 
of photo-reduced PQ being trapped rapidly by a cyt bf binding site near each 
individual PS II centre. In a densely packed membrane area, this latter effect could 
further decrease the exchange radius of PQ ( decrease in n). A lower exchange 
radius in turn would lead to a greater control by PS II of Je and consequently be of 
adaptational significance. 

It has to be noted, however, that the measurements of PS II activity include both 
PS Ila and PS II11 but only PS Ila are located in the grana core and can consequently 
influence the structure of the micro-domains (see also Sections 1.1.2 and 1.2.1). 
There is also a slight _tendency for r to increase with Je, but this correlation is less 
significant. No significant correlation is seen between the fit- parameters and Chl a/b 
(not shown). 

Temperature effects 

Interestingly, for PS II activities above 40% the shapes of the control functions 
did not change significantly with temperature. As the Q10 of PS II activity is 
lower than that for Je the PS II over-capacity is greater at lower temperatures. 
Nevertheless its control over the whole chain electron transport is not lower at lower 
temperatures. It seems that the chemical over-capacity does not in fact play an 
important role in controling photosynthetic electron transport. This may further 
point to the importance of the protein organisation within the thylakoids. For PS II 
activities below 40% the decrease of Je with PS II activity seems to be steeper at 
low temperatures. This might point to a low r (see Figure 3.13). 

At lower temperatures the viscosity of membranes is greater. This should lead 
to decreased diffusion coefficients. However, no difference in the control functions 
is found for different temperatures when the majority of PS II is active. This may 
indicate that diffusion processes do not influence the control of PS II on photosyn
thetic electron transport. However, the _data shown here scatter a lot and should 
only be considered as preliminary experiments. 

In summary it can be seen from the experiments shown above that the generally 
accepted assumption that all PS II share a common PQ pool may be an over-
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simplification. In contrast, the way that the integral proteins are organised may 

have a strong influence on the photosynthetic electron flux. To investigate the 

relationship between the spatial organisation of the proteins and electron flux, a 

Monte Carlo simulation is developed and presenteed in the next Chapter. 

3.5 Appendix: Model of how whole chain trans

port decreases with increasing PS II inhibi

tion by DCMU 

Je whole chain electron flux in relation to the uninhibited control, 

c number of cyt bf monomers in a micro-domain, 

n number of PS II in a micro-domain, 

r residual cyt bf activity, 

PS proportion of active PS II, 

I proportion of inhibited domains with all contributing PS II 

inhibited, 
i number of inhibited domains with which a considered domain 

is sharing a cyt bf complex, 

P(i) probability of a domain having as neighbours i inhibited do-

mains with which it is sharing a cyt bf complex, 

It is assumed that Je is limited by cyt bf activity. Each micro-domain contains c 

cyt bf monomers, connected to another monomer in a neighbouring domain. Thus, 

Je,i from a domain with i inhibited neighbours is: 

T. _ ((c-i) ~) 
"e,i - --- + , 

C C 
(3.2) 

where the first term describes the activity by those cyt bf that are connected to 

a monomer in an uninhibited domain. The second term accounts for the activity 

of those cyt bf that form a dimer with a monomer in an inhibited domain, with r 

being a measure of the activity of such a cyt bf. 
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Consequently le from all micro-domains adds to: 

with, 

P(i) 

I 

I 
( ) 

i ( ) C i C. l-I -I· l-I - ·---
(c-i)!-i! 

(1 - PS)n . 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

In the equation for P(i), the first term takes into account that only domains 
that are active themselves are contributing to le. The following two terms describe 
the probabilities for the neighbours to be in a certain state. One term desribes the 
probabilty that a neighbour is inhibited, and the other describes the probability that 
a neighbour is uninhibited. 

Inserting equation (3.4) into equation (3.3) leads to: 

~ I' . (l _ nc-i+l . c! . ( 2( C - i) + 2r · i) 
~ (c - i) ! · i! 2c 2c i=O 

(3.6) 

(l _ J)2 . ~ Ji(l _ J)(c-1)-i (c - 1)! + ... f:o ((c - 1) - i)!i!. 
(3.7) 

( I) I ~J(i-1)( I)c-i (c-1)! ... + l- ·T 'f;;_ l- (c-i)!(i-1)!' 

which simpli£es when using the binomial theorem: 

le == ( 1 - I) · [ ( 1 - J) + r · I] (3.8) 

Inserting eq. 3.5 leads to: 
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The diffusion of plastoquinol in the chloroplast thylakoid membrane is mod

elled using Monte Carlo techniques. The integral proteins are seen as obstacles 

to diffusion, and features of percolation theory emerge. Thus the diffusion coeffi

cient diminishes with increasing distance and there is a critical threshold of protein 

concentration, above which the long-range diffusion coefficient is zero. The area 

occupied by proteins in vivo is assessed and appears to be around this threshold, as 

determined from calculations assuming randomly distributed non-interacting pro

teins. Slight changes in the protein arrangement lead to pronounced changes in 

diffusion behaviour under such conditions. Mobility of the proteins increases the 

protein occupancy threshold, while boundary lipids impermeable to PQ diffusion 

decrease it. Further, the obstruction of plastoquinone/plastoquinol binding sites in 

a random arrangement is evaluated. 

4.1 Introduction 

Thylakoids are the site of photosynthetic electron transport. In higher plants they 

are highly structured by densely packed integral proteins, the latter being photo

system (PS) II, light-harvesting complexes (LHC) II, cytochrome ( cyt) bf, and PS I 

associated with LHC I. In higher plants functional PS II is located in appressed mem

branes of the grana core, whereas PS I is only found in non-appressed thylakoids, 

the stroma lamellae and grana margins [14, 11, 164, 20, 1, 2] . The distribution of 

cyt bf complexes is less certain. It has been suggested that cyt bf complexes are 

almost homogeneously distributed [1, 8, 131]. Lateral electron flow between the 

integral proteins is managed by two mobile electron carriers: plastoquinol and plas

tocyanin. The hydrophilic plastocyanin diffuses in the lumen space and mediates 

electron transport between cyt bf and PS I whereas electron transport between PS II 

and cyt bf is mediated by plastoquinol diffusion within the lipid bilayer. 

However, electrons liberated at PS II in the grana core must diffuse over the 

relatively large distance of up to 300 nm to cyt bf in the grana margins. In the thy

lakoids the protein density is very high. Using published data on protein structures 

and lipids, Kirchhoff et al. [97] calculated an area occupation by proteins of between 

60 and 70%. Thus the proteins are densely packed and it has been argued that 

integral proteins may act as obstacles to PQ diffusion. There is indeed good evi

dence for restricted diffusion. The plastoquinone diffusion coefficient in thy lakoids 

was found to be two orders of magnitude less than in protein free liposomes [24]. 
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When diffusion of a mobile particle in a homogeneous medium is considered, the 
diffusion coefficient D, often referred to as the 'diffusion constant', is only dependent 
on the characteristics of the diffusing particle and the medium. This changes in the 
presence of obstacles when the medium becomes inhomogeneous and the apparent 
diffusion coefficient becomes more complex. The effects of obstacles on the diffusion 
of a mobile species can be described by percolation theory. According to this theory 
(see e.g. [166, 58]) the apparent diffusion coefficient is strongly dependent on the 
travelled dist ance being considered r and the concentration c of obstacles, so that 
we write Dapp (r, c) to signify that there is this dependence. For diffusion without 
obstacles c == 0 the diffusion coefficient Dapp(r, 0) is constant and independent of the 
distance t ravelled. This corresponds to the diffusion coefficient D in a homogeneous 
medium . For simplicity, from here on the subscript 'app' will be omitted and we 
will refer to the apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp(r, c) as the diffusion coefficient 
D (r, c) . The diffusion_ coefficient in the absence of obstacles, i.e. in an homogeneous 
medium, will be ref erred to as D ( 0). 

When obstacles are introduced, the diffusion coefficient D(r, c) decreases with 
increasing dist ance travelled, r, over a certain range, dependent on c, and then levels 
off. Over short distances, a diffusing particle is unlikely to encounter an obstruction, 
and the diffusion coefficient is similar to that without obstacles. With growing 
distances the part icle must take a tortuous path through the obstructions. As a 
consequence the diffusion coefficient decreases with the travelled distance, r. This 
effect increases dramatically for higher area occupation, c. At low concentrations of 
obstacles, all vacancies are connected by some unbroken path and thus the mobile 
particle can eventually diffuse to any vacant site on the lattice. As the concentration 
of obstacles increases , some isolat ed clusters of vacancies appear. A tracer that starts 
in one of these fini te clusters of vacancies is trapped, while other tracers that start on 
the innnite cluster of vacancies can still diffuse to innnite r. At still higher obstacle 
concentrations, only isolated clusters of vacancies are present. Each t racer is trapped 
on some cluster, and no long range diffusion is possible. This crit ical concentration 
is called the percolation threshold ( ep ) and is defined as the highest concentration 
of obstacles at which an innni t e clust er of vacancies exists. It means that the long 
range (larger) diffusion coefficient of the mobile species ( e.g. plastoquinone) declines 
to zero when the fraction c of obstacles is greater than the percolat ion threshold, ep. 

Lavergne & J oliot observed the lack of rapid equilibrat ion betweBn plast oquinone 
and QA ( the primary acceptor of PS II) throughout t he membrane and they ex-
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plained this by suggesting that PQ diffusion is restricted to small clusters of va

cancies (micro-domains) within the membrane [111, 93, 109, 92] . PQ would diffuse 

freely within such a micro-domain but would not migrate rapidly across domain bor

ders, which are formed by densely packed integral proteins (obstacles). Kirchhoff et 

al. [96] extended this concept by assuming that these clusters of vacancies ( micro

domains) are formed by a hierarchy of interactions between PS II and LH C II. 

In our investigation plastoquinol diffusion is simulated using the Monte Carlo 

method. The Monte Carlo algorithm was first introduced by Metropolis et al. [120] 

as a sampling algorithm to calculate properties of substances that may be con

sidered as composed of interacting individual molecules. Today the name 'Monte 

Carlo' stands for numerical algorithms using random numbers to find an approxi

mate solution of a complex system. It is often used for stochastic problems that are 

too complex to be solved analytically. The Monte Carlo method has been extended 

to a broad range of physical and biological systems. It has also been applied to 

diffusion in biomembranes (as examples see [150, 151, 124, 48, 79]). Saxton has in

vestigated the effect of mobile obstacles on lateral diffusion in an archipelago [150]. 

In a subsequent paper [151] he investigated the distance dependence of the diffusion 

coefficient of mobile tracers in the presence of immobile obstacles. He found that 

long-range diffusion can be severely restricted by a high concentration of obstacles. 

Saxton discussed his results in a broad range of biological contexts. Mitchell and 

co-workers used the Monte Carlo method to study electron transport in thylakoids 

[124]. Their model combined a deterministic simulation of reaction kinetics with 

a Monte Carlo approach to the diffusion of plastoquinol. They compared different 

mechanisms of plastoquinol oxidation; a collisional mechanism that implies an im

mediate oxidation of plastoquinone on a succesful encounter with cyt bf and a tight 

binding mechanism that includes-an irreversible binding of PQ to the Q0 side of the 

cyt bf complex before its slow oxidation takes place. For both mechanisms, com

parisons were made between diffusion limited and a non-diffusion limited reaction of 

plastoquinol. With their model they obtained best fits to experimental data on P700 

reduction kinetics when assuming either a very rapid tight- binding step for PQH2 

oxidation and a diffusion coefficient > 3 • 10-7 cm2 /s or a non-diffusion limited col

lision mechanism and a low diffusion coefficient of> 2 • 10-8 cm2 /s: The diffusion of 

phosphorylated light- harvesting complexes in thylakoid membranes has been inves

tigated by Drepper et al. [48]. From their results Drepper and co-workers suggested 

a diffusion coefficient of 4.4 • 10-13 - 1.9 • 10-12 cm2 /s for unphosphorylated LHC II 

and 1.9 · 10-12 - 4.4 • 10-12 cm2 /s for phosphorylated LHC II, respectively. Move-
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ment of the integral proteins according to these diffusion coefficients was suggested 
by Drepper and co- workers to prevent the formation of isolated diffusion domains. 
However, this is not consistent with the suggestion of Lavergne et al. and Joliot 
et al. [111, 93, 109, 92] that the plastoquinone pool within the grana membrane 
is composed of substantially isolated smaller pools that equilibrate slowly within 
that time. 

Most published simulations of diffusion between obstacles are restricted to cir
cular or hexagonal obstacles or differ in some other manner from the situation in 
thylakoids. Here, we present a Monte Carlo approach to the simulation of domain 
formation for plastoquinone diffusion in grana incorporating more realistic protein 
shapes. The complexes consist of PS II with tightly bound LHC II [7 4], cyt bf [31], 
and LHC II [105]. The aim is to investigate whether the high protein density in 
the thylakoids is sufficient to lead to the formation of diffusion domains if the dis
tribution of the proteins is random. The obstruction of plastoquinone/plastoquinol 
binding sites in a random arrangement is considered. Based on the results from the 
previous sections we examine the influence of protein shape, boundary lipids and 
protein mobility on plastoquinone diffusion. 

4.2 The simulation 

The Monte Carlo calculations are carried out for a square lattice. Initially, trac
ers and immobile obstacles are distributed randomly on the lattice at the required 
concentrations. Then at each time step the tracers are allowed to move to an im
mediately adjacent unoccupied site by a random walk ( diagonal movements are not 
considered). A move by a tracer can be blocked by an obstacle but not by another 
tracer. Tracers can occupy the same vacancy. Hence the tracers are not influenc
ing each other and consequently one run with 1000 tracers equals 1000 runs with 
one tracer in the same arrangement of proteins. This is chosen to save computing 
time. On the other hand it means neglecting the size of the plastoquinone molecules. 
However, for an occupied area fraction (obstacles) of circa 75 % and a stoichiometry 
of 6 plastoquinone per PS II the area occupied by PQ would be below 1 %. 

The mean square displacement (r(t)'l-) of the tracers is obtained as a function 
of time, and the diffusion coefficient (D(r, c)) is obtained according to Einstein's 
equation for diffusion in two dimensions: 4 • D(r, c) == (r(t) 2

) / t [54, 55]. 
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The algorithm used to place the obstacles randomly on the lattice is as follows. 

A random site and a random orientation of the particle is chosen. If the site is 

vacant the obstacle is placed at this site, otherwise another random site is chosen. If 

no vacant site is found after a given number of tries all obstacles already placed on 

the lattice are moved to a random nearest-neighbour site (if the site is not vacant 

the obstacle remains in place). After this rearrangement the procedure of finding 

a free site for the particle to be placed is repeated. This goes on until the particle 

eventually is placed on the lattice (for computational simplicity for investigations 

with LHC II with boundary lipids the procedure is slightly different: Here if no 

vacant site for a particle is found after a given number of tries the procedure is 

started again instead of moving the particles already being placed on the grid). 

A similar procedure is used for the movement of the tracers. At each time step 

all tracers are moved, but the move for each tracer is chosen independently. In each 

move, the particle attempts to move to a randomly chosen nearest- neighbour site. If 

the site is vacant, the particle moves to that site; if the site is blocked by an obstacle, 

the particle remains in place. This is in contrast to the algorithm used to place the 

obstacles on the lattice where the search for a free site is continued until a vacant 

site is found. The algorithm for the movement of the tracers is in principle the 

same as the algorithm used by Saxton (1987, [150]). The pseudo-random numbers 

generator used produces more than 2 · 1018 random numbers [139]. 

For the movement of the mobile obstacles a similar procedure is used. In the case 

of mobile point obstacles the diffusion coefficient for the obstacles is chosen to be the 

same as for the tracers, corresponding to their similar size. For mobile circles, the 

diffusion coefficient for LHC II and cyt bf is assumed to be three orders of magnitude 

lower than that for plastoquinone diffusion. The diffusion coefficient of PS II is 

scaled according to the different areas the proteins occupy on the grid. The different 

diffusion coefficients for individual complexes are modelled by reducing the number 

of random steps of these complexes relative to that of the tracers. After all tracers 

have been moved each complex is moved with the probability p == Dobstacle/ Dtracer· 

The lattice is modelled with periodic boundary conditions, i.e. the actual shape 

of the lattice corresponds to a torus. Consequently, a particle t4at is positioned 

at one edge of the lattice is continued at the opposite side. The lattice spacing is 

chosen as 1 nm. This is related to the typical size of lipids. Thus at each time step 

a tracer travels 1 nm. 
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Each simulation is carried out for a maximum of 105 timesteps. All diffusion 

coefficients are normalised [Dn(r, c)] to one in the absence of obstacles (here D(O) 
== 3.5-10-7 cm2 /s, corresponding to the diffusion coefficient measured in pure phos

phatidylcholine vesicles [25]). Using the Einstein equation (r(t) 2
) == 4 • D(O) tone 

time step relates to 7.14 • 10-9 s. 

The simulation is written in C++ and runs under Windows and Linux on a 

personal computer. The program allows interactive selection of the structural pa
rameters of the membrane model under graphic control. Parameters that can be 

chosen interactively are: 

• display of the graphical control ( on or off), 

• size of the grid with periodical boundary conditions in nm x nm, 

• diffusion coefficient of the tracer in the absence of obstacles, D(O), 

• shape of the proteins (given as a file with the affine coordinates), 

• the stoichiometry between the three different proteins ( relative to cytochro

me bf), 

• the fraction of occupied grid points, 

• number of runs ( that is the number of different initial distributions) 

• number of tracers 

• number of timesteps 

• timepoint for measunng the distance (e.g. every time step or every 10th 
time step) 

• for the boundary lipids, the type of occupation ( e.g. none, permeable or im

permeable to PQ diffusion) 

4.2.1 Summary of the assumptions and approximations 

lattice constant: 1 nm 

lattice size: 200 nm x 200 nm with periodic boundary conditions 
time step: 7.14 ns 

number of tracers: 1000 

configurations: 500 initial configurations (200 for mobile obstacles) 
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Consequences of using a lattice: 

A lipid bilayer is a discrete medium. Therefore it seems resonable to use a lattice in 

the simulation. Due to the discrete nature of the lattice the continuum diffusion is 

replaced by latttice diffusion. However, this does not appear to be a major limitation 

(see e.g. [153]; for more information concerning lattice geometry and continuum see 

e.g. [9]). 

Percolation threshold: 

The diffusion coefficients Dn(r, c) obtained are used to determine the percolation 

threshold. However, it has to be mentioned here that the percolation threshold thus 

obtained is an apparent value, defined as the concentration at which the diffusion 

coefficient Dn(r, c) goes to zero. To find the true threshold, one would need to 

analyse the long- range connectedness rather than Dn(r, c) and plot the probability 

of connectedness versus the concentration and extrapolate to infinite system size ( see 

e.g. Saxton [153]). However, in the present work the geometry is very specialized 

and therefore the apparent percolation threshold is used instead. 

Obstacle geometry: 

The average area occupied by a particle ( depending on its orientation) is as follows: 

particle number of occupied lattice sites 

PQ 1 

point obstacles 1 

PS II realistic 268 

LH C II realistic 33 

cyt bf realistic 32 

sphere corresponding to PS II 265 

sphere corresponding to LHC II 33 

sphere corresponding to cyt bf 33 

Interaction: 

A pure hard-core interaction between obstacles or between obstacles and tracers is 

assumed. Further, the perturbation of the lipid matrix by proteins is neglected (for 

more detail on treatment of perturbation see 'dynamic boundary layer' models as 

mentioned e.g. in [176, 9] or Marcelja [114]). 
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4.3 Results 

We start our considerations with the determination of the stoichiometry of the in

tegral proteins and the area that they occupy in grana thylakoids. This is followed 

by the simulation of plastoquinone diffusion between obstacles exhibiting a realistic 
shape, derived from structural analysis of the integral photosynthetic proteins (PS II 

with tightly bound LHC II [74], cyt bf [31], and LHC II [105], Figure 4.1). The in
tegral proteins are assumed to be randomly distributed. Different protein densities 

are investigated and plastoquinone diffusion in such an arrangement is examined. 

Thirdly, we show the influence of the obstacle (protein) size and shape, which is of 
importance for evaluating possible consequences of the formation of photosynthetic 
supercomplexes. Next the influence of boundary lipids surrounding light- harvesting 

complexes, the most abundant integral proteins, is described. Finally the influence 

of obstacle mobility on the plastoquinone diffusion coefficient is described. 

4.3.1 Estimation of the stoichiometry of the integral pro

teins in the grana core and of the area covered by 

these proteins 

The exact area that proteins occupy in the thylakoids is not known and differing 

values can be found in the literature. Kirchhoff et al. [97] calculated from available 

structural data an area of between 60 and 70%. However, in the grana core the area 
covered with protein might differ somewhat from the average value for the whole 
thylakoids. Therefore an estimation of the area covered with proteins in the grana 

core is carried out similar to that in [97]. 

For the estimation of the protein densities in the grana core and the protein 
stoichiometries, the following data from the literature are used: 

( a) 1. 7 mmol cyt bf /mol Chl [188], 

(b) 230 Chl molecules/PS II [116] corresponding to 4.35 mmol PS II/mol Chl, 

( c) 90-100 molecules Chl/PS II monomer without LHC II trimer [89], 

( d) 36 molecules Chl/LHC II trimer [106], 

( e) 1601 ± 151 nmol lipid/mg Chl, Chl a == 68%, Chl b == 32% [52]. 
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Figure 4 .1: Random distribution of photosynthetic proteins on a square lattice, 

200x 200 nm. Dark grey: Photosystem II dimers, black: cyt bf dimers, light grey: 

free light-harvesting trimers. The st@-ichiometry of the complexes PS II : cyt bf: 

LHC II is 2. 6 : 1 : 14.1. The occupied area fraction is 0. 6. Below: Distance depen

dence of the normalised diffusion coefficient Dn(r, c) of a point tracer on a square 

lattice in the presence of immobile obstacles exhibiting a realistic shape. Curves are 

for different occupied area fractions. 1000 tracers were used, and 500 different initial 

distributions of the obstacles {see Section 4.2). The slight deviation of the diffusion 

coefficient Dn(0) from one reflects statistical errors. Another indication of the sta

tistical error is the occasional discontinuity in the curves, representing the transition 

between separate runs. For c==0 for 217 data points Dn(0) == 1.0012 ± 0.0042. No 

specific interaction between proteins was assumed. 
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concentration area per mole- mn2 component stoichio-
component 

(mmol/mol Chl) cule (nm2) per molecule Chl metry 

a(PS II-LHC II3)2 2.17 285 0.620 2.56 

bcyt bf 2 0.85 51 0.043 1.00 

cLH C II3 (free) 11.35-12.57 34 0.39-0.43 13.35-14.78 
dlipids 720 ± 68 0.54±0.05 0.319-0.465 847.06 

total 1.37-1.56 

Table 4.1: Occupied area fraction and protein stoichiometries in the grana core. 

The shapes of the super complexes are derived from the fallowing publications: a {31 }, 

b {74}, c {105}, d {97}. 

concentration of free LHC II trimers per PS II monomer: Assuming that in the 

grana core only PS II and LHC II contain chlorophyll [1], it follows from (b) and (c) 

that 130- 140 molecules Chl per PS II monomer are associated with LHC II trimers. 

Using ( d) 3.61-3.89 LHC II trimers per PS II are calculated. Given one tightly 

bound LHC II trimer per PS II monomer [74], it follows that there are 2.61-2.89 

free LHC II per PS II monomer. This leads to 11.4-12.6 mmol free LHC II/mol Chl. 

concentration of lipids per mol Chl: A lipid concentration of 1.43 ± 0.14 mol 

lipids / mol Chl follows from ( e). As the lipids are organized as a bilayer this leads 

to 0.72 ± 0.07 mol lipids / mol Chl. 

The relationship between the occupied area fraction and the stoichiometries is 
illustrated in Table 4.1. 

The results shown in Table 4.1 lead to an occupied area fraction of 0.70 to 0.77. 

4.3.2 Diffusion between randomly distributed, immobile pho

tosynthetic proteins 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the model of the thylakoid membrane used in the simulation. 

It depicts the shape of the photosynthetic proteins and their random arrangement 

in the membrane. The dependence of the normalised diffusion coefficient Dn (r, c) on 

the protein concentration and the distance travelled is shown in Figure 4.1. In ac
cordance with percolation theory the diffusion coefficient in the absence of obstacles 

D(O) is constant and independent of the travelled distance. For diffusion in the pres
ence of obstacles it can be clearly seen that the diffusion coefficient becomes distance 

\ 
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dependent and decreases with increasing distance travelled ( r). As expected from 

percolation theory this effect becomes more significant for higher area occupation. 

Finally, the percolation threshold Cp is reached at an occupied area fraction between 

0.6 and 0.7. Beyond this point, the tracers are trapped within diffusion domains. 

In thylakoids, proteins may well cover an area close to 70% (i.e. an occupied area 

fraction of 0.7) (see above and [97]). For the protein shapes investigated (immobile, 

and without specific protein-protein interactions) this is around the percolation 

threshold. Thus rapid plastoquinone (PQ) diffusion is expected to be restricted. 

Under the given conditions, free PQ exchange can probably not occur for distances 

over 20 nm for an occupied area fraction of 0. 7 (9.4 nm for a fraction of 0. 75). 

The average distance ( centre to centre) from one cytochrome bf complex to 

the closest photosystem II is about 15 nm at protein densities of 60% ( c==0.6) to 

75% ( c==0. 75) (Figure 4.2). Accordingly a cyt bf in an average diffusion domain 

is expected to be accompanied by at least one PS II. Analysing the distribution 

of the distances from cyt bf complexes to PS II it is found that for an occupied 

area fraction of 0. 7, about 1. 77 PS II are located within the distance of 20 nm ( 4 7 

different protein distributions were analysed each with 23 cyt bf and 60 PS II). 

For an occupied area fraction of 0.75 only 0.11 PS II per cyt bf are located within 

a radius of 9.4 nm ( 40 different protein distributions were analysed each with 25 

cyt bf and 64 PS II). This illustrates the huge effect that a slightly increased area 

occupation has if the area covered with proteins is near the percolation threshold. 

Conversely, for many PS II there is no cyt bf complex in close vicinity (see 

Figure 4.1), i.e. these centres are isolated, at least within the time frame of rapid 

electron flux. For an occupied area fraction of 0.7 about 50.2%(±5.2%) of the PS II 

complexes are at a distance larger than 20 nm from the next cyt bf (200 different 

protein distributions are analysed). For an occupied area fraction 0.75, as much as 

95.9%(±2.8%) are located at a distance greater than 9.4 nm, that would allow free 

plastoquinone diffusion. 

However, if the occupied area fraction is below the percolation threshold PQ may 

travel over a fairly large distance during the time course of photosynthetic electron 

transport. In Figure 4.3 it is shown how tracers (plastoquinol) sp-read out from a 

randomly chosen site ( e.g. a binding site on PS II) within a few ms. The occupied 

area fraction is chosen to be 0.6, which is close to domain formation but still below 

the percolation threshold. Plastoquinone diffusion is very fast compared to the time 

for photosynthetic electron transport. Therefore if it is not trapped in a diffusion 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
occupied area fraction 

Figure 4- .2: Average distance {nm) from a cyt bf complex to the next PS II versus 

the ratio of occupied lattice points. Line: data fitted with y == 11.6 · x - 0
·
5

. Columns 

show the distance plastoquinone is allowed to travel. 

domain, P Q could migrate within a few milliseconds over a large area and visit a 
large number of cytochrome bf complexes. In this scenario PQ diffusion certainly 
would not limit electron flux (turnover time~ 10- 15 ms). 

Obstruction of binding sites in a random distribution 

A random arrangement results in a certain fraction of binding sites on PS II or 
that are obstructed by other proteins. Assuming a size and position of the binding 
sites as shown in Figure 4.4 the percentages of obstructed binding sites are as shown 

-iri Table 4.2. 

For all occupied area fractions, the percentage of obstructed Qn binding sites on 
PS II is very similar to that of Qr binding sites on cyt bf. In contrast to these binding 
sites the fraction of obstructed Q0 binding sites on cyt bf is relatively low as it is less 
exposed (see Figure 4.4). Obviously the differential obstruction of different binding 
sites is highly dependent on their exact position at the protein. In this respect, 
realistic shapes may play a major role and should be taken into consideration. 
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Figure 4-. 3: Shows the distance plastoquinone may travel on a millisecond time 

scale if the occupied area fraction is 0. 6 (i.e. below the percolation threshold). The 

grid is 300 x 300 nm. 1000 tracers were placed at a randomly chosen QB-binding 

site on PS II and their journey was recorded. The grey scale represents the frequency 

of visits of a certain lattice site. Numbers indicate how many times (on average) a 

tracer has occupied a lattice point drawn in the corresponding shade. E.g. the black 

spots show the sites on the grid that a tracer has occupied between 10 and 19 times. 

This can be interpreted as a measure of the probability for plastoquinone to have 

travelled a certain distance. 
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Figure 4.4: Proteins with binding sites, grey: PS II, black: cyt bf. The shapes 

shown here were used to determine the percentage of occupied binding sites in 

Table 4.2. 

Occupied area Percentage of 

fraction obstructed bindingsites 

Qn Qo Qr 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.2 0.8 0.2 0.7 

0.4 2.1 0.6 2.2 

0.5 3.4 0.8 3.7 

0.6 6.7 1.8 7.0 

0.7 13.2 4.2 13.2 

Table 4. 2: Obstructed binding sites in a random protein arrangement as affected by 

the occupied area fraction. The values represent the average of 500 different random 

arrangements, and the matrix is 200x 200 nm. The size and position of the binding 

sites are assumed to be as shown in Figure 4.4. It should be noted that only binding 

sites directly blocked by a protein are counted. 
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Figure 4. 5: As Figure 4.1 but with point obstacles. 
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4.3.3 Relationship between the shape of the obstacles and 

the diffusion coefficient Dn(r, c) 

The diffusion of a mobile particle ( e.g. plastoquinone) between immobile obstacles is 

highly dependent on the size and shape of the latter. To elucidate this dependency 

different types of obstacles are compared: (1) point obstacles (Figure 4.5) and (2) 

circular obstacles of a size comparable to that of the photosynthetic proteins (Fig

ure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6: As in Figures 4.1 and 4.5 but with circular obstacles of a size corre
sponding to the obstacles in Figure 4.1. The radius of the obstacles corresponding 
to PS II {dark grey) is 9.23 nm, the radius for those corresponding to cyt bf {black) 
and LHC II {light grey) is 3.13 nm. This leads to about the same number of occupied 
lattice points as for the obstacles of realistic shapes. 
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Figure 4.5 shows the distance dependency of the normalised diffusion coefficient 

Dn(r, c) of mobile particles diffusing between immobile point obstacles. The per

colation threshold cP is reached at an occupied area fraction between 0.4 and 0.5. 

This is in accordance with the expected value of 0.41 for a square lattice (triangular 

lattice: 0.50, continuum: 0.332 [166, 150, 149]). 

In principle, effects similar to those seen for realistic protein shapes can be seen 

for circles (Figure 4.6. Compare also Figure 4.1 showing the results for realistic 

shapes). However, point obstacles (Figure 4.5) are much more efficient in hindering 

particle diffusion than are more compact obstacles. For immobile point obstacles 

the percolation threshold at which diffusion domains are formed is around Cp == 0.4. 

For circles and the protein shapes it is above 0.6. 

As can be seen by comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.6 the percolation threshold Cp 

for circles is slightly higher than for realistic shapes of comparable size. Overall, 

however, the effect of realistic protein shape, compared to shapes of equal size on 

PQ migration, is relatively small. 

4.3.4 Influence of boundary lipids on plastoquinone 

diffusion 

There is some evidence that protein complexes in grana stacks are surrounded by 

lipids (boundary lipids) preventing direct protein contact. Ivancich and co- workers 

[88] found a heterogeneity in the boundary lipid fraction in grana stacks. About 2/3 

of the boundary lipids exchange rapidly with bulk lipids whereas 1/3 exchanges very 

slowly or not at all with bulk lipids. It is likely that the latter fraction represent 

lipids localized in the protein contact zones. 

In our model boundary lipids are regarded as an additional layer surrounding the 

LHC II (see also [9]). It is further assumed that boundary lipids can be shared by 

neighbouring LHC complexes, i.e. that there may be as little as one common layer 

of lipids between two neighbouring LHC II (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8). The boundary 

lipids are not assumed to interact with the other proteins. Although other proteins 

have boundary lipids too, it seems sufficient to consider here the boundary lipids of 

LHC II as it is the most abundant protein in the grana core and here the boundary 

lipids may be of particular structural importance (see discussion). 
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Figure 4. 7: As in Figure 4 .1 but here a layer of boundary lipids is surrounding 
the LHC II complexes. Below: distance- dependent normalised diffusion coefficient 
Dn(r, c) for the case where boundary lipids are assumed permeable to plastoquinone. 

That means plastoquinone can exchange easily with the lipids and thus travel unob
structed through the sites occupied by boundary lipids. Due to the layer of boundary 
lipids the size of the proteins to fit in the lattice is increased {independent of the 
nature of the lipids, i.e. permeable to PQ or impermeable). Therefore it takes a 
long computing time to find a free site on the lattice if the occupied area fraction is 
very high. For that reason calculations for occupied areas larger than 0. 6 were not 
carried out. 
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Figure 4-. 8: As in Figure 4- 7 but here the boundary lipids are assumed to be im

permeable to plastoquinone. A plastoquinone cannot travel to a site blocked by a 

boundary lipid. 

Two extreme cases are investigated: 

(1) all boundary lipids are permeable to plastoquinone diffusion. Thus, PQ can 

diffuse through 'boundary lipid channels' (Figure 4. 7). 

(2) All boundary lipds are impermeable to plastoquinone (Figure 4.8). 

As can be seen from Figures 4.7 and 4.8 the diffusion behaviour for the two 

scenarios is quite different. For permeable boundary lipids ( case (1)) PQ diffusion 

is facilitated (Figure 4. 7). In this case the boundary lipids act as a spacer prevent

ing the formation of closed diffusion domains. For case (2) the simulation predicts 

a drastically obstructed PQ diffusion (Figure 4.8) compared with the situation in 

the absence of boundary lipids (see Figure 4.1). Impermeable boundary lipids in

crease the apparent size of the LHC II by circa 35% and hence lead to a drastically 

obstructed PQ diffusion. 

Overall, boundary lipids may play an important role in plastoquinone diffusion 

in grana stacks and be of considerable significance, physiologically. 

4.3.5 Effect of mobile obstacles 

In Figures 4.9 and 4.10 the normalised diffusion coefficient for tracers diffusing be

tween mobile obstacles is shown. It can be seen that the diffusion coefficient ap

proaches a constant ( concentration dependent) value as r, the distance 

travelled, increases. 
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Figure 4. 9: Similar to Figure 4. 5 but this Figure shows the normalised diffusion 
coefficient of the tracer in the presence of mobile point obstacles. The diffusion 
coefficient of the point obstacles was assumed to be the same as that of the tracer. 
Area occupation as in_dicated. 
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Figur·e 4 .10: A s Figure 4.9. The solid line shows the diffusion coefficient for the 
case of mobile spherical obstacles whereas the dashed line shows that for the case 
of immobile spherical obstacles. The dotted horizontal line shows the value of 0. 06 
that the solid line approaches for large r. The radius of the circles was chosen to 
match the obstacle area to that of photosynthetic proteins as shown in Figure 4.1. 
The diffusion coefficient of LHC II and cyt bf was assumed to be three orders of 
m agnitude lower than that of the tracer. PS II occupies an area that covers 265 grid 
points, whereas LHC II occupies an area that covers 33 grid points. Accordingly the 
diffusion coefficient of PS II was assumed to be 33/265 times that of LHC II. For 
comparison curves f or immobile point obstacles and protein shapes are also shown. 
The occupied area fraction used was 0. 7. 
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As point obstacles and tracers are of comparable size, each is given the same 

diffusion coefficient. In this case, no percolation threshold exists and long- range 

diffusion can occur at all concentrations, see Figure 4.9. This is in accordance with 

previous simulations [150, 135, 176]. 

Figure 4.10 shows the effect of mobile, circular obstacles, corresponding in size 

to the photosynthetic proteins. The diffusion coefficient for LHC II and cyt bf is 

assumed to be three orders of magnitude lower than that for plastoquinone diffusion 

(D(0) == 3.5 · 10-7 cm2 /s). A diffusion coefficient of 4 • 10-10 cm2 /s was determined 

for the cytochrome bc1 complex in mitochondria [68]. The diffusion coefficient of 

PS II is scaled according to the different areas the proteins occupy on the grid. 

In Figure 4.10 the normalised diffusion coefficient for diffusion between mobile 

and immobile circular obstacles is shown for an occupied area fraction of 0.7. The 

area fraction investigated is above the percolation threshold found for an arrange

ment with immobile obstacles. It can be seen in Figure 4.10 that in the case of 

mobile obstacles the normalised diffusion coefficient approaches a value of 0.06 for 

larger (dotted line). This corresponds to a diffusion coefficient of 2.1 · 10-s cm2 /s. 

Accordingly a PQ could travel farther than 290 nm within 10 ms. How effective 

mo bile obstacles are in hindering plastoquinone diffusion certainly depends on the 

diffusion coefficients of the obstacles [176]. In our simulation a diffusion coefficient 

for LHC II of the same order of magnitude as for cyt bf is assumed, corresponding 

to their similar sizes. It has to be noted, however, that the LHC II diffusion coef

ficient in vivo is expected to be much lower due to protein- protein interaction and 

interaction between LHC II complexes in adjacent grana discs. 

4.4 Discussion 

The diffusion of plastoquinone in the thy lakoid membrane was studied by a Monte 

Carlo simulation. The diffusion coefficient for plastoquinone was determined as

suming that randomly distributed integral proteins obstruct lateral plastoquinone 

diffusion. 

First we will discuss the situation of plastoquinol diffusion between immobile ob

stacles exhibiting a realistic shape. Next, the influence of the shape of the obstacles 

will be examined. In a third part the influence of boundary lipids will be discussed 

followed by the last part, which deals with the diffusion between mobile obstacles. 

~,~ 

~ 
X •• '.; 

i 
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4.4.1 Diffusion between immobile obstacles of the shape of 

photosynthetic proteins 

It was found that the diffusion coefficient decreases strongly with increasing protein 
densities and distance travelled. This is in agreement with percolation theory [151, 
176, 9] and the observation that plastoquinone diffusion in thylakoids is much slower 
than in pure liposomes [24]. It shows that any experimental determination of the 
diffusion coefficient in the presence of obstacles needs to take into account its distance 
dependency. Differing experimental setups will involve measurements of different 
travelled distances reading to different estimates of D(r, c), e.g. in measurements by 
fluorescence photobleaching recovery typically r ~ 1 µm, whereas in measurements 
by eximer formation or fluorescence quenching r ~ 1- 10 nm ( see e.g. [151, 56, 180]). 

With increasing protein densities the diffusion is further obstructed. Finally, the 
long range (large r) diffusion coefficient declines to zero when the area fraction c of 
obstacles is greater than the percolation threshold ep. This raises the question of 
how close thylakoid membranes are to the percolation threshold beyond which fast 
long range PQ migration is disrupted. For randomly distributed, non- interacting, 
immobile proteins an occupied area fraction between 0.6 and 0. 7 leads to the for
mation of diffusion domains (Fig. 4.1). Interestingly, a critical re- evaluation of the 
protein density has led to the conclusion that the occupied area fraction could be 
as high as 0.64- 0.74 in thylakoids (see [97] and references therein) and 0.70- 0.77 in 
grana ( see Table 4.1). 

The simulation presented here shows that despite the retarding effect of protein 
density, below the percolation threshold PQ can equilibrate throughout the mem
brane. Plastoquinone diffuses extremely quickly compared to electron transport, 
and thus reduced plastoquinone, PQH2 , could travel the distance from each PS II 
to a cytochrome bf complex to deliver electrons within an appropriate time (see 
Figure 4.2 and 4.3). The situation is very different for an occupied area fraction of 
0.7 where domains are formed under the conditions used in the simulation. Here 
PQ is trapped in diffusion domains. Within such a domain it can diffuse freely 
but it cannot leave its domain. The average greatest pathlength for PQ diffusion is 
approximately 20 nm at this occupancy of 0.7 (Fig. 4.1). Correspondingly, cyt bf in 
a certain diffusion domain can only contribute to linear electron flux when at least 
one PS II complex is closer than 20 nm. This seems to be the case in an average 
domain: a mean centre-centre distance of about 15 nm between cyt bf and the next 
PS II is estimated for an area occupation of 0.6-0.75 (see Fig. 4.2). A different 
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picture emerges for PS II. More than 50% of the PS II are separated from cyt bf by 

a distance of more than 20 nm and hence, are located in 'cyt bf free' domains, at 

least within the time scale of rapid electron transport (10- 15 ms) . 

Since thylakoids are highly covered with proteins, possibly very close to the 

percolation threshold, slight changes in the protein arrangement could lead to pro

nounced changes in the diffusion behaviour. In the following we discuss several fac

tors that could influence the percolation threshold and shift it one way or 

another. 

4.4.2 Obstacle size and shape 

The retarding effect of obstacle density decreases with increasing obstacle size ( com

pare Fig. 4.5 with Figs. 4.1 and 4.6). This is an important observation and in accor

dance with the results of Saxton [151, 176)). It indicates that aggregation of proteins 

to larger 'supercomplexes' could facilitate the migration of small molecules like PQ 

within the membrane (see also [35]). Large electron transport supercomplexes have 

been found for bacterial systems [94] and in higher plants large PS II-LHC II su

percompexes have been observed [28, 186]. The formation of such aggregates may 

lead to more compact obstacles and thus minimise obstruction of PQ diffusion (i.e. 

increase the percolation threshold). Interestingly, although high protein concen

trations reduce PQ mobility, macromolecular crowding on the other hand favors 

associations of proteins in macromolecular structures [35, 57, 122] which are in turn 

less efficient in hindering PQ diffusion. 

For realistic shapes the ratio of circumference to area is higher than for circles of 

equal size. Correspondingly circles are more compact and less efficient as obstacles 

than realistic shapes (see e.g. Xia and Thorpea and Almeida and Vaz [185, 176, 9)). 

This explains the slightly higher percolation threshold found for circles. However, 

the difference in their percolation thresholds is not very pronounced. Thus, for sim

ulations of PQ diffusion the assumption of circular shapes is a good approximation. 

This may not necessarily be the case for investigations of electron transfer at pro

tein binding sites. If one regards more specific features of PQ turnover, e.g. the 

accessibility of PQ binding sites and binding probability, then the protein shape 

aXia and Thorpe have studied the percolation properties of ellipses in a continuum as a function 

of their aspect ratio [185, 9]. Their results can be summarized by the formula Pc = (1/3)4/C2+ Y) 

with y = b/a + a/b, where a and bare the major and minor semiaxes. 
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may well play a role. Table 4.2 suggests that the probability that binding sites are 
obstructed by other proteins depends on the shape of the protein and on the position 
of the binding site. Furthermore, the shape of the proteins may be important for 
the formation of cavities that affect the accessibility of binding sites. 

4.4.3 Boundary lipids 

It was shown that lipids play an important role in the aggregation of LHC II [158] 
and there is evidence that phosphatidylglycerol (PG) stabilizes the trimeric form of 
LHC II [178] and promotes the formation of PS II dimers [103]. Boundary lipids can 
exert a strong influence on the functionality and mobility of integral proteins [156]. 

From spin label studies, it is known that lipid mobility in thylakoids is reduced 
compared to a protein- free lipid membrane [180]. This suggests that a large num
ber of proteins and protein complexes are surrounded by more or less tightly bound 
boundary lipids. Little is known about boundary lipids in thylakoids. Depending 
on the degree of their immobilisation, these lipids could be more or less 'perme
able' to P Q. Figures 4. 7 and 4.8 show possible effects of boundary lipids on PQ 
diffusion. In our simulation two extreme cases are considered. In the first case all 
boundary lipids are assumed to be completely permeable to PQ diffusion. I.e. PQ 
can rapidly exchange with the boundary lipids. This would lead to the formation of 
lipid channels and prevent the formation of diffusion domains. In the second case it 
is assumed that the boundary lipids are tightly bound and cannot rapidly exchange 
with plastoquinone and thus impede PQ diffusion. Accordingly this kind of immobile 
boundary lipids would lead to a much lower percolation threshold. The two extreme 
cases have opposite effects and most likely boundary lipids in the real membrane 
are neither completely permeable nor completely impermeable. Rather one might 
expect a mixture of both. Furthermore, different proteins could be surrounded by 
different lipid boundaries. How boundary lipids influence plastoquinone diffusion 
will certainly depend on the composition and position of the lipids on the proteins. 
We know too little about boundary lipids in the thylakoids, but we demonstrate 
here that they may be an important feature of thylakoid structureb. 

bFor other treatments of lipids surrounding prot eins see also t he 'dynamic boundary layer model' 
mentioned in [176, 9) or Marcelja [114] . 
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4.4.4 Mobility of the integral proteins 

In the previous sections diffusion of small tracers between immobile obstacles was 

discussed. In the following we discuss diffusion between mobile obstacles. 

Lateral migration of integral proteins is a basic feature of membrane function, 

regulation, and biosynthesis. For biosynthesis, function, and acclimation of the 

photosynthetic apparatus in plants, lateral transport of proteins between stroma 

lamellae and grana thylakoids is essential [12, 15]. Figure 4.9 shows that the ob

stacle mobility counteracts the formation of diffusion domains. If the obstacles are 

mobile, no diffusion domains are formed, and long- range diffusion can occur at all 

obstacle concentrations, as previously shown by Pink [135, 176]. The key question is 

whether the obstacles are mobile or immobile on the time scale of the process under 

consideration ( e.g. photosynthetic electron transport). 

Figure 4.10 shows a simulation of plastoquinone diffusion, assuming that the 

mobility of the obstacles ( circular obstacles of a size comparable to that of grana 

proteins) is three orders of magnitude lower than that of PQ. This corresponds 

to the diffusion coefficient measured for cyt bf [68]. Under these conditions the 

diffusion coefficient for PQ approaches 2.1 -10-8 cm2/s (0.06 • 3.5 • 10-7 cm2/s). 

Consequently PQ could travel farther than 290 nm in 10 ms, suggesting that under 

such conditions electron transport may not be limited by PQ migration. Drepper 

and co- workers [48] came to a similar conclusion. 

However, the mobility of LHC II is probably restricted by lateral interaction and 

transverse interaction across adjacent grana membranes. Drepper and co-workers 

suggest a diffusion coefficient of 4.4 • 10-13 - 1.9 • 10-12 cm2 /s for unphosphorylated 

LHC II (see [48] and references therein) . This is two to three orders of magnitude 

lower than that used in our calculations. Furthermore a fraction of LHC II is known 

to form large supercomplexes with PS II [28, 186]. No information exists about the 

mobility of such aggregates. It is likely that they are highly immobile because of their 

size and multiple lateral and cross-membrane interactions. Therefore, the diffusion 

coefficient of LHC II in vivo may be not large enough to prevent domain formation. 

Clearly, the influence of protein mobility on PQ diffusion is an important factor 

in understanding PQ percolation in thylakoids. More information about protein 

mobility in thylakoids is thus required. 
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4.4.5 Diffusion domains in thylakoids 

Mitchell and co- workers concluded from their simulation of plastoquinone diffusion 
that electron transport is not limited by plastoquinone diffusion [124]. However, 
in their model an occupied area fraction around 0.35 was assumed, which is well 
below the percolation threshold estimated in the simulation presented here. In a 
later publication [48] their model was further developed and included a possible 
mobility of obstacles and an occupied area fraction of 0.5- 0.7. In this paper they 
conclude that if movement of the obstacles occurs, long- range diffusion of a tracer 
is not prevented, but only retarded. Of course the extent certainly depends on the 
diffusion coefficient of the obstacles. On the other hand, from their observation that 
no global redox equilibrium between the mobile plastoquinone pool and QA on PS II 
is achieved, Lavergne and Joliot concluded that plastoquinone is restricted to small 
domains. They regard this kind of microstructure as the result of a free random 
distribution of proteins without specific protein- protein interactions. 

However, for occupied area fractions near the percolation threshold a random 
arrangement results in a considerable fraction of domains lacking cyt bf [92, 109] 
(see also the discussion above) and of obstructed binding sites [111, 109] (see also 
Table 4.2). According to the simulation presented here, more than 50% of the PS II 
complexes are isolated on the time scale of rapid electron transfer. Furthermore, the 
reactions at the Q0 binding site are generally assumed to be the rate limiting step of 
photosynthesis, and thus obstruction of these binding sites seems wasteful. Random 
high-density distribution of proteins in the membrane could lead to an inefficient 
microstructure, where electron transport is hindered. On the other hand, tight 
packing of LHC II and PS II is required for optimal transfer of excitation energy 
between chlorophyll binding proteins. This suggests that the random arrangement 
might be structured by such factors as protein- protein interactions, as suggested by 
Kirchhoff and co- workers [96]. They measured the control of electron transport and 
the redox equilibrium between QA and cyt bf complexes. Their results support the 
micro-domain concept of Lavergne and co- workers but they suggest that the micro
domains are formed by a hierarchy of specific PS II- LHC II interactions rather than 
by free random distribution. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The density of photosynthetic proteins in the thylakoids is very high [126, 97] (see 
also Chapter 4). Due to the high protein density plastoquinone diffusion may be 
severely restricted, depending on the organisation of the integral proteins. However, 
the exact nature of the protein organisation is an open question. Lavergne and co
workers [109] suggest a random organisation which, taking into account the results 
of Chapter 4 ( e.g. the likely obstruction of binding sites), seems rather unlikely. 
Kirchhoff and co-workers [96] propose a structure that is more ordered because of 
protein- protein interactions. 

Although LHC II appears as individual particles in freeze-fracture electron mi
crographsa, within a grana membrane LHC II complexes may be tightly associated 
with neighbouring LHC II complexes and PS II complexes [107]. During the last 
two decades a number of experiments have shown that multisubunit proteins ( e.g. 
LHC II, PS I, PS II, cyt bf) can associate to produce higher aggregation forms. These 
constitute homo- or hetero- oligomeric assemblies ( often referred to as 'supercom
plexes'). Examples for homo- oligomers are the trimeric form of LHC II ((LHC II) 3) 

[89, 105] and the cyt bf dimer [80, 85, 38]. Hetero- oligomers exist for the majority 
of PS II (PS II0 , (PS II0 - LHC II)2 ) [74] and PS I (PS I- (LHC 1)8) [89, 27]. While 
it seems a common feature that proteins tend to form oligomers, there are others 
that do not: PS II~ and the ATP- ase do not form higher aggregation states. 

The functional role of these supercomplexes may be to increase the efficiency of 
energy transduction in the photosynthetic process or stabilize proteins or parts of 
them. For example it is thought that the formation of cyt bf dimers stabilises the 
Rieske centre [ 85]. 

Recent evidence supports the existence of an even higher level of protein assem
blage, located mainly in the grana region. Firstly, heptameric LHC II-trimers [40] 
as well as complexes formed by (LHC II) 3 and (PS II0 - (LHC II) 3) 2 supercomplexes 
[29, 186] have been isolated by fast solubilization of grana stacks, followed by single 
particle analysis using electron microscopy. The authors conclude that these ag
gregates also exist in the native membrane. Secondly, the analysis of light- induced 
changes in circular dichroism of thylakoids indicates the existence of a long-range 

an should be noted that plastic deformations during freeze-fracturing can reduce particle 
sizes [160]. 
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chiral order. These signals are interpreted as indicating a macro-domain structure 

in grana stacks [87, 63). 

The segregation and aggregation of protein- assemblies is of functional signifi

cance. Phosphorylation of the LHC II proteins results in a segregation from PS II 

and lateral migration of the complexes, which is regarded as an essential mechanism 

for the regulation of the energy distribution between the two photosystems in plants 

[7, 6). The modification of LHC II by the negatively charged phosphate group is 

likely to decrease protein-protein interactions. On the other hand the most likely 

explanation for the well-established phenomenon of energy-transfer between PS Ila 

units ( cooperativity) [102) is that several PS Ila centers share a common antenna 

bed mediated by LHC II complexes. To facilitate energy transfer, close contact 

between several of these complexes must occur. Furthermore, using a functional 

analysis of electron transport reactions, a micro-domain hypothesis was developed 

by Joliot, Lavergne, and co-workers [93, 109] and extended by others [24, 96] (see 

also Sections 1.2.5 and 3.4). According to the extended micro-domain hypothesis, 

(PS Ila- LHC II3) 2 and LHC II3 build up a network-like arrangement, within which 

plastoquinone molecules are temporarily trapped. The participation of cyt bf com

plexes in these networks is unclear. In contrast to supercomplexes, it is expected 

that micro-domains are less stable structures with a finite lifetime [96, 92). 

In this Chapter the role of protein-protein interactions in the organisation of pro

teins in a membrane is investigated, starting with interacting spheres corresponding 

to the size of LH C II trimers. Different energies for the interactions are considered. 

The arrangement of the particles is then investigated by a nearest neighbour analy

sis and pair correlation analysis. Investigations are carried out for different particle 

densities to get a basic understanding of the influence of protein- protein interactions 

on pattern formation. In the second Section the influence of non- interacting ('dis

turbing') spheres on the organisation of the particles is investigated. This Section 

relates to the cytochrome bf complexes in the thylakoids , that may not interact 

with other proteins. Finally, proteins with shapes corresponding to photosynthetic 

proteins are considered. LHC II particles are assumed to interact with each other, 

cyt bf is considered to be non-interacting while PS II is assumed to contain integral, 

tightly bound LHC II complexes that interact in the same manner as free LHC II. 
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Figure 5.1: Binding sites on LHC II. Binding sites are shown as open circles, 

binding sites belonging to LHC II {B) are shaded in light grey. Lattice points occupied 
by LHC II labelled with 'A' and 'C' are shown as black points, those occupied by the 
LHC II labelled with _ 'B' are shown as crosses. Two of the binding sites of LHC II 
labelled with 'A' come to lie on lattice points occupied by LHC II {BJ ( discernible as 
circles around the black crosses {lattice sites)). Therefore LHC II {A) is considered 
to have two bound sites. LHC II {B) has three binding sites bound to LHC II ( A) 
and three bound to LHC II {C) {light grey circles with a black point in it), which adds 
up to six bound sites. Finally, LHC II ( CJ has three bound sites ( crosses in circles). 

It has to be n oted that the grey shapes of the LHC II are only for visualisation. 

5.2 The simulation 

The particles were placed randomly ( corresponding to E == 0 kT) on the lattice as 
described in Chapter 4. 

5.2 .1 LHC II 

The number of attributes of the LHC II are extended by an additional layer of grid 
points surrounding them. These grid points reflect the binding sites. If another 
LHC II comes to lie on these grid points (from here on referred to as binding sites) 
each occupied point is counted as a bound site (see also Figure 5.l)b. 

blt has to be noted here t hat 'bound sit es' are also count ed if E = 0 kT. In this case unbinding 
always occurs. 
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LH CII-trimer 

LHCII-PSII-dimer 

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of a LHC II trimer and a {PS II-LHC II3) dimer. 

The positions of the tightly bound LHC II trimers are illustrated. 

Figure 5.3: Binding sites on PS II. Binding sites are shown as filled circles. The 

angles cp1 and cp2 {here 1 (f' and 45°) determine the position of the binding sites. 

5.2.2 PS II 

PS II usually forms oligomers consisting of two PS II monomers and two LHC II 

trimers (see Figure 5.2). It is assumed that the LHC II trimers that are tightly 

bound to PS II interact with free LHC II and other LHC II tightly bound to PS IL 

Accordingly, those parts of the (PS II-(LHC II) 3) 2 tfrom now on referred to as PS II) 

where the LHC II is bound should interact with other LHC II complexes. 

Due to the rotational symmetry of the complexes the position of the binding 

sites can be defined by two angles relative to the particle ( cp1 and cp2 , see also Figure 

5.3). Between these angles all nearest and next nearest neighbouring lattice sites 

of a PS II are considered as binding sites. Trigonometric calculations are slow to 

process, and therefore a geometrical approach was chosen to find the binding sites 

for all orientations of the PS II on the lattice. 
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... --···· 

Figure 5 .4: Schematic diagram of the vectors used to find the binding sites on 
PS II. {x,y) is the lattice point under test as to whether it is a binding site or not. 
<p1 and <p2 determine the interacting segment. The length of q1 and q2 is chosen to 

-+ 

be unity. q is q2 - q1 . b is the vector from the origin through {x,y) extending through 

the whole lattice. s is the distance between the ending point of q and the intersection 
-+ 

of b with if. See also Figure 5. 3 

Finding the binding sites on the (PS II-(LHC II) 3 ) 2 supercomplexes 

The aim is to find whether a certain lattice point (x,y) surrounding PS II is between 
the two angles <p1 and <p2 that determine the binding sites and is therefore considered 
to be a binding site. 

-+ 

The vector b is defined to be the vector from the origin through the lattice point 
(x,y) and spanning the whole lattice (see also Figure 5.4). If (x,y) lies between the 

-+ 
two given angles <p1 and <p2 it follows that b intersects with the vector ( q) connecting 
the vectors q1 and q2 as defined in Figure 5.4. 

Let q be: 

-+ -+ -+ q Q2 - Qi, 

( 
c~s <p2 ) _ 

Sln (()2 ( 
c~s <p1 ) . 
Sln (()1 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

From Figure 5.4 it follows that the lattice site (x,y) is between the two given 
angles <p1 and <p2 if O < s / q < 1 ( q being the length of if). The question arises of 
how to express s / q in terms of cp1 and <p2. 
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--+ 

Define the vector n, normal to vector b, as: 

According to the theorem of intersecting lines 

s 

q 

--+ --+ n. Q2 
--+ --+ n·q 

nx cos <p2 + ny sin f.{)2 
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(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

This procedure is carried out for all nearest and next nearest neighbours of 

a PS II. If, for the lattice point under consideration, 0 < s / q < 1 the point is 

considered to be a binding site. 

The information obtained is then stored as a (static) particle attribute in the 

form of an array of vectors. The index of the array corresponds to the orientation of 

the particle in the lattice, while each vector contains the coordinates of all binding 

sites for a certain orientation of the particle within the lattice. 

The advantage · of this procedure is that instead of calculating trigonometric 

functions for each lattice site considered, a trigonometric function ( cos r.p1 , sin r.p1 , 

cos r.p2 , and sin r.p2 ) needs to be calculated only four times. The results of these four 

functions are stored and re- used thus saving much computing time. 

5.2.3 Interaction 

Short range, nearest neighbour, attractions between the LHC II complexes are in

troduced. No long range attractive force is assumed-but rather a Lennard-Jones 

potential with very short range (minimum at the distance of the lattice spacing) . 

Correspondingly, only direct contact with the binding site leads to a binding event. 

The binding energy of a particle ( e.g. PS II or LHC II) is considered to be the sum of 

bound sites the particle is involved with (see Figure 5.1) times the assumed energy 

(E, in units of kT). When two particles collide they stick together until a particle 

unbinds. Because of its thermal energy a particle can unbind frorp. its neighbours 

with the probability e-~E/kT_ Tis the temperature and ,6.E is the energy change 

due t6 the unbindin~. It is assumed that ,6.E == nE, where n is the number of 

csince only attractive forces are considered here, 11E resulting from binding is negative, whereas 

11E resulting from unbinding is positive. 
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bound sites of a particle. At each step a randomly chosen particle is tested whether 
it is unbinding. To test for unbinding a random number between zero and 1 is 
chosen. If e - nE/kT is larger than this random number, the transition is ac;:cepted or 
otherwise rejected. This is similar to the procedure used by Shih and co- workers 
[155] . Correspondingly the higher the binding energy (E), the lower the probability 
for unbinding. When the procedure is repeated as often as there are particles on the 
grid, this corresponds to one timestep. 

5.2.4 Movement of a particle 

A particle that undergoes an unbinding transition is moved to a random nearest 
neighbour site on the lattice. If the site is occupied another neighbouring site is tried. 
Particles bound to others are considered to be stationary because of their larger 
weight. This corresponds to a form of the Multicentre Diffusion Limited Aggregation 
(standard aggregation models like Multicenter Diffusion Limited Aggregation are 
summarized e.g. in Saxton [152] and [153]) with a high concentration of immobile 
seeds. The assumption of immobility of clusters is a simplification. However, cross 
membrane interactions between proteins in adjacent grana discs are expected to 
restrict the mobility of clusters much more than that of single particles. 

For non- spherical particles, e.g. particles with the shape of photosynthetic pro
teins, the exact calculation of their translation and rotation in a membrane is very 
difficult, and therefore some simplifications are needed. Accordingly, it is assumed 
that translat ion in all dimensions is equally probable. Furthermore, it is assumed 
that at each t ime step each particle rotates either -10° or + 10°. That is, forces 
tangential to the body surface ( viscosity of the matrix molecules) and forces normal 
to the surface (pressure-forces caused by momentum transfer between the particles 
and the matrix molecules) are not addressed directly but subsumed into the ratio 
of rotational energy /translational energy. This is somewhat arbitrary but the exact 
degree of rotation should not influence the general outcome. 

Due to the long computing time required for all conditions only 2- 3 different 
runs are averaged for each condition. However, a large lattice is used with many 
particles. Therefore the variability of different runs is not very pronounced. To 
illustrate the variability, the single results of the particle pair correlation function for 
the conditions showing the most variability are shown in Figure 5.5. This illustrates 
that the variability is reasonably small compared to the effects observed. 
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Figure 5.5: Single {non- averaged) results showing the variability of different runs. 

The results of the three single runs are plotted. Runs under those conditions that 

show the most variability are shown. p0 is the relative density of particles at distance 

r {for more detailed description of the axes see Section 5.3). 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Interacting spheres of the size of LHC II 

The arrangement of homogeneous interacting spheres is investigated for different 

particle densities. Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of randomly placed spheres 

( corresponding to E == 0 kT) . on a 200 x 200 square lattice. The diameter of a sphere 

is 6.25 nm. 

In this investigation different interaction energies are examined. When two par

ticles collide, they stick together until a particle unbinds. Because of its thermal 

energy a particle can unbind from its neighbours with the probability e-~E/kT_ Par

ticles placed randomly (E == 0 kT) on a lattice will thus rearrange until a steady-state 

is reached where the frequency of binding equals that of unbinding. This binding 

and unbinding leads to different patterns of arrangements according to the inter

action energy. In Figure 5.7 particle arrangements are shown that result from the 

same initial distribution but using different interaction energies. From Figure 5.7 it 

can be seen that higher interaction energies lead to more ramified patterns whereas 
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Figure 5.6: Random distribution {E == 0 kT) of homogeneous spheres on a square 
lattice. The occupied area fraction is 0.25, 0. 50 or 0. 75. The diameter of the spheres 
is 6. 25 nm and the lattice size is 200x 200 nm. 

lower interaction energies result in more clustered patterns. This is in agreement 
with the results of Shih and co-workers [155] (see also [152] and references therein). 

However, the human visual system tends to recognize order in any distribution. 
Therefore it is not a good referee for deciding if the particles are ordered in a certain 
way or more randomly distributed. Objective criteria are required for the analysis of 
particle distributionsa. Typical approaches to distribution analysis are the nearest 
neighbour distribution analysis (NNDA) and the pair correlation analysis (PCA) 
[104]. The NNDA is computed for a given sample by determining the distance be
tween a particle and its nearest neighbour for each of the particles. From the list of 
nearest neighbour distances the (accumulated) probability (Pacc(r)) of finding the 
nearest neighbour within the distance r is calculated and plotted versus r. Aggre
gated particles ( attractive interaction forces) show a relative excess of small nearest 
neighbour distances while repelled particles with the same average particle density 
show a relative deficiency of small nearest neighbour distances. The NNDA is of 
course dependent on the particle density. Figure 5.8 shows that the higher the par
ticle density the smaller the distance to the nearest neighbour. The diameter of a 
sphere is 6.25 nm, and so particles closer than 6 nm ( c.f. the resolution of the lattice 
is 1 nm) cannot be found. 

Figure 5.9 shows the influence of attractive forces between the particles. It 
can be seen that the probability of finding a neighbour in the close vicinity of the 

cl Experimental data have to be corrected for edge effects but the periodic characteristics of the 
lattice used in the simulation did not show edge effects. 
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Figure 5. 7: Steady- state distribution of interacting spheres according to different 

interaction energies. The area fraction is 0. 25 and the energies resulting in the 

arrangements shown are 0 kT {random) , 0.5 kT, 1 kT, and 5 kT. 
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Figure 5.8: Nearest neighbour distribution analysis {NNDA) for E == 0 kT (ran
domly distributed particles) with different particle densities. The y- axis shows the 
accumulated probability Pac:c (r) of finding the nearest neighbour within the distance r. 
The higher the occupied area fraction, the higher is the probability of finding a near
est neighbour in close vicinity. Because of the long computing time only 2 runs are 
averaged. However, due to the relatively large number of particles runs differ little 
from each other. 
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Figure 5. 9: Similar to Figure 5. 8 but here the nearest neighbour distribution anal

ysis (NNDA) is shown for interacting particles with different interaction energies 

and different particle densities. 

particle is increased for interacting particles reflecting more clustered arrangements. 

Interestingly, 5 kT and 10 kT (not shown) are less efficient than 1 kT in increasing 

the probability of finding a neighbour in a small distance. The difference between 

random distribution (E = 0 kT) and arrangements due to interaction becomes less 

pronounced for higher particle densities. For an occupied area fraction of 0. 75 (see 

Figure 5.9, right) no difference can be seen between a random distribution and the 

distribution of interacting particles. 

While the NNDA gives information about the distance of a particle to its near

est neighbour, the PCA allows the analysis of the relative densities, p0 , of particles 

in the vicinity of one particle. The PCA is computed for a given sample of parti

cles by determining the mean number of particles (n(r)) found in a shell of radii 

r - dr and r + dr around an average particle. In oth~r words, the resulting func

tion p0 (r) describes the deviation of the local particle density from the average 

density. p0 is calculated in the following way (similar to the function described by 

McQuarrie [117]): 

n(r) 
Po(r) = p7r((r + dr) 2 - (r - dr) 2)' 

(5.6) 

with p particle density 

dr 0.5 nm (lattice spacing= 1.0 nm) 

Figures 5.10-5.15 show the PCA for different particle densities and varied inter

action energies. 
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Figure 5.10: Pair correlation analysis {PCA) for 0.25 area occupation. E == 0 kT 
{random) compared to energies of interaction of E == 0. 5 kT, E == 1 kT and E == 
2 kT. The y- axis shows the relative particle density p0 (r). 

In Figure 5.10 it can be seen how interaction energies lead to a strong increase in 
particle density in the close vicinity of a particle. There is a pronounced maximum 
at 6 nm. The effect is less pronounced for 2 kT than for 1 kT. Once a particle is 
bound to another particle the probability for a particle to move is lower for higher 
interaction energies than for low interaction energies. Consequently, for higher inter
action energies the probability of being trapped in a local minimum of the potential 
is higher than for lower interaction energies. Therefore low interaction energies are 
expected to lead to more clustered arrangements while higher energies are expected 
to lead to more ramified arrangements (local minimum) [155]. This effect can also 
be seen in Figure 5.7. 

Figure 5.11 is similar to Figure 5.10 but shows the PCA for higher interaction 
energies ( 5 kT and 10 kT). For high interaction energies ( 5 kT, 10 kT) the increase 
in particle density near to other particles is much less pronounced. This is in ac
cordance with the effect described above that lower energies lead to more clustered 
arrangements. Interestingly, the pronounced maximum ( 6 nm for 1 kT and 2 kT) 
is shifted to 7 nm. In Figure 5.12 three spheres are shown illustrating the two pos
sible smallest distances to the nearest neighbour. In the linear position (upper left 
sphere to lower left sphere) the distance is 7 nm, due to the resolution of the lattice 
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Figure 5.11: Pair correlation analysis {PCA) for 0.25 area occupation, as Figure 

5.10. E == 0 kT {random) compared to E == 5 kT and E = 10 kT. 

(diameter: 6.25 nm, lattice spacing: 1 nm). In the angular arrangement (upper left 

sphere to upper right sphere) the minimal distance is 6.08 nm. Thus the shift in the 

maximum indicates that for higher energies particles are arranged in rather linear 

chains, whereas for lower energies particles are arranged in oblique angles. 

It has to be noted here that the smaller distance in the case of angular orien

tation compared to linear orientation not only leads to a denser packing but also 

to a higher number of bound sites. If the particles are linearly arranged, only 

one binding site is occupied. In contrast, for an angular arrangement the nearest 

neighbour will occupy more than one binding site. Accordingly the algorithm used 

( together with the grid geometry) leads to a preferential orientation of the particles 

at an angle oblique to the square lattice. In the case of lower interaction energies 

the probability of a particle to 'find' this more optimal orientation is higher than 

for high interaction energies. Thus the lattice characteristics used may enhance 

the effect of low interaction energies compared to the effect of high interaction en

ergies. Nevertheless, the principal behaviour is expected to be the same as for 

continuous arease. 

eFor square lattices using points instead of spheres and allowing interaction only between nearest 

neighbours, the preference of oblique angles will not occur. 
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Figure 5.12: Possible arrangement of nearest neighbours on a square lattice. Filled 

circles denote occupied lattice sites. The considered sphere is grey and lattice sites 

occupied by it are black. The lattice spacing is 1 nm and the diameter of the spheres 

is 6. 25 nm. The distance in the linear arrangement ( upper left sphere to lower left 

sphere) is 7 nm while in the angular arrangement ( upper left sphere to upper right 

sphere) the distance is 6. 08 nm. 
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Figure 5.13: Pair correlation analysis {PCA) for E == 0 kT (random distribution) 

with different area occupation. 

For 10 kT the effect of decreasing the nearest neighbour distance appears to 

be stronger than for 5 kT (see higher maximum for small r for 10 kT compared 

to 5 kT in Figure 5.11). This may, however, be attributed to the fact that in the 

present simulation clusters of particles are considered to be immobile. Immobile once 

bound to another particle, the particles will stay in their place instead of moving 

and forming longer chains. The artifact caused by the assumption of immobility of 

clusters is more significant for high interaction energies because unbinding becomes 

a rare event. Then small clusters will remain in place instead of forming larger 

chains. For high densities this artifact is less because unbinding does not often 

lead to movement e.g. if all neighbouring sites are occupied an unbinding particle 

cannot move. 

It is interesting to investigate the density dependence of the PCA of randomly 

distributed particles (E == 0 kT). The results are shown in Figure 5.13. It can be seen 

that a high density without interaction energy may also have the effect of cluster 

formation. This reflects the 'organising effect of entropy'. As discussed earlier (see 

e.g. Section 1.2.4) entropy may lead to higher levels of organisation [132, 44, 35]. 

For an area occupation of 0.75, due to the high particle density, there are more 

possibilities to arrange the spheres in the lattice when they are ordered. For 0.75 

occupied area fraction, oscillation around the mean density occurs. This reflects the 
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Figure 5.14: Pair correlation analysis {PCA) for interacting particles {1 kT) for 
different particle densities. 

tendency of the spheres to be arranged in an ordered way, due to the high particle 
density. The most compact packing of spheres (hexagonal closest packing) in a 
continuous area is expected to result in an oscillating PCA. For larger distances, r, 
disturbances in t he packing will become more probable and thus the oscillations will 
become broader and less extreme. On the other hand, the oscillations also reflect 
the periodic nature of the lattice. Due to the square characteristics, two different 
positions of a nearest neighbour are possible ( 6.08 nm and 7 nm, see also Figure 
5.12). In a continuous area the the closest distance to a particle is simply its diameter 
(here 6.25 nm) . Therefore the square nature of the lattice leads to broader peaks. 
For large r on the other hand, the grid nature of the simulation will have less effect 
as more and more combinations of possibilities occur for a particle to occupy sites 
oblique to the considered particle. However, comparing Figures 5.10 and 5.11 with 
Figure 5.13 shows that without int eraction the peaks are relatively broad, whereas 
interaction energy leads to clearly distinct optima. 

To illustrate the effect of the part icle density, together with the interaction en
ergy, the PCA for different densit ies and 1 kT interaction energy is shown in Figure 
5.14, while Figure 5.15 shows the same for 5 kT. 

For 1 kT (Figure 5.14) the clust ering is most pronounced for an occupied area 
fraction of 0.25 . For 0.50 area fract ion the effect is smaller. For 0.75 area frac-
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Figure 5.15: Pair correlation analysis (PCA) for interacting particles (5 kT) for 

different particle densities. 

tion there is still clustering but it equals that for non-interacting spheres of the 

same density. 

For 5 kT (Figure 5.15) the clustering is most pronounced for an occupied area 

fraction of 0.25 as is the case for 1 kT. However, for 0.50 area fraction the maximum 

of PCA at low r is less pronounced than for 0.75 area fraction . For 0.75 area fraction 

the PCA cannot be distinguished from that for random distribution (E == 0 kT) or 

for E == 1 kT. 

In Figure 5.16 the number of bound sites (see also Figure 5.12) is plotted versus 

the number of Monte Carlo steps. All investigated particle densities are shown (0.25, 

0.50 and 0.75). In accordance with the NNDA-analysis and the PCA- analysis the 

Figure shows that for an occupied area fraction of 0. 75 the arrangement is rather 

similar, independent of the interaction energy. For an occupied area fraction of 0.50 

and 0.25 Figure 5.16 shows that for higher interaction energies (2 kT, 5 kT, and 

10 kT) less bound sites are formed than for E == 1 kT. In Figure 5.17 the number 

of bound sites in the equilibrium relative to that for E == 0 kT is plotted versus 

the interaction energy leading to the respective arrangement. In this Figure it can 

be seen clearly that the importance of interaction decreases with increasing particle 

density. Further the introduction of particle interaction with 1 kT results in many 

more bound sites, but further increase of the interaction energy leads to a decreased 

effect. 
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Figure 5.16: Kinetics of the number of bound sites. Different interaction energies 
are considered and also different particle densities. 

5.3.2 Interacting and non-interacting spheres correspond
ing to LHC II and cyt bf 

While there is some evidence that LHC II complexes interact with each other and 
with (parts of) PS II complexes it is unclear if cyt bf also interacts with other 
proteins. Therefore the influence of non- interacting spheres on the arrangement 
of interacting spheres is investigated. The investigations are carried out for an 
occupied area fraction of 0.50. The ratio of interacting : non- interacting spheres == 
4: 1. The arrangement of the particles for the random state (E == 0 kT) and E == 
1 kT interaction energy is shown in Figure 5.18. 

Figure 5.19 illustrates the effect of interaction energy on the PCA of both in
teracting spheres (top) and non- interacting spheres (bottom). For the PCA only 
particles of the same sort ( e.g. interacting compared with other interacting spheres) 
are taken into account. Figure 5.19 shows that the behaviour of interacting spheres 
in the presence of non-interacting spheres is very similar to that in the absence of 
non- interacting spheres. The introduction of interaction energies leads to a higher 
density of interacting particles close to other interacting particles (low r). In contrast 
to that, the introduction of attractive forces between the interacting spheres leads 
to a shift of the peak of the PCA of non- interacting spheres to larger r. This shows 
that while interacting spheres tend to form clusters, the non- interacting spheres 
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Figure 5 .17: Number of bound sites relative to that in for E == 0 kT. Numbers of 

bound sites are determined after the system has reached steady-state. 

tend to be kept apart by the interacting spheres. 

As discussed above, for lower interaction energies the interacting particles form 

denser clusters. More compact clustering of the interacting spheres in turn leads to 

more free space for the non-interacting spheres. This may explain why the non

interacting particles show less tendency to be close together and the PCA is shifted 

towards higher r. The effects of interacting forces are less pronounced for higher 

interaction energies. 

5.3.3 Influence of protein-protein interactions ·on photosyn

thetic electron transport 

In this Section the influence of protein-protein interactions on particles exhibiting 

the shape of photosynthetic proteins is examined. An occupied area fraction of 0.65 

is chosen. This is slightly below the value of 0. 70-0. 77 estimated in Chapter 4 for 

grana thylakoids. However, 0.65 is chosen because it is expected to be very close 

to the percolation threshold for immobile obstacles of the shape of photosynthetic 

proteins if no protein interactions are assumed ( see also Chapter 4). 

A random (E == 0 kT) arrangment of the particles is shown in Figure 5.20 together 

with the steady-state arrangement resulting from protein- protein interactions with 
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E == 5 kT. Due to the high protein density not much re-organisation of the particles 
is found (see Figure 5.20). 

NNDA is carried out for closer examination of the arrangement of the· particles. 
For the analysis only particles of the same sort are taken into account, i.e. for 
LHC II only other LHC II complexes are considered. The same holds for cyt bf and 
PS II. The examination with the help of NNDA revealed that, similar to interacting 
spheres, the accumulated probability (Pacc(r)) for a LHC II to have another LHC II 
in its vicinity is shifted towards lower distances r by protein- protein interactions 
(see Figure 5.21). For cytochrome bf and PS II no difference in Pacc(r) is found 
(data not shown). 

However, as the chosen area occupation is close to the percolation threshold for 
plastoquinone (PQ) diffusion it was investigated if PQ diffusion in the steady- state 
arrangement (shown in Figure 5.20 right) differs from that in randomly distributed 
proteins (Figure 5.20 left). In addition to the importance of PQ diffusion within 
thylakoids, the lateral diffusion of an inert tracer obstructed by the clusters is a 
sensitive probe of the aggregation [152]. The results are shown in Figure 5.22. It 
can be seen that the diffusion coefficient of PQ is slightly but significantly lower 
when interactions are introduced. Due to the long calculation time only three runs 
are averaged but PQ mobility was decreased to a significant extent in all single runs. 

Perhaps a more important effect is illustrated in Table 5.1. In this Table the 
percentage of obstructed binding sites is shown. Clearly, protein- protein interactions 

E = 0 kT (random) E == 1 kT 

Figure 5.18: Random {E == 0 kT) and steady- state distribution of non- interacting 
spheres { open circles) and spheres interacting with E == 1 kT {black circles). The 
area fraction is 0. 50. 
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Figure 5.19: Influence of non-interacting spheres on the arrangement of particles 

in the membrane. The area occupation is 0.50 and 20% of the particles are non

interacting. The PCA for E == 0 kT and the arrangement resulting from 1 kT inter

action energy is shown. Top: interacting spheres (LHC II). Below: non- interacting 

spheres (cyt bf). 
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E = 0 kT (randotn) E=5kT 

Figure 5.20: Random {E == 0 kT) and steady- state distribution of photosyn
thetic proteins {E == 5 kT). Dark grey: PS II dimers, black: cytochrome bf 
dimers, light grey: free LHC II trimers. The stoichiometry of the complexes is 
PS II : cyt bf: LHC II is 2. 6 : 1 : 14.1 and the occupied area fraction is 0. 65. 
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Figure 5.21: Nearest nejghbour distribution analysis {NNDA) for photosynthetic 
proteins. E == 0 kT and E == 5 kT. The occupied area fraction is 0. 65. 
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Figure 5.22: Diffusion coefficient of PQ diffusing between randomly distributed {E 

= 0 kT) photosynthetic proteins and between photosynthetic proteins arranged as a 

result of protein-interactions {E = 5 kT). The occupied area fraction is 0. 65. 

decrease the obstruction of binding sites. 

5.4 Summary and Conclusion 

The arrangement of interacting particles was studied. The nearest neighbour dis

tribution analysis (NNDA) and the pair correlation analysis (PCA) were examined. 

The effect of interaction energies between particles on their organisation is of inter

est in the context of thylakoid architecture which in turn may have a pronounced 

influence on photosynthesis (see also Chapter 4). The arrangement of LHC II in 

the thylakoid membrane is of importance in understanding efficient energy- transfer 

between LHC II complexes. Furthermore, it was suggested by Kirchhoff and co

workers [96] that protein- protein interactions may lead to the formation of diffusion 

domains for plastoquinone. Therefore in this Chapter effects of interaction between 

particles_ (proteins) are investigated. 

Firstly, the effects of different interaction energies and particle densities on the 

arrangement of interacting spheres are discussed. Secondly, the influence of non

. interacting particles 'disturbing' the organisation of interacting particles is consid-

ered. Finally, it is examined how LHC II- LHC II and (PS II- (LHC II)3) 2- LHC II 

"JC I .l 
~ .. ~ 

·~ 
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binding site E == 0 kT E == 5 kT 

Qn 13.10% 7.74% 

Qo 2.27% 0.00% 

Qr 9.85% 3.79% 

Table 5.1: Percentage of obstructed binding sites in a random distribution and in 

a distribution resulting from E == 5 kT. Occupied area fraction: 0. 65. QB: binding 

site on PS II, Q0 : oxidising binding site on cyt bf, Qr: reducing binding site on 

cyt bf. 

interaction may influence plastoquinone diffusion and thus electron transport. 

The results of Section 5.3.1 show that the arrangement of interacting particles 
is highly dependent on the interaction energy (see Figures 5.7, 5.9- 5.11, 5.16, and 

5.17). Lower interaction energies (1 kT, 2 kT) lead to a more clustered particle 
distribution whereas higher energies (5 kT, 10 kT) result in ramified chains. This is 

in accordance with the results of Shih and co-workers [155]. 

However, the arrangement of the particles is not only dependent on the interac
tion energy but also on the particle density (see Figures 5.6, 5.8, 5.13- 5.15). The 
ordering effect of high particle densities is very similar to that of interaction energies. 

Both lead to a steeper increase in the NNDA and higher PCA at low r, i.e. generally 
a higher probability for one particle to be close to another. The higher the particle 
density the lower is the effect of interactionr. For occupied area fractions of 0.75 the 
arrangement of the spheres is independent of the interaction energy. This is inter

esting because in thylakoids the area occupied by proteins is around 0.7. Therefore 
interaction energies may not have a strong influence on the thylakoid architecture. 
However, using only homogeneous interacting spheres with binding sites all around 
the surface is a very crude simplifying assumption for the modelling of thyalkoids 

flt has to be noted here that Saxton showed another effect of density on the distribution of 
interacting particles. In his (irreversible) cluster-cluster aggregation model he showed that clusters 
forming at low densities are more extended than those formed at high density as reflected by the 
higher fractal dimension of the latter [152]. However, in his investigations much lower particle 
densities were investigated than in the model presented here. 
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and further refinement is needed. The interacting spheres used in the simulation 

resemble LHC II which is rather spherical and of similar size to the spheres used 

in the simulation. Consequently these simulations are more suited to describing 

LHC II reconstituted in liposomes than in thylakoids. 

In thy lakoids not all photosynthetic proteins may be modelled by interacting 

spheres of the same size. Among the photosynthetic proteins, PS II is very large 

compared to LHC IL Therefore, using the same area fraction, more space may be 

left for LHC II to take the tortuous path between non-interacting proteins until it 

binds to an interacting protein (compare also Chapter 4). In addition not all photo

synthetic proteins may interact with other proteins. For example for cytochrome bf 

nothing is known about interactions with other proteins. Furthermore the largest 

complexes, here referred to PS II, are in fact PS II with tightly bound LHC II 

(((PS II)- (LHC II) 3 ) 2). Therefore they are expected to interact with free LHC or 

other LHC II tightly bound to PS IL However, ( (PS II)- (LHC II)3) 2 probably does 

not interact on its whole surface but rather where the LHC II is located. 

Therefore the simulation is refined step by step. First the simulation is extended 

to account for non- interacting particles. The results are shown in Section 5.3.2. The 

non- interacting spheres are assumed to be of the same size as the interacting spheres. 

This is assumed because the sizes of LHC II (interacting) and cyt bf (probably non

interacting) are in the same range. It has to be noted that the ratio interacting : non

interacting spheres used in the simulations does not reflect the stoichiometries of 

the photosynthetic proteins. In this Section the principal effects are investigated 

and the relatively large proportion of non-interacting spheres is chosen because 

it was expected to lead to clearer effects. As can be seen in Section 5.3.2 non

interacting spheres do not alter qualitatively the behaviour of interacting spheres. In 

contrast non- interacting spheres are influenced by interacting spheres. The relative 

density of non- interacting particles becomes higher at larger distances from each 

other (larger r). This shows that while interacting spheres tend to form clusters, 

the non- interacting spheres tend to be kept apart by the interacting spheres. In 

thylakoids this could lead to a more homogeneous distribution of the non-interacting 

cyt bf. This may be of importance because cyt bf is involved in the rate limiting 

step of photosynthesis, the PQH2 oxidation. In thylakoids densely packed with 

proteins PQH2 diffusion may be severely restricted (see also Chapter 4) . Therefore 

the distribution of cyt bf in the thylakoids may be of importance. 

As a second step the influence of interaction between LHC II and parts of PS II 
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is examined t aking into account the realistic shape of the proteins. Due to the high 
density of proteins in the thylakoids the introduction of protein- protein interactions 
does not exert a strong effect on the arrangement of the proteins. However, PQ 
diffusion is influenced by the interactions: compared to the diffusion in randomly 
arranged proteins the diffusion coefficient of PQ is decreased when protein- protein 
interactions are introduced. On the other hand the percentage of binding sites 
obstructed by proteins is significantly reduced in the presence of protein- protein 

" interactions. Since cyt bf is not likely to interact with other proteins, it is expected 
to be much more mobile than interacting proteins. Accordingly the probability for 
a binding site on cyt bf to be obstructed permanently is low. PQH2 oxidation at 
cyt bf is considered to be the rate- limiting step in electron transport. Taking that 
into account, interaction energies resulting in a more homogeneous distribution of 
cyt bf and an increased accessibility of the binding sites may play an important 
role in electron flux. This holds particularly if PQ diffusion is restricted. On the 
other hand protein- protein interactions may indeed increase the retarding effect of 
the high protein density in thylakoids. 

5.4.1 Outlook 

As described above, each particle was required to unbind ( according to the probabil
ity e-nE/kT) before it was allowed to move to a random neighbouring site. However, 
it may be that after such a movement the particle is actually bound tighter than it 
was before. Therefore it may be a useful refinement to calculate the binding energy, 
then in a second step search for a site to which the particle could move and thirdly 
evaluate the probability for this st ep to occur according to e - n(Eafter - Ebefore)/kT_ On 
the other hand such a re1inement might only lead to a faster approach to steady
state, but not change the basic characteristics. 

Another refinement could be to allow the clusters to move. However, as discussed 
together with the results, this should not alter the result significantly ( especially for 
high protein densities and/ or high interaction energies). 
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6.1 Introduction 

Photosynthetic electron flow involves the integral complexes of photosystem II, cy
tochrome bf, and photosystem I which operate in series via the mobile plastoquinone 
and plastocyanin. In principle the problem of electron t_ransport between PS II 
and cyt bf is equivalent to that of ubiquinol diffusion and its oxidation at the cy
tochrome bc1 complex in bacterial and mitochondrial electron transport. However, 
in thylakoids of higher plants the two photosystems are laterally separated. PS II 
is located in the grana core whereas PS I is located in the grana margins and the 
stroma lamellae ([14, 11, 164, 20, 1, 2], see also Section 1.2). As a consequence dif
fusing electron carriers, mediating electrons between the photosystems and cyt bf, 
are required to travel the distance of ca. 200- 250 nm between the centre of the grana 
and the margins. There is no general agreement on which of the two mobile carriers, 
plastoquinone or plastocyanin, is responsible for long range electron transport (see 
also Section 1.2.5). 

Most published models on electron transport assume a common plastoquinone 
pool shared by all PS IIa. A shared plastoquinone pool implicitly assumes fast plas
toquinone exchange throughout the membrane. In Chapter 4 it is shown that long 
range diffusion of plastoquinone in thylakoids may be severely restricted by the 
integral proteins. Therefore in this Chapter electron transport is modelled using 
a Monte Carlo approach incorporating realistic protein shapes ( without protein
protein interaction). The complexes consist of PS II with tightly bound LHC II 
[74], cyt bf [31], and free LHC II [105] randomly distributed within the membrane 
(see also Chapter 4). Plastoquinone diffuses between these integral proteins. 

However, the contribution of the diffusion to reaction kinetics of the electron 
transport is not only determined by the diffusion coefficient of plastoquinol but also 
by the binding mechanism. Therefore two different binding mechanisms are inves
tigated: tight binding and a collisional mechanism. The tight binding mechanism 
includes an irreversible binding of PQ to the Q0 site of cyt bf before its slow oxi
dation takes place. The collisional mechanism implies immediate electron transfer 
after a successful encounter. Both mechanisms lead to an exponential decay with the 
same rate constant k when diffusion processes are not limiting. In thylakoids how
ever, where diffusion may be highly restricted, the two mechanisms are expected to 

aThe model of Mitchell and co-workers [124] is one model considering possible consequences of 
thylakoid architecture on electron t ransport. 
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lead to a different behaviour. Therefore both mechanisms are tested with the model 

and the results compared. 

The experimental approach to the role of the diffusion of plastoquinol is to follow 

the reduction of P700, the reaction centre chlorophyll of PS I, by electrons induced 

by a flash at PS II. This is a convenient method of accurately measuring whole

chain electron transport. The rate constant of the sigmoidal reduction kinetics and 

the initial lag give information about the rate-determining oxidation of plastoquinol 

[167] and reactions preceeding this step [70], respectively. 

The experimental data obtained are then compared with the results of the simu

lation. An attempt is made to match the measured data by varying rate constants 

used in the simulation. A similar approach was chosen by Mitchell and co- workers 

[124]. Electron transfer at cyt bf is modelled according to an obligatory Q-cycle as 

described in Section 6.2. 

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 P700 re-reduction 

Monitoring the oxidation state of the primary donor P700 of photosystem I (PS I) 

via near infra-red absorption spectroscopy provides valuable information on PS I

driven photosynthetic electron transport in vivo (see [98] and references therein) . 

Detection of the redox changes of P700 in the region of the P7oo+ cation radical 

absorption band peaking at 820 nm has basically three advantages: (1) measuring 

light> 800 nm is not absorbed by thylakoids, (2) near infra- red has no actinic effect 

on photosynthesis of green plants and (3) there is no interference-from chlorophyll 

fluorescence. Near infra-red measuring light allows the application of high inten

sity with the advantage of a high signal/noise ratio. In order to discriminate the 

measuring light from continuous background light the former usually is modulated. 

Thylakoids are isolated as described in Section 3.2. The flash- induced kinetics 

of P700 re-reduction were measured with the Dual- Wavelength Emitter-Detector 

Unit (ED-P700DW, Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) in combination with 

a standard PAM Chlorophyll Fluorometer (PAM 101, Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, 

Germany) (see also Figure 6.1). Saturating light flashes are applied with a single 

. turnover flash lamp (XST-103, Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) . Continu-

ous weak far-red light of ca. 17 W /m2 ensured that all the components between 

-re 
I •~ 
s :· ~ 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

the two photosystems were oxidised between flashes. The background light was 
checked to ensure that it did not measurably increase the amount of oxidised P700. 
Twenty flashes were applied on the same sample and averaged. This was repeated 
with the same sample 6- 7 times ( e.g. 120-140 flashes). A time of 5 s between two 

measurements allowed for relaxation of the samples. The averaged 20 flashes were 
then checked for ageing effects. Usually measurements of up to 100 flashes did not 
show significant ageing. The measurements were repeated with a fresh sample and 
another series of flashes applied. To obtain the data that are matched with the 

model the kinetics of three different samples are averaged. The frequency of data 
acquisition was 25000 Hz. 

The data acquisit ion and triggering was carried out with the help of a Lab VIEW
program (Laboratory Virtual Inst rumeut Engineering Workbench, version 6.1, 
Copyright 2000 Nat ional Instruments Corporation). For the measurements a com
mercially developed program ( von Kruedener und Danckwerts Mefl- und Priifsys

teme, Kiirten, Germany) was modified to run on another computer. It was further 
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tailored for the measurements described in this Chapter. A delay between trigger 

signal and data acquisition was incorporated to allow for the timing of trigger signal 

and acquisition. Additional modifications involved the hardware control (triggering) 

and file handling. At the start of the progam a trigger signal is sent to a trigger-unit. 

After the chosen delay the data acquisition is started. After receiving the trigger 

signal from the program, the trigger-unit sends a trigger signal to the flashlamp 

and to the computer. A delay between the trigger signal from the program and the 

trigger- output of the trigger-unit can be chosen. This together with the ability to 

choose a delay in the program, enables fine-tuning of the timing between trigger 

signal and data acquisition. Hence it is possible (1) to send the trigger signal from 

the program to the trigger-unit, (2) to start the data acquisition and (3) to trigger 

the flash light. This ensures that the very first data of the P700 r~reduction can 

be measured. 

A problem occurred with the triggering of the light flash . It turned out that the 

commissioned program showed inaccuracies of ca. 2 ms. This is far too great for the 

highly time-resolved measurements presented here. Therefore the trigger pulse is 

measured with a second channel and the offset between the trigger- time of different 

measurements is calculated with a cross correlation [86]. The offset so obtained is 

then substracted from the actual measurements. The method of cross correlation 

works well with the trigger signal as it has a very simple rectangular shapeb. 

6.2.2 The simulation 

The basic simulation is similar to that described in Chapter 4. However, the protein

objects are now extended to include binding sites for redox reactions. Similarly the 

plastoquinone (PQ)- objects are extended to have a state, reflecting their redox state. 

6.2.3 The protein-objects 

Accounting for the dimeric character of PS II and cyt bf each protein- object has two 

binding sites. Each binding site can be in two states: oxidised or reduced. Due to the 

grid character of the simulation, the resolution is restricted to the distance between 

two grid points (i.e. 1 nm). Therefore the binding sites may be shifted somewhat 

bit was attempted to do the cross correlation with the actual data but then a change in the 

sign of the measured data caused problems. 
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relative to the body of the protein for the different orientations of the protein. To 
avoid a binding site becoming located within the protein itself (inaccessible to PQ) 
the binding site was calculated as a floating point parameter for each orientation of 
the proteinc. Given this floating point number, the next neighbouring grid point not 
occupied by the protein itself was chosen to present the binding site. The Q 0 and Qr 
binding site are very close to each other. Therefore, the determination of binding 
sites in this manner may lead to a situation where both binding sites, Q 0 and Qr, 
are placed on the same site of the grid. This is avoided by choosing the second 
nearest neighbour on the grid to represent the binding site if the determination 
of a Qr binding sites results in a grid point that is already occupied by another 
binding site. 

6.2.4 The plastoquinone-objects 

The plastoquinone-objects are similar to the tracers used in Chapter 4. Unlike 
the tracers, PQ cannot occupy the same vacant site on the grid. Furthermore the 
PQ-objects are extended by the attribute 'state' that accounts for the different 
redox states of PQ. Each PQ can be in three states: oxidised, one-fold reduced and 
two- fold reduced. Only oxidised and two-fold reduced plastoquinone are allowed to 
move. This takes into account that no free semiquinone is found in thylakoids. It 
reflects the finding that the dissociation constant of oxidised PQ as well as that of 
PQH2 (i.e. two- fold reduced) is ca. three orders of magnitude higher than that of 
the singly reduced serniquinone [43] (see also Section 1.1.2). This may be caused 
by Coulomb interactions that stabilize the semiquinone at the Qn site, whereas the 
neutral forms (PQ and PQH2) may leave the binding site easily. 

6.2.5 Modelling electron transport 

At each encounter between PQ and a binding site of PS II or cyt bf first a test 
is carried out to ascertain whether PQ and the binding site are both in the right 
redox state (e.g. PQ oxidised at an encounter with Qn, and Qn carrying an elec
tron). The next test is for whether the electron is then actually transported. The 
rate constants of the single reactions were taken as the probability, p, for a reaction 
to take place. At an encounter between PQ and a binding site (both in the right 

c AB PQ travels on the grid floating point coordinates are not accessible for PQ. 
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redox state) a random number, r, between zero and one was chosen. If r < (1 - p), 

the electron is not transferred. Consequently, the smaller the value of p, the higher 

the probability of choosing a number that satisfies the condition and thus the elec

tron is not transferred. A probability p == 0 always satisfies the condition and 

electron transport is not carried out. In turn, a probability p == 1 does not fulfill 

the condition and the transfer is always carried out. Assuming high availability of 

the reactants and no diffusion limitations, as is the case for ideal in vitro exper

iments, this behaviour results in an exponential decay corresponding to the rate 

constant (p). 

As long as the sample is illuminated, the QA is assumed to always carry electrons . 

ready for transfer at a successful encounter (i.e. saturating light conditions). 

For the electron transfer at the cyt bf an obligatory Q- cycle is assumed [123, 17 4, 

100, 101, 80] (see also Section 1.1.3). If FeS is oxidised and PQ two-fold reduced, 

electron transfer to FeS at the Q0 binding site is carried out after a successful en

counter. After successful electron transfer to FeS the transfer of the second electron 

of the plastoquinol to cyt bt follows immediately if the latter is oxidised [81, 112]. 

If cyt bh is oxidised, the electron is immediately transferred from cyt bz to cyt bh 

[81]. For the sake of simplicity the oxidation of PQH2 at the Q0 site is assumed 

to have the same rate constant regardless of whether there is reduced cyt b on the 

cyt bf complex. 

If an oxidised PQ encounters the Qr site, an electron is transferred from cyt bh 

to PQ if the encounter is evaluated to be successful. The now singly reduced PQ 

is not allowed to move and it stays at the Qr binding site until the second electron 

transfer takes place. This will be the case when cyt bh is reduced again and if the 

encounter is evaluated to be successful according to the rate constant- for electron 

transfer at the Qr site. The rate constant for both electron transfers is assumed to 

be the same, regardless whether PQ is oxidised or singly reduced. 

Electron transport between the Rieske-centre (FeS) and P700 is treated as a 

'black-box' and one equilibrium constant is used to describe the redox state of FeS 

and P700. 
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6.2.6 Data fitting 

The simulation allows certain parameters to vary in order to match experimental 
data on redox experiments. Parameters that can be varied are the rate constants of 
the following reactions: 

QA-+QB ~ QA+QB- transfer of first electron 

QA-+ QB- ~ QA+QB2- transfer of second electron 

QB2- + 2H+ ~ PQH2 protonation and dissociation 

PQH2 + FeS0 x ~ PQ- + FeSred + 2H+ oxidation of PQH2 at Q0 

PQ + cyt b-,; ~ PQ- reduction of PQ at Qr 

FeSred + P7oo+ ~ FeS0 x + P700 equilibrium 

The rates of electron transfer at the QB binding site are reasonably well known. 
Therefore the rate constants for the first (ko) and the second electron transfer (k1) at 
PS II were chosen to be 6670 and 2500 s-1 , respectively. These values are within the 
range of those given by Diner and co- workers [42]. Assuming free plastocyanin diffu
sion the equilibrium constant k5 can in principle be calculated from the equilibrium 
constants for the following reactions: 

F eSred + cyt fox ~ 
-!{ii cyt f red + PCox tt 

PCred + P7oo+ i¼ 

FeSox + cyt f red 

cyt fox + PCred 

P700 + PCox· 

However, values for Ka, Kb, and Ka vary greatly in the literature. For Ka values 
can be found between 3.2 [76] and 18 [39]. Values for Kb vary between 1.0 [130] 
and 10 [82, 81]. Finally, values for Kc range from 5 [91] to 87 [49]. A collection of 
references to these rate constants can be found in Berry and Rumberg [22]. However, 
the redox state of P700 only declines to ca. 80% during the first 10 ms. Therefore 
electrons will be always transferred from the llieske centre to P700 if the equilibrium 
constant is larger than 150. 
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The remaining free parameters ( k2 , k3 , k4) are varied to find the function that 

leads to the least sum of errors squared when compared with the experimental data. 

Two different algorithms are used to vary the parameters: a genetic algorithm and 

an algorithm according to Powell [138]. Genetic algorithms, when properly im

plemented, are capable of both exploration (broad search) and exploitation (local 

search) of the search space. Genetic algorithms are particularly useful if the func

tion to be optimised has several optima. In this case a classical algorithm such as 

Powell's may get trapped in a local optimum instead of finding the global optimum. 

However, genetic algorithms are relatively slow. Thus it is convenient to combine 

both approaches. 

Algorithm to do optimization according to Powell 

The Powell algorithm is described by Powell 1964 [138]. It is an optimization algo

rithm. The algorithm assumes that the behaviour near the optimum is quadratic .. 

A quadratic behaviour can be described by a parabola that is determined by three 

points. · Given a certain point in the parameter space, two additional points are eval

uated. One point is obtained by using a value lower than the parameter considered 

while the other is obtained by using a value above the parameter considered. These 

three points are used to determine a parabola. The optimum of the parabola is with 

some luck a step to the desired optimum of the considered function. If the obtained 

point in the parameter space is closer to the optimum the procedure is repeated 

with that point. Otherwise another parabola is sought. 

The algorithm determines the direction for the next step to be perpendicu

lar to the last step. This . assumption leeds to a faster convergence to the mini

mum/maximum. Powell's algorithm requires continuous functions Derivatives are 

not used. However, due to its iterative nature the algorithm is somewhat sensitive 

to starting values. The implementation of this routine is described in [140]. 

In the present work an algorithm was used that enabled the choice of intervals 

within which the varied parameters are changedd. 

Genetic Algorithm to do optimisation 

A genetic algorithm creates a population of solutions based on the fitting-parame

ters. The algorithm then operates on the population to evolve the best solution. All 

dThis extention of Powell's algorithm was developed by Thomas Stra~. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the genetic algorithm. 

fitting-parameters together build a chromosome where each single fitting- parameter 

relates to a gene. The genetic algorithm determines which individuals should survive, 

which should reproduce, and which should die (see Figure 6.2). This relates to the 

fitness of an individual, which in turn corresponds to the sum of errors squared ( the 

larger the sum of the errors squared the less fit). Typically a genetic algorithm 

has no obvious stopping criterion. Often the number- of- generations is used as a 

stopping measure. Other typical stopping criteria are the fitness-of- best- individual 

or convergence-of-population. 
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The library used here allows four varieties of genetic algorithms: (1) the 'simple 

genetic algorithm' described by Goldberg [64] uses non- overlapping populations, (2) 

a 'steady- state genetic algorithm', (3) an 'incremental genetic algorithm', in which 

each generation consists of only one or two children, and (4) the 'deme genetic algo

rithm' which evolves multiple populations (with exchanging individuals) in parallel 

using a steady- state algorithm. 

For the problem addressed here the 'steady-state genetic algorithm' has been 

chosen. It uses overlapping populations with a user- specifiable amount of overlap. 

The algorithm creates a population of individuals. In each generation the algo

rithm creates a temporary population of individuals, adds these to the previous 

population, then removes the worst individuals in order to return the population 

to its original size. The amount of overlap between generations can be chosen by 

specifying a replacement parameter ( either in percent or in numbers of individuals). 

Newly generated offspring are added to the population, then the worst individuals 

are destroyed (so the new offspring may or may not make it into the population, 

depending on whether they are better than the worst in the population). 

Acknowledgement: The software for this work used the GAlib genetic algo

rithm package, written by Matthew Wall at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol

ogy. Copyright @1995-1996 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

6.2.7 Starting conditions and settings 

The stoichiometries used are the ones calculated in Section 4. 3: 

PS II : cyt bf : LHC II == 2.56 : 1 : 14.12. Additionally two PS I (monomers) 

per PS II (dimers) are assumed. The acceptors of PS II function as a two-Blectron 

gate. Therefore under steady- state conditions one half of the acceptors will stay as 

a semiquinone at the QB site on PS II after a saturating light flash while the other 

half produces PQH2 • Accordingly every second QB site (randomly chosen) has a 

bound PQH2 that is released after dissociation has taken place. No free diffusing 

oxidised PQ is modelled to save computing time. However, free, diffusing PQ is not 

expected to act as an obstacle to PQH2 migration or have any oth_er significant influ

ence. For cyt bf it is assumed that the state with one reduced cyt bis stable within 

the measuring time. This is in agreement with the observation that one quarter of 

cyt bis reduced in the steady- state (note that each cyt bf contains two cyt b) [145]. 

The other components are oxidised before the flash [69). 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

To obtain quantitative information about rate constants involved in photosynthetic 
electron transport, rate constants used in the model were varied to match the ex
perimental data. Two different mechanisms at the Q0 site on cyt bf are compared 
in the next two Sections: tight binding and a collisional mechanism. 

Parameters that are varied are ~ ( dissociation of PQH2 from PS II), k3 (PQH2 
oxidation at Q0 ), and k4 (PQ reduction at Qr) (as described in Section 6.2.6). Other 
rate constants involved are reasonably well known and therefore these values were 
not varied but taken from the literature. 

6.3.1 Tight binding mechanism 

Assuming there is a tight binding mechanism, a good fit to the measured data could 
be obtained ( see Figure 6. 3). An area fraction of 0. 70 was chosen corresponding 
to the value estimated for grana thylakoids in Section 4.1. For the conditions used 
in the simulation, this area fraction is above the percolation threshold and hence 
diffusion domains where PQ is trapped are formed. 

The parameters resulting in the best fit are well within the range of published 
data (see Table 6.1). The lattice size is chosen to be 400 nmx400 nm (with periodical 
boundary conditions). This size corresponds to the size of the grana core. The lattice 
size is relatively large and inhomogeneities caused by the random distribution of the 
proteins should be minimised. However, the exact values of the rate constants 
depend on the configuration of the proteins. Three different protein configurations 
were chosen and parameters varied to match the measured data (see Table 6.2). 

Interestingly the different parameters vary to a different extent. Whereas k3 is 
within a small range for all configurations investigated k4 varies to a great extent. 
This is not entirely unexpected since k3 describes the oxidation of PQH2 at the Qo 
site on cyt bf which is agreed to be the rate-limiting step of whole chain electron 
transfer. Thus electron flux is expected to be very sensitive to this parameter. k4 
describes the reduction of PQ at the Qr binding site on cyt bf. It does not seem 
to play a major role in determining the measured curve. This is probably due to 
the low probability for a PQ to find a cyt bf carrying two electrons when only one 
saturating light flash is applied. Consequently the simulation is not expected to be 
very sensitive to this parameter. 
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the simulation {solid line) with the observed P700 re

reduction { dashed line) for a tight binding mechanism. An occupied area fraction 

of 0. 70 {i.e. above the percolation threshold) is assumed. Rate constants are k2 = 

1206.1 s-1
, k3 = 294.9 s- 1

, and k4 = 335.2 s-1 {nomenclature as described in 

Section 6.2.6). 

rate constant literature area occupation 

in s-1 0.70 0.60 0.70 

(permeable) 

495-2310 [124] 
k2 1206.1 1641.4 242.9 

1000 [84] 

305 [81] 
k3 294.9 100.0 100.0 

200-330 [78, 38] 

k4 400 [81] 335.2 250.0 368.8 

Table 6 .1: Rate constants for several electron trans/ er steps from literature and 

obtained from simulations. 
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k2 1206.1 725.2 1298.1 

k3 294.9 329.1 288.6 

k4 335.2 543.6 100.3 

Table 6.2: Rate constants resulting from best fits for different random protein 

distributions with an area fraction of 0. 70. 
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Figure 6.4: As Figure 6. 3 but assuming an occupied area fraction of 0. 60 {i.e. below 

the percolation threshold). Rate constants are k2 == 1641.4 s-1
, k3 == 100.0 s-1

, and 

k4 == 250.0 s-1 (nomenclature as described in Section 6.2. 6). 

To investigate the influence of the protein density and hence the retardation of 

PQ migration, the simulation was repeated for an occupied area fraction of 0.60 

which is below the percolation threshold. 

AB with an area fraction of 0.70 good fits are obtained (see Figure 6.4). However, 

the rate constants obtained are not in good agreement with published data. To 

match the experimental data the reaction at the Q O site would need to be very slow 

(k3 == 100 s-1
). This is probably to compensate for the much faster 'finding' of the 

binding site due to the less restricted diffusion of PQ. 

To elucidate the effect of restricted PQH2 diffusion a hypothetical extreme case is 

investigated: an area occupation of 0. 70 is chosen but it is assumed that the proteins 

do not interfere with PQ diffusion (i.e. being permeable to PQ). For PQH2 oxidation 

the same rate constant (k3 ) is obtained as for 0.60 area occupation. Additionally a 
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Figure 6.5: As Figure 6.3 but here the proteins are assumed to be permeable for PQ. 

Rate constants are k2 == 242.9 s-1 , k3 == 100.0 s-1 , and k4 == 368.8 s-1 {nomenclature 

as described in Section 6.2.6). 

slow dissociation from PS II (> 4 ms) is obtained to account for the measured slow 

decline in the amount of oxidised P700. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.5, the 

simulation does not match the experimental data well. At short times the simulated 

curve declines too slowly. This is probably due to the slow dissociation constant 

found. The initial lag (about 2 ms) before the steeper decline in the amount of 

oxidised P700 starts, may be caused by reactions proceeding the oxidation of PQH2 

[124] (i.e. dissociation and diffusion of PQH2 and possibly time spent at the Q0 

site before being oxidised)~ Figure 6.5 illustrates that this initial lag is much too 

pronounced if the dissociation constant is as low as the one obtained if proteins do 

not restrict PQ migration. 

In summary the experimental data are best matched when restriction of plas

toquinone diffusion is pronounced (area fraction 0.70). This clearly points out the 

importance of structural characteristics of thylakoids in models of electron trans

port. An influence of diffusion processes on reaction rates is also reported for the 

activation of transducin by rhodopsin [154]. Higher concentrations of reactants are 

expected to lead to an increased reaction rate by the law of mass action. However, 

they also lead to a decreased rate of reaction by lowering the diffusion coefficient of 

the reactants (here only PQH2 is considered to be mobile but this does not alter the 

principal results). 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the simulation {solid line) with the observed P700 

re- reduction { dashed line) for a collisional mechanism. An occupied area fraction 

of 0. 70 {i.e. above the percolation threshold) is assumed. Rate constants are k2 == 
1352.1 s-1, k3 == 48806.2 s-1, and k4 == 49561.5 s-1 {nomenclature as described in 

Section 6. 2. 6). 

6.3.2 Collisional mechanism 

In this Section a collisional mechanism is assumed instead of the tight binding 

mechanism. As can be seen in Figure 6.6 good fits are obtained. However, the 

resulting rate constant for oxidation of PQH2 at the Q0 site is more than two orders 

of magnitude higher than that found in the literature (see Table 6.1). 

This could be explained by the diffusion limitation. In the case of diffusion 

limitation the rate constant is composed of the probability of finding a binding site 

( diffusion limited) and the probability for an electron transfer to take place (see 

also [176, 122]). Accordingly the rate constant found in the simulation will then 

refer to the rate of the actual electron transfer. To match the rate constants found 

in the literature (305 s-1) this requires a probability of about 1:160 for a PQH2 

to meet a Q O binding site. To test for the probability of finding a binding site, 

the simulation is repeated with the same configuration but this time the number of 

successful encounters and the total number of encounters are counted. A probability 

of 1 :2840 is found for an encounter to be successful. This would be commensurate 

with an apparent electron transfer rate of 48806.2/2840 s-1 which is much too low. 
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Further, if a collisional mechanism were indeed the case, it is expected that the rate 

constant found here ( 48806.2 s-1) equals that measured in vitro where no diffusion 

limitation occurs. This however is not the case. The rate constant found in C. 

reinhardtii is 250- 300 s-1 [134] and thus is within the same order of magnitude as 

the in vivo rates. Equal rates in vivo and in vitro would fit better with the tight 

binding mechanism. 

It should be noted that in the case of a collisional mechanism the resulting 

rate constants are much more sensitive to the protein configurations. A factor 

of two has been found for different starting conditions ( not shown) . Due to the 

diffusion limitation it is important whether or not a PQH2 has good access to a Q0 

binding site. However, rate constants resulting from other configurations are still 

not satisfying. 

In summary it seems that a collisional mechanism is not suitable to describe the 

measured data on P700 re- reduction kinetics while a tight binding mechanism leads 

to good fits with rate constants in agreement with the literature. 

It should be noted, that the tight binding mechanism and the collisional mecha

nism are both simplifications. More generally reactions should be described by the 

rates of binding (kon), unbinding (koff) and the internal electron transfer rate (k3). 

However, no firm figures exist for plant cyt bf complexes. Therefore the simplifica

tions of a tight binding and a collisional mechanism are introduced, reflecting two 

extreme cases. 
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7.1 Summary 

The present thesis is aimed at gaining a better understanding of whole chain pho
tosynthetic electron transport by examining linear electron flow with the aid of 
mathematical models. 

In the second Chapter a 'classical' mathematical model of electron transport, 
based on differential equations, is developed. In this model thylakoid structure is 
not taken into account. The model was used to investigate the pH dependency of 
P700 re-reduction. Rate constants of the most important electron transfer steps 
were varied to match experimental data from the literature [147]. Different pH
dependencies of the reactions at the Qr site on cyt bf were tested. Good fits to the 
experimental data were obtained resulting in reasonable time constants with values 
well within the published range. However, although the model is able to explain 
some of the features of electron transfer, it is not able to explain others. 

In Chapter 3 measurements are shown that illustrate the limits of models ne
glecting organisational ·aspects of thylakoids. PS II was titrated with DCMU and 
whole chain transport was measured. Since the oxidation of PQ at cyt bf is accepted 
to be the rate limiting step of photosynthetic electron flow, titration of only a small 
number of PS II is not expected to result in a significantly decreased electron flux 
if a shared PQ pool is assumed. However, if the measured whole chain transport is 
plotted versus PS II activity an unexpected s- shaped curve is obtained. This cannot 
be explained when a shared PQ pool is assumed (see e.g. the model in Chapter 2). 

In the last decade experimental evidence arose that the diffusion of plastoquinol 
may be restricted [26, 24] and therefore a shared plastoquinol pool may be an over
simplification. Lavergne, Joliot and co-workers have observed that there is no rapid 
redox equilibration between free plastoquinone and QA, the primary quinone accep
tor at PS II. From their results they developed the micro-domain concept, described 
in Section 1.2.5. This model accounts for the high protein density in thylakoids as

suming that PQ diffusion may be severely restricted by randomly distributed integral 
proteins [111, 93, 109, 92]. The micro-domain concept was extended by Kirchhoff 
and co- workers [96] . They suggest that diffusion domains may be the result of a 
hierarchy of specific protein- protein inte~actions. 

In most mathematical models of electron transport the organisation of proteins 
in thylakoids is severely neglected. Although a variety of structural data of the pho
tosynthetic proteins and their aggregation in thylakoids is available, little is known 
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about the functional consequences. To fill this gap a mathematical model describing 

organisational characteristics of thy lakoids according to the micro- domain concept 

was developed in Chapter 3. However, the published micro-domain concepts can

not explain the complex s-shaped curves resulting from PS II titration. Therefore 

the previous models of thylakoid architecture were further extended. The measured 

data were matched with the model that was developed in this Chapter. Although 

only two varied parameters were employed, good fits to the measured data were 

obtained for several different species. It was shown that the combination of both 

functional and spatial aspects can strongly influence electron transport. The model 

assumed a dimeric Q- cycle. Such a dimeric Q-cycle was suggested by Gopta and 

co-workers [65]. Whether the two monomers of cyt bf are indeed functionally in

teracting is still under discussion and a dimeric Q-cycle is not commonly accepted. 

Further, the model developed in Chapter 3 uses average numbers for stoichiometries 

and spatial aspects. Inhomogeneities or protein- protein interactions are not taken 

into account. Nevertheless the model shows clearly that thylakoid architecture may 

strongly influence electron transport. 

To further elucidate the organisation of proteins within thylakoids and its influ

ence on photosynthetic electron transport, a Monte Carlo simulation was developed 

(see Chapters 4-6). With this simulation the influence of integral photosynthetic 

proteins on the diffusion of plastoquinone/plastoquinol was examined in Chapter 4. 

An occupied area fraction of 0. 70 in grana thy lakoids was determined using avail

able structural data on the photosynthetic proteins. For an occupied area fraction 

as high as 0.70 it was found that a random distribution of proteins could indeed 

lead to the formation of diffusion domains within which PQ is trapped. This is 

in accordance with the micro-domain concept of Lavergne and Joliot. In the case 

of a random distribution PS II may be isolated from cytochrome bf complexes for 

the time relevant for photosynthetic electron transport (also discussed e.g. in [111]) . 

Additionally, random distribution may lead to obstruction of binding sites. Particu

larly in the case of the Q0 site, which is considered to be the site of the rate limiting 

reaction, this seems wasteful. The degree of obstruction depends on the geometry of 

the protein and the exact position of the binding site on the protein (see Section 4.3, 

Table 4.2). Altogether, random distribution, although often assumed, may not be a 

favorable arrangement. Instead, the organisation of the proteins may be influenced 

by additional factors. 
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investigated preventing enhancing 
factor domain formation domain formation 

obstacle shape compact ramified 
boundary lipids exchange with PQ tightly bound to proteins 

mobility of obstacles highly mobile immobile 

protein-protein clustering ramified 

interactions (low energies?) (high energies?) 

Table 7.1: Factors influencing the percolation threshold. 

The value of 0.70 is very close to the percolation threshold from which closed 
diffusion domains are formed. Therefore slight changes in the arrangement may 
shift the percolation threshold one way or the other and thus prevent or enhance 
domain formation. Several factors which could influence the percolation threshold 
were investigated (see Table 7.1). 

Obstacle shape: Most integral proteins in the thylakoids form oligomers [89, 105, 
80, 85, 38]. Even higher aggregates of integral photosynthetic proteins were found 
in grana thylakoids [89, 27]. The formation of compact oligomers may lead to a 
decreased percolation threshold and hence facilitate PQ migration, while formation 
of ramified aggregates would have the opposite effect. 

Boundary lipids Little is known about boundary lipids. They might strongly 
influence thylakoid architecture and the formation of protein aggregates [178, 158, 
63, 103]. 

Mobility of obstacles: Lateral migration of the integral proteins is important for 
function, regulation and biosynthesis. However, protein mobility within thylakoids is 
expected to be highly restricted, firstly b_ecause of the abundance of proteins acting 
as obstacles for their diffusion and secondly due to protein- protein interactions. 
Accordingly relatively low protein mobility is expected. 
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In the next Chapter ( Chapter 5) protein- protein interactions were introduced 

into the simulation. The most abundant proteins in thylakoids are LHC II com

plexes. They are assumed to interact with other free LHC II and with LHC II 

tightly bound to PS IL 

It was found that low interaction energies (about 1 kT) lead to more clustered 

arrangements while high interaction energies (E == 5 kT or higher) result in ramified 

chains. However, the effect of protein-protein interactions decreases with increasing 

protein density. In thylakoids the protein density is very high and hence the effect of 

interaction energies may not be very pronounced. Having a mixture of interacting 

and non- interacting protein may have interesting effects: It was found that mobility 

of cyt bf may reduce the number of its binding sites be\ng obstructed (see Table 

5.1). In addition, interaction between proteins may further decrease the percolation 

threshold for PQ diffusion by the formation of more ramified chains of obstacles. 

In Chapter 6 bindings sites on the proteins were introduced and electron transfer 

was modelled. Two different routines were introduced that allow optimisation ( one 

according to Powell and the other a genetic optimisation routine). P700 re-reduction 

kinetics were measured and rate constants of some involved electron transfer steps 

were varied to match the experimental data. Two different binding mechanisms at 

the Q 0 site on cyt bf were investigated: a tight binding mechanism which implies 

irreversible binding at the Q0 site and a collisional mechanism that involves imme

diate electron transfer after a succesful encounter. The latter involves the need for 

several encounters until transfer finally takes place. Consequently, in a diffusion 

limited electron transport chain it may take a long time until transfer occurs. Since 

the protein density in thylakoids is very high - around the percolation threshold - it 

is expected that PQ diffusion is severely restricted. 

For the tight binding mechanism, assuming an area occupation of 0.70, good fits 

were obtained resulting in rate constants that are in good agreement with published 

data. Reducing the restriction of PQ diffusion (lowering the area fraction to 0.60 or 

assuming permeability of the proteins) leads to a rate constant for PQH2 oxidation 

that is rather low and not in good agreement with the literature. Similarly, the 

assumption of a collisional mechanism only leads to good fits when unrealistic rate 

constants are used. Here, the rate constant for PQH2 oxidation would need to be too 

high. This may be to compensate for the long time required to 'find' the binding site 

and reflects the somewhat opposite situation compared to lowering the restriction 

of PQ migration described above. 
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In summary it is observed that best fits are obtained when diffusion restriction 

is severe and a tight binding mechanism is assumed. 

7.2 Outlook 

As summarized above, it was found in the present investigations that the structure 

and organisation of thylakoids may have a large impact on photosynthetic electron 

transport. However, little is known about the thylakoid architecture. The work here 

points out the need for more experiments in several fields. Particularly the follow

ing factors require deeper knowledge for a better understanding of photosynthetic 

electron transport: 

• The role of boundary lipids in the organisation and aggregation of integral 

proteins. Here spin label studies and examinations of reconstituted proteins 

in liposomes may prove as valuable tools for examination. 

• The mobility of obstacles. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching has 

already provided useful data [ 68] but more data are needed. Particularly data 

are required concerning the mobility of unphosphorylated LHC II and PS II. 

• protein- protein interactions. They may play an important role but not much is 

known about the extent of interaction between the different proteins involved 

in photosynthetic electron transport. 

The diffusion coefficient of PQ within the thylakoids is expected to be distance 

dependent. Therefore it would be interesting to compare different estimates of 

D(r, c) involving different distances (see also Section 4.4). The values obtained may 

give interesting information about the structure of thylakoids. The obtained data 

could be compared with the distance dependent diffusion coefficient determined with 

the model assuming randomly arranged proteins. If the experimental data decline 

steeper with increasing distance than the diffusion coefficient obtained from the 

simulation it can be concluded that in thylakoids factors occur enhancing domain 

formation. A slower decline of the measured data on the other hand would indicate 

factors counteracting domain formation in thylakoids (such as the formation of more 

compact supercomplexes). 
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Another approach may be to further investigate the temperature dependence of 

the experiments described in Chapter 3. Diffusion processes are temperature depen

dent as are interactions. Therefore it may be enlightening to examine if temperature 

influences the control of electron transport. 

The magnitude of protein- protein interactions can be investigated by the analysis 

of particle distribution from micrographs obtained by atomic force microscopy. The 

resolution is not high enough to distinguish between cyt bf and LHC II. However, 

BBY preparations [23] do not contain cyt bf. The resulting micrographs only show 

PS II and LHC II. Accordingly it is possible to analyse the distribution of PS II and 

compare the distribution obtained with results from the simulation using different 

interaction energies. 

Investigating whole chain electron transport, different reaction mechanisms could 

be tested. For example the influence of a dimeric Q-cycle could be examined. Data 

from other experiments that could be matched are P700 re-reduction in the presence 

of DCMU, fluorescence relaxation or cyt bf reduction kinetics. Furthermore it could 

be investigated if the Monte Carlo simulation is able to explain the complex s-shaped 

curves found in plots where whole chain transport is plotted versus PS II activity 

( as described in Chapter 3). An attempt could be made to match the experimental 

data so obtained with the model, using random protein distribution and distributions 

resulting from different interaction energies. 
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